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Part I

Chapter 1
Introduction
The research on Russian intonation reported in this book differs in many ways
from the research described in the rich literature on the subject. A method of
perceptual analysis/resynthesis, the stylization method, is applied to Russian.
This method has so far only been used for Dutch and English, and recently
for German.
The motive for the present study was the lack of perceptual evidence in most
studies on Russian intonation. It was expected that by using the stylization
method some problems of Russian intonation could be approached with the
prospect of satisfactory results.
With the method of analysis/resynthesis, analysed fragments of speech can be
made audible by resynthesis and compared with the original fragment. Furthermore, this method has the great advantage that problems under research
can be shown in an audiovisual presentation, as will be explained in chapter 2.
The present book reflects this advantage in its design. It consists of two parts
in two volumes plus a cassette.
Volume 1
Part I: chapters 1 to 6.
Part II: chapters 7 and 8.
Volume 2
Part II, continued: chapters 9 and 10.
Part I. After the introduction in chapter 1 I will discuss the research method in
chapter 2, as far as is necessary for a fuP understanding of subsequent chapters. In chapter 3 attention is paid to the perception of pitch phenomena,
particularly in Russian. The chapter also describes the first attempt to make
5

of
a percept ual analysis of Russian intonati on on the basis of a classification
pitch movements occurrin g in a fragment of two minutes of Russian speech.
corThe initial result has been verified and modified on the basis of a larger
for
used
l
materia
c
linguisti
the
pus of fifteen minutes . The corpus provides
ion
percept
five
s
discusse
4
the analysis of intonati on in this book. Chapter
experim ents devoted to pitch movements that were hard to classify. Chapter 5 describes in detail the percept ually relevant features of Russian pitch
d
movements. The resultin g overview of types of pitch accent with average
phoneti c data is presente d in chapter 6.
Part II contains the corpus, described in chapter s 7-10.
After an explana tion of the represen tation chosen and notation al conventions
8.
in chapter 7, the fragmen ts of the corpus are commen ted upon in chapter
chapin
In volume 2 the texts of the corpus are given in chapter 9. Finally,
the
ter 10 the actual so-called stylized pitch contour s are presente d. For
vole
separat
a
as
d
publishe
are
s
contour
and
texts
reader's convenience, the
ume: the commen ts on the corpus in the first volume can be studied along
ed
with the stylized pitch contour s in the second volume. Pages are number
consecutively in the two volumes.
the
Volume 2 is accomp anied by a cassette with a sound demons tration of
original recordings of the corpus, the resynthesized versions of the original
recordings and the stylizati ons. For an explana tion of these terms see chapand
ter 2. The cassette can be listened to while reading the pitch contour s
the commen ts.
Apart from the publicat ion of the corpus in stylized pitch contour s and sound
in part II, which in my opinion is the best illustrat ion of the analysis , I have
tried to give as many examples as necessary in part I to explain the items
be
discussed. Most examples are taken from a film fragmen t which will not
of
s
contour
pitch
stylized
the
and
text
The
commen ted upon in chapter 8.
s
example
the
where
show
to
this fragmen t are presente d in volume 2 in order
also
can
t
fragmen
have been taken from. The original recording of the film
be found on the cassette .
The present research does not include a survey of the literatu re on Russian
of
intonati on, since this literatu re has recently been discussed in the works
(1983).
r
Svetoza rova (1982) and Keijspe
The aim of the research is to describe Russian intonati on in terms of perceptually relevant pitch movements that combine to form complet e stylized pitch
c
contour s. On the basis of a percept ual analysis, problem s on the phoneti
6

and linguistic level can be solved. On the basis of the studies of Keijsper and
Svetozarova issues for further research appeared to be the following:
1. The types of discretely different pitch movements in Russian.
2. The positions in which pitch movements occur.
3. The possible combinations of pitch movements.
4. The acceptable tolerance within pitch movement parameters.
5. The linguistic function of perceptually relevant pitch movements.
The present study is mainly devoted to the first issue.

7

List of operational definitions
Some of the terms used in my study are defined in the following list. All the
terms will be introduced in the course of part I, but the reader may wish to
consult the list ,1t another moment. Where appropriate the reader is referred
to the chapter or section in a chapter where a given term is dealt with.
The definitions of the terms must be read as being limited to my description
of pitch phenomena. Terms are defined differently in various linguistic and/ or
phonetic "schools". The definitions listed below are therefore operational in
the sense that they are strictly limited to the present study and are not intended to be a contribution to the solution of theoretical problems.

Close-copy stylizations
F 0 curves that have been reduced to the smallest possible number of discrete and invariant straight-line segments yielding perceptual equality with
the original F O curves. Also: stylization.
Sections 2.3 and 2.3.6.
Configuration of pitch movements
A concatenation of pitch movements that as a whole is relevant for the perception of a certain type of pitch accent.
Declination
The tendency of F 0 to decline gradually in the course of an utterance.
Section 5.4.1.
Excursion
The size of an interval between the begin and end frequency of a pitch movement, usually expressed in semitones (ST).
Section 5.2.

9

Hertz
Unit of frequency: one hertz is one cycle per second, abbreviated as Hz.
Sections 2.3.3 and 5.2.2.
Intonation
Speech melody.
"The ensemble of pitch variations in the course of an utterance."
't Hart, Collier and Cohen {forthcoming).
Intonation pattern
A fixed concatenation of pitch accents.
Section 3.5.
Microintonation
Fluctuations in the fundamental frequency curve that are not intended by the
speaker and are caused by physiological factors.
Section 2.3.7.
Perceptual equality
Melodic identity of pitch contours.
Section 2.3.6.
Perceptual equivalence
Melodic similarity of pitch contours.
Section 3.4.
Pitch accent
A {configuration of) pitch movement(s) lending perceptual prominence to a
syllable.
Chapters 2, 3 and 5.
Pitch contour
A sequence of {configurations of) pitch movements occurring in the course of
an utterance.
Chapter 2.

10

Pitch movement
A change in the fundamental frequency contributing to the melodic impression.
Chapters 2, 3 and 5.
Posttonic syllable(s)
The syllable(s) immediately following the pitch accented syllable.
Chapters 2 and 5.
Pretonic syllable{s)
The syllable(s) immediately preceding the pitch accented syllable.
Chapters 2 and 5.
Refere nee levels
High reference level: the highest end frequency occurring in the rising pitch
movements of a given speaker.
Low reference level: the lowest end frequency occurring in the falling pitch
movements of a given speaker.
Section 5.2.3.
Register
The melodic range of a given speaker between the high and the low reference
leyel.
Pitch movements can be realized high or low in the register.
Section 5.2.1.
Reset
A jump upward or downward in the fundamental frequency course.
Also: declination reset.
Section 5.4.2.
Semitone
Logarithmic unit of frequency, abbreviated as ST.
Sections 2.3.3 and 5.2.2.

11

Slope
The steepness of a pitch movement as determine d by the duration and the
excursion of that movement, expressed in semitones per second, abbreviate d
as ST/s.
Section 5.4.
Stylized pitch contour
A pitch contour represente d in close-copy stylization s.
Chapter 2.
Timing
The position in the accented syllable where the end frequency of a pitch movement is reached.
Early timing: the end frequency is reached near the vowel onset.
Late timing: the end frequency is reached much later than the vowel onset.
Section 5.3.
Tonic syllable
The prominent syllable in a word with pitch accent.
Chapters 2 and 5 and sections 5.5 and 5.6.
Type of pitch accent
A set of realization s of a pitch accent that are perceptual ly equivalent .
Section 3.3.
Zanos (= Russian for "set-up")
A small and usually steep rise in the pretonic syllable before a falling pitch
accent.
Section 5.5.2.

12

Chapter 2
The stylization method
2.1

Introduction

In this study Russian intonation is analysed using the method of stylization,
i.e. an approximation of the measured fundamental frequency (Fo) curve
reduced to the simplest possible perceptually adequate form by means of
straight lines. The main criterion in this stylization method is perceptual
equality between the original fundamental frequency curve and the stylization
of that F 0 curve.
The result of stylizing pitch phenomena in the way described in this chapter is
a representation of Russian intonation in terms of perceptually relevant pitch
movements which combine to form complete stylized contours.

2.2

The IPO approach

The explanation of the method in this chapter will not convey more technical
information about hardware and software than is strictly necessary. Instead,
I shall concentrate on how the equipment has been used during my research.
The stylization method of analysing intonation uses the Linear Predictive
Coding (LPC) analysis/resynthesis system.
A software package for the analysis and resynthesis of natural human speech
on a minicomputer under VMS with ADC and DAC facilities contains all the
-speech processing programs necessary for my purpose (Vogten 1983). The
speech signal is digitized and every 10 milliseconds analysed into thirteen parameters_: voiced/unvoiced, ~t~, fundamental frequency and 10 coefficients
from which 5 formants and their bandwidths are derived. These parameters
are used for resynthesizing the speech signal and can be manipulated independently in such a way that perceptually irrelevant details can be deleted in
13

,1

working interactively with the computer (see fig. 2.1). In the present research
the main parameter manipulated is the F 0 (pitch) parameter. For more technical details the reader is referred to 't Hart et al. (1982).
The stylization method has been developed at the Institute for Perception
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the analysis/resynthesis system (S.G. Nooteboom and A. Cohen
1984)

Research (IPO) in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, by A. Cohen, R. Collier and
J. 't Hart (e.g. 't Hart and Cohen 1973, 't Hart and Collier 1975). This socalled IPO approach to the analysis of intonation, known as the Dutch School
of Intonation, is extensively discussed in 't Hart, Collier, Cohen (forthcoming).

2.3

From an original contour to a close-copy stylization

In this section some crucial steps in the process leading from original recorded
speech materials to final stylizations will be discussed in detail. The process
will be described from my own point of view as an experimenter, since a
manual with directions for use which are other than purely technical does not
exist. As we will see, stylizations are the result of experimental, interactive
work. Every decision as to whether or not a given pitch movement is relevant
for perception is primarily made by the experimenter. The acceptability of
14

stylizations is verifiable by native listeners m perception experiments (see
section 2.4 below).
2.3.1

Input of linguistic material

The microphone recording on a Revox tape recorder, i.e. the analogue speech
signal, is digitized and stored in the computer. After a quality check (the
right loudness, peak level etc.) the experimenter segments the input· into
fragments. Parts where speakers talk simultaneously or produce noise other
than speech are not analysed and are left out. The fragments usually have a
duration which does not exceed 3 seconds. This is a convenient length for the
analysis, as we will see in section 2.5. If possible, utterances are segmented
into fragments at a boundary or, if a boundary does not occur within three
seconds, at moments where there is "time enough" to cut off the running
speech.
Summarizing, the analogue speech signal (the original microphone recording)
is digitized and segmented into short fragments. The speech material is now
ready for analysis.
2.3.2

The analysis of relevant parameters

After the speech signal is digitized, some programs are run for the analysis of
the thirteen parameters mentioned in section 2.2. For the study of intonation
the quintessence of the system used is that the parameters voiced/unvoiced,
gain and fundamental frequency, can be manipulated Beparately, leaving the
other parameters unchanged. Thus, changing pitch does not affect amplitude,
voiced/unvoiced detection or formants. The great advantage is that manipulating parameters is a conscious process in the sense that no change in one
parameter in the speech signal unintentionally "takes along" changes in other
parameters. See fig. 2.1 in section 2.2.
2.3.3

The original F O curve displayed on the monitor

The actual work for the experimenter starts here.
After the analysis of the thirteen parameters a fragment is displayed on the
monitor. The display shows gain, waveform, unvoiced parts and the F 0 (fundamental frequency) curve on a logarithmic scale, as demonstrated in fig. 2.2.
On the x-axis the time scale is indicated in seconds. One dot in the fundamental frequency curve on the monitor represents 10 milliseconds.
15
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Figure 2.2: Gain, waveform, unvoiced indication (uv) and F O curve of an analysed speech
fragment; one dot represents 10 milliseconds

On the y-axis values for pitch are displayed in hertz on a logarithmic frequency
scale. The reasons for using a logarithmic scale are explained in section 5.2.2.
For two given frequency values, fl and f2, the ratio of these values can be
calculated and converted into semitones with the following formula:

size=

=
=
=

size
f2

fl

z::2.log(f2/ fl)

the size of a frequency interval in semitones;
the end frequency in hertz;
the begin frequency in hertz.

The fragment can be made audible by resynthesis and compared to the original fragment. There is a clearly audible difference in sound quality between
the original version of the microphone recording and the analysed and resynthesized version.
Possible errors in the measurement of pitch or of voiced/unvoiced can now be
corrected by comparing the original and the resynthesized versions.
16

2.3.4

Correctio n of errors

In figure .2.2 the whimsical, small fluctuation s in the F 0 curve do not (yet)
give an easily interpreta ble picture. First, all errors must be removed from
the F 0 curve by listening and comparing the resynthesi zed with the original
version. No differences in pitch should be audible between the two versions
after correction of the errors. In figure 2.2, between 1.2 and 1.4s on the
time s~ale, a measurem ent error of one octave can be observed. The "clean"
contour, in which this error has been corrected, is shown in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The F O curve after the correction of an octave error, shown in figure 2.2
between 1.2 and 1.4s

2.3.5

Voiced and unvoiced parts in the pitch contour

The program for the analysis of pitch phenomen a detects voiced and unvoiced
parts in the F O curve. However, it proved that many stretches were incorrectly
detected as voiceless: a manual correction was necessary. Fricatives and affricates, in particular , needed frequent correction from unvoiced to voiced and·
sometimes the other way round. Unvoiced parts are absent in the F 0 curve
and are indicated on the screen outside the picture of the pitch contour (see
fig. 2.4). By comparing the gain and the F 0 curve we always know whether an
interruptio n in the contour 'is caused by silence or by an unvoiced part. The
computer software allows us to make unvoiced parts voiced and vice versa.
17
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2.3.6

Stylizing F 0 curves by means of straight-line segments.

After bhe correction of errors we have a basis for further stylization. The fascinating work of stylizing pitch phenomena begins at this point. The process
of stylizing ultimately results in a cloBe-copy Btylization in the sense of De
Pijper (t988) (see below).
The way in which the actual work has to be carried out will be discussed
in this section. Some observations made during the stylizing process will be
described in section 2.5. In working interactively with the computer the experimenter reduces fundamental frequency curves in the pitch domain on a
logarithmic scale (see also section 5.2.2) to the smallest number of Btraight-line
BegmentB which will still yield perceptual equality with the original F O curve.
This means that all pitch movements in a final stylization are perceptually relevant and cannot be reduced further: no movement can be omitted without
introducing a perceptual difference with the original F O curve while listening
very critically. This type of stylization is introduced by De Pijper and defined
as "( ... ) stylizations, where virtually no perceptual differences appear to exist
between stylized pitch contour and original fundamental frequency curve and
which are as economical as possible in terms of the number of pitch movements needed" (de Pijper 1983: 20). Straight lines connect the moments in
the F 0 curve where pitch switches into another direction (see fig. 2.5). Though
18

the criterion in making close-copy stylizations has to be perceptual equality between original and close-copy stylization, more than one close-copy stylization
of an original may exist. Another experimenter may make a close copy that
differs slightly from mine, but which is also perceptually equal to the original.
Straight lines can be drawn step by step, i.e. in steps of ten milliseconds
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Figure 2.5: Gain, waveform, original, corrected F 0 curve (dotted line) and close-copy
stylization (solid line) of a speech fragment

forward or backward. Stretches to be changed in pitch can be indicated by
moving the graphic cursor (with x-position (time) and y-position (Fo)) on
the screen over the F 0 curve. The begin and end values between which an
interpolation in pitch is to be made (see fig. 2.6) must be defined with the
cursor.
Thus, by defining the begin and end points of an F O line, we draw a new line
over the original F O curve with the cursor. The old and new lines remain
visible on the screen as long as we do not clear it (see fig. 2.7).
With the cursor we also indicate the beginning and length of a stretch to be
resynthesized and spoken. Any step, stretch or fragment can be made audible
and be compared with the original F O curve of the same part of the utterance. In this way we can listen to how an interpolated stretch sounds and how
it "fits" melodically into the fragment. Finally, after the whole fragment has
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Figure 2.6: The graphic cursor on the screen
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Figure 2.7: Interpolati on of a stretch in the F 0 curve

been stylized, the original and the stylized contours can be compare d and evaluated by the experime nter. On the screen the two contours can be drawn one
on top of the other on exactly the same time scale with the (untouched) gain
and amplitud e. Only pitch has been changed, and what we see now are the
straight- line segments through the original "round" movements (figure 2.8).
The original F 0 curve with all its round forms stylized into a minimum of
straight-line segments? At first sight this seems unbelievable, and it usually
is to someone who is not familiar with the method and has never heard its
results. As already mentione d, the main criterion of the stylizatio n method
is perceptual equality between the original F O curve and the stylizatio n. An
F O curve showing a round line in the original version that can be replaced by
a straight- line segment in the stylizatio n without audible difference enables us
20

to describe pitch movements as economically as possible. For we do not only
replace one round F O curve by one straight-line segment. We may reduce a
number of round F 0 curves to one straight-line segment if only the perceptual
criterion is maintained. The number of pitch movements that. are relevant
for perception is thus reduced to a minimum. From experience we know that
human ears do not hear a difference between "round" and "straight" speech.
It has sometimes been suggested by colleagues unfamiliar with the IPO styl-
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Figure 2.8: The original round and the stylized straight movements one on top of the
other

ization method that pitch should be stylized into parabolas instead of into
straight lines: it was thought that this would sound more natural. But this
is not the case: straight-line segments sound fully acceptable. With sound
demonstrations of stylizations I could always convince my sceptical audience
that straight-line segments do not sound "angular". It is for this reason,
among others, that the corpus in part II comes with a cassette.
2.3. 7

Microintonation

Fluctuations in the F O curve of natural speech which are not intended by the
speaker, but are involuntary, being caused by a combination of physiological
factors, are indicated by the term microintonation. In the corpus the fluctuations caused by microintonation are retained in the stylized pitch contours
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only if it would sound perceptually unacceptable to leave them out. But in
the present study microintonation is not commented upon. On a higher level
of abstraction microintonation need not be retained in the stylized representation of pitch contours. For more detailed information about microintonatio n
the reader is referred to 't Hart, Collier and Cohen (forthcoming).

2.4

Evaluation and verification of stylizations

As already mentioned, close-copy stylizations can be verified at any moment
by auditive comparison of the resynthesized versions of the original contour
with the stylized version. A resynthesized stretch can be produced instantly
and the original and stylized versions can be listened to immediately, one after
the other. The minimum duration of a stretch is 10 milliseconds. Subsequent
or previous stretches of any duration in milliseconds can be made audible from
any point onward.
By listening and comparing a short stretch of 20 or 30 ms (10 ms is too short
a duration for comparison) it is easy to determine the exact highest or lowest
point of a Fo change. If a stylized straight-line segment sounds acceptable
when compared with the original version, it is important to listen to how the
stretch fits into the whole fragment melodically. A short stylized stretch of
50 ms sometimes sounds fine compared with the original version, whereas in
the whole fragment of, for instance, 3 seconds a perceptually unacceptable
difference is audible. The reverse may also occur, but that is not perceptually
relevant as long as we are dealing with stylizing longer excerpts of running
natural speech and not with isolated sounds.
ff a stylization at the beginning or the end of a fragment does not sound acceptable, it must be compared with the preceding and/or following fragments:
fragments are not always segmented at a boundary (see section 2.3.1). Moreover, it is almost impossible to stylize isolated F O curves, since the melodic
context strongly influences the perception of pitch movements.
My stylizations have been verified in informal perception experiments with
trained listeners, who did not necessarily know Russian. This is a means of
control for the experimenter and a good preparation for further experiments
with native subjects. With the help of very experienced ears, more specifically those of J. 't Hart, contours which were hard to stylize have improved
considerably.
Close-copy stylizations which are accepted by the experienced experimenter
and by non-native and native trained listeners hardly need further verifi22

cation. My non-native and native listeners were all experts in the field of
prosody. Though stylizations slightly different from the original version do
occur, trained non-native and native listeners have waved the significance of
these differences aside as being too subtle to pay attention to. The stylizations
accepted by specialists have never been rejected by other listeners.

2.5

Aspects of stylizing F O curves in Russian

The title of this section must be read as being limited to those pitch movements which occur in the analysed corpus. Some experiences will be described
that are strictly personal. These experiences do not pretend to be more than
a report on what was observed during the process of stylizing F 0 .curves in
Russian.

2.5.1

Finding the pitch accents

In the stylization method used for my purpose the only parameter I have
changed, apart from the voiced/unvoiced detection, is F 0 • In stylizing there
are two activities: audiovisual stylizing (with the eye, with analytical and
broad listening and comparing) and visual stylizing (with the eye, without
listening), not necessarily in this order. Visual stylizing requires experience,
but it can be a help in stylizing Fo curves which connect accent-lending pitch
movements if the former show a very capricious picture that is hard to interpret. The first task is to establish where pitch accents in a fragment of
speech occur, by listening repeatedly to a whole fragment. Sometimes a syllable becomes prominent if a small movement that seems to be larger than the
adjacent movements which have been smoothed out is stylized into a rising
and/or falling movement. On the other hand, a pitch accent that has only a
small movement may be wiped.
In order to verify whether an accent is indeed a pitch accent, the movement(s)
realized in the (pre-/post-) tonic syllable(s) can be removed in doubtful cases.
If the accent is still perceived, another prosodic cue (vowel length, loudness,
rhythm, vowel quality) and/or linguistic cue (in the structure of an utterance)
or some combination of these cues lends prominence. But "( ... )there are reasons for believing that pitch is the one most heavily relied on. When conditions
are arranged artificially to pit one cue against another, pitch usually carries
the day against length and loudness" (Bolinger 1986: 21-22). Experiments
carried out by 't Hart (1969) and Van Katwijk (1974) show the same and
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confirm the strong position of pitch as a first cue for the perception of prominence.
The verification of whether accents are pitch accents must be carried out very
carefully, since acoustically a (configuration of) perceptually relevant pitch
movement(s) may occur at various places with respect to the accented syllable: acoustically there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between a
syllable with pitch accent and a pitch movement. One pitch movement or a
configuration of pitch movements may be extended over more than one syllable, including the accented one. Perceptually, however, in such cases there
can be a one-to-one relationship between a syllable with pitch accent and a
pitch movement. The sequence of syllables, including the accented syllable,
covered by one pitch movement is then perceived as if the pitch movement
"fills" only the accented syllable. It is amazing how few stylized pitch movements are sufficient for one fragment, while other fragments require many of
them. The number of pitch movements does not always seem to correspond to
our auditive imagination. Thus, acoustics and perception do not necessarily
coincide. This issue is discussed in detail in chapter 3 ...
In order to verify whether we are dealing with a pitch iccent, especially if one
pitch movement covers a sequence of three syllables the accented syllable of
which is the middle one, the movement can be manipulated and shifted backward or forward with respect to the accented syllable and compared with the
original version. If the accent is still perceived in the same syllable when the
pitch movement is elsewhere, another (combination of) cue (s) is responsible
. for the perception of prominence. In the example in figure 2.9 the pitch accent
in the word menja (solid line) has been shifted to a pitch accent in the word
ljubis' (dotted line).
In summary, the process of determining pitch accents can be verified at any
moment by listening and comparing the stylization with the original version
and, if necessary, by manipulating pitch movements.

2.5.2

Straightening originally curved movements

The exact location of a point where pitch switches into another direction is
very important. Placing the perceptually relevant turning point too late or
too early may change the pitch movement into another type of pitch movement. By means of a few examples I will demonstrate how straightening the
wrong sic:le of an originally whimsical curved movement may result in a perceptually unacceptable placement of a turning point. A curved rising pitch
24
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Figure 2.9: Manipulation of a pitch accent in menja (solid line) to a pitch accent in
ljubil' (dotted line)

movement can be stylized by taking the lowest and highest points and interpolating between them {fig. 2.10).
In figure 2.10 we see that parts of the curve are situated to the right of the
straight line and parts to the left. In the case of small movements, where the
highest point is reached late in the accented syllable (see section 5.3), this
stylization is mostly perceptually acceptable. However, things are not that
simple.
For movements with a large excursion (see chapter 4) there is a perceptual
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Figure 2.10: Stylizing curved pitch movements

difference between movements which reach the highest point early and those
which reach the highest point late in the accented vowel, as well as between
the different ways in which this point can be reached, namely by a steep or by
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a gradual rising movement. For these movements the curves must be stylized
in a very subtle way. Generally speaking, for steep movements reaching the
highest point early in the accented vowel the outside of the highest part of
the curve must be taken; for gradual movements reaching the highest point
late in the accented vowel the inside of the lowest part of the curve must be
taken (fig. 2.11).
These are only indications. Individual cases may deviate from the general.
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Figure 2.11: Stylizing the outside and inside of curved movements

The visual Fo curve does not give information about which of the two perceptually different movements we are confronted with. Stylizing is sometimes a
question of trial and error, but we can always control the process by list~ning
and comparing.
'
The perceptually different stylizations of curved rising movements are· presented in fig. 2.12. The same phenomenon has been observed for falling
movements: some types of pitch movements can be stylized systematically
in the same way.
2.5.3

The plateau in configurations of pitch movements

In close-copy stylizations the fundamental frequency curves are reduced to the
smallest number of straight-line segments. All straight-line segments are perceptually relevant. In configurations of rising and falling pitch movements the
perceptually relevant part sometimes consists of two segments (see fig. 2.13).
In most cases the plateau in the highest or lowest part of the tonic syllable
cannot be left out or "stylized away" without introducing clearly audible differences.
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The plateau is the stylized upper or lower part of a curve in the original pitch
contour. The plateau is usually observed if the pitch movement is completed
early in the accented vowel. In that case, the highest or lowest point is reached
at the vowel onset and the same pitch level is held for some tens of milliseconds.
For some types of Russian pitch accent the plateau is a perceptually relevant
part of the configuration (see chapter 6). I have made the plateau where it
was perceptually unacceptable to stylize the movement without the plateau,
by making the rise higher or the fall lower.
The plateau is not acceptable if the movement is completed late in the ac-
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Figure 2.13: The plateau in rising and falling pitch movements

cented vowel. The result usu~lly sounds too high (with rises) or too low (with
falls) as compared with the original version. A movement which is completed
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late in the accented syllable and continues for some tens of milliseconds on
the same pitch level will be perceived as slightly rising or, respectively, falling,
depending on the duration of that level tone and subsequent posttonic movements.

The duration of a straight-line segment

2.5.4

The duration of a connecting non-prominence lending pitch movement in between pitch accents varies. It is easily perceived when a straight-line segment
is too long: in the resynthesis the speaker is suddenly a singer, or the segment sounds unnatural. The unnaturalness can be caused by the absence of
microintonation (see section 2.3.7) which has incorrectly been stylized away,
or by a pitch accent which has been omitted or is maybe only small. This
can sometimes be corrected by finding another begin or end frequency for the
pretonic and posttonic parts, respectively.
In figure 2.14 the segment indicated in the first contour (dotted) is too long
and sounds unacceptable; it is corrected in the second contour (solid). The
correction has been made by listening and comparing the original with new
stylizations until the segment sounds perceptually acceptable.
Again, these are only indications.
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Figure 2.14: Correction of an unacceptable long segment between the first two accents

The duration of a gradual pitch movement must not be too long, but there are
also certain perceptual limits to the steepness of slope in pitch movements.
Though movements have been found with a steepness of up to 190 semitones
per second (see chapter 6), which is extremely steep, there is a point where a
voice breaks if the movement is stylized too steeply.
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Declination reset is a different matter (see section 5.4.2). This is a jump in
Fo in an utterance upward or downward. Such jumps cannot be described as
pitch movements and, consequently, no degrees of slope for such jumps can
be given.
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Chapter 3
Classifying pitch movement s into
types
3.1

Introduction

Chapter 3 describes the process of classifying configurations of perceptually
relevant pitch movements. First, the discrepancy between acoustics and perception will be discussed by explaining how acoustically different pitch- movements can be perceived as realizations of one· type of pitch accent. Next, the
way in which (configurations of) pitch movements are grouped together into
types of pitch accent on the basis of perceptual equivalence will be considered.

3.2

Acoustics vs. perception: you do not hear what
you see

The title of this section reflects exactly what we are confronted with in the
process of stylizing F 0 curves: the discrepancy between acoustics and perception, i.e. differences between the acoustic representation and the perception
of the speech signal. Pitch movements can be perceived as if they occur at
another pitch level, at another position in the speech signal, earlier or later,
than the actual acoustic information shows. For example, ·a pitch movement
that is perceived as falling during the accented vowel, can acoustically already
have been completed before the actual onset of the accented vowel. Also, a
perceptually relevant pitch movement can cover more than one syllable; this
occurs more often than one might expect.
Furthermore, it is sometimes very difficult to hear whether pitch is rising or
falling in the accented vowel. Looking at the fundamental frequency curve to
see whether it is a rise or a fall gives only acoustic, not perceptual evidence.
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As has been discussed in section 2.5.1, F 0 curves can be manipulated and
compared with the original version in order to find out whether the stylization has been made perceptually correct.
If a movement is acoustically not situated in the accented syllable where we
perceive it, then how do we visually represent the perceptually relevant pitch
movement in that syllable? Two different types of information must be given:
the perceptually relevant pitch movement and the position of that movement
with respect to the accented syllable. If only the perceptual information is presented, we lack the information about where the perceptually relevant pitch
movement is situated with respect to the accented syllable.
Some examples will be given that are relevant for a better understanding of
the stylized pitch contours presented in part II.
The bold line in the examples indicates the whole accented syllable, the small
perpendicular dash on the bold line points to the position of the vowel onset in
the accented syllable (fig. 3.1). The accented syllables are indicated in italics.
In figure 3.1 one falling movement in the word choroso covers two pretonic syl1500
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Figure 3.1: A falling pitch movement in the word chorolo

lables and the final accented syllable. The vowel onset of the accented syllable
is situated low at the end of the falling movement, but the entire movement
is perceived as being situated in the accented syllable. The perceptually relevant pitch movement is thus the entire falling movement. Note that if by
manipulating F O the whole movement is shifted forward in time in such a way
that the perceptually relevant pitch movement now takes place only within
the tonic syllable, the manipulation affects timing (see section 5.3) and thus
the perception of the movement.
In fig. 3.2 a rising movement in the word voobsce covers two pretonic syllables. The position of the vowel onset is at the beginning of the plateau at the
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Figure 3.2: A rising pitch movement in the word voobsce

highest point of the rise. The perceptually relevant part is a configuration of
the rising movement and the plateau.
In the first example in fig. 3.3 the accented syllable in menja is only slightly
higher than the pretonic syllables. Yet a rising pitch movement is perceived:
pitch falls immediately after the accent and the pretonic syllables are realized
at a high level.
In the second example the fall is already completed at the vowel onset in the
accented syllable in ljubis'. Pitch continues on the same level. The perceptually relevant part is the pretonic falling pitch movement and the plateau,
though in the accented and posttonic syllables pitch is level.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate another falling movement. In these cases the
falling movement is completed at the end of the accented syllable. In both
examples the fall is preceded by a smaller (fig. 3.4) or a larger (fig. 3.5) rising
movement in the accented syllable.
The examples have illustrated the discrepancy between acoustics and perception. For a classification of pitch movements based on melodic similarity it
is important to be aware of the phenomenon that there is not necessarily a
visual similarity between melodically similar pitch movements.

3.3

Classifying pitch movements on the basis of melodic
similarity

In the process leading from an original tape recording towards a perceptual
description of Russian intonation a first stage has been the finding of the perceptually relevant pitch movements (section 2.5.1) in the corpus. The next
stage then involves finding types of (configurations of) perceptually relevant
33
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Figure 3.3: A level pitch movement in the words menja and ljubil'

pitch movement on the basis of melodic similarity: all (configurations of) perceptually relevant pitch movements must be compared with one another and
be classified into discretely different types of pitch accent. The final result of
the classification is an overview which contains averaged phonetic specifications of all the types of pitch accent that were found to exist. This overview
will be presented in chapter 6.
For a classification into types it is not sufficient to group together pitch movements with more or less the same phonetic features. For the reasons mentioned
in section 3.2 a type can only be described in terms of phonetic features ~er
it has been determined perceptually, and not the other way round. A phonetic description of perceptually relevant pitch movements is there{ore not a
reliable tool in the classification task: before a type has been determined we
do not yet know which phonetic features are responsible for the perception of
melodic similarity and to what extent they affect this perception. The perceptual criterion always comes first, also in classifying perceptually relevant
pitch movements.
As we have seen in section 2.3.6, in assessing perception it is important to
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Figure 3.5: Two pitch movements in the accented syllable in the word dolgo

listen to pitch movements in an isolated position as well as in a longer fragment. The same holds true for the classification of pitch accents. By isolating
pitch movements, perceptually relevant pretonic and/or posttonic movements
that are part of the configuration of a given type of pitch accent may have
been cut off; in a longer fragment movements are more difficult to recognize,
let alone classify. In the process of classification, movements were listened to
and compared with one another from both perspectives: in isolation and in
context. In order to make the classification, isolated pitch movements and
movements in context were made accessible in the computer for listening to
in random order and they were also recorded on tape.
In my view, the classification of pitch movements must start with a purely
auditive activity. I therefore avoided the view that "what I see is what I
hear". Afterwards, displaying on the monitor what I had been classifying was
sometimes a revealing experience.
The classification task was carried out as follows. Similar (configurations of)
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movements in an excerpt from a single speaker were sorted. Rising and falling
pitch movements with clearly audible differences were separated from one another, similar (configurations of) movements were grouped together, listened
to and compared.
After a first rough division, further subdivisions into melodically similar
groups were made: movements that did not fit melodically into a group after
the first classification were compared with other groups or put into a separate
group. Initially, the number of groups increased and movements travelled
from one group to another until all perceptually relevant pitch movements
had fallen into place.
The perceptually relevant pitch movements were sorted over a long period,
because groups had to be listened to regularly with fresh ears every few weeks
and months. If after listening analytically to one group all the (configurations
of) movements in that group did sound melodically similar, the perceptually
relevant pitch movements were considered to be realizations of a discrete type
of pitch accent and to be perceptually equivalent (see section 3.4).
The process just described had to be repeated for the excerpts from all speakers. The groups that were found to exist for one speaker could then be compared with the groups for other speakers. Some perceptually relevant pitch
movements did not occur in all excerpts.
Finally, groups for all speakers were matched.
The identified groups could now be described in terms of types of pitch accent
and ph·onetic specifications could be given. From the process of stylizing I
knew that a description of merely the tonic part, even if the whole movement
was situated in the accented syllable, does not uniquely identify a type: the
tonic part may be identical in different types of pitch accent. Other features,
in the pretonic and/or posttonic part, demanded their share in the perceptual
description. This phenomenon has already been touched upon in section 3.2.
Moreover, phonetic features that are decisive for the recognition of one type
of pitch accent can be subordinated to other features in another type.
A first experience in classifying pitch movements is described in detail in section 3.5.
My classification has been verified in informal pretests with non-native and
native trained listeners, and in formal perception experiments with native
subjects. The formal experiments are described in chapter 4.
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3.4

Perceptual equivalence

Configurations of perceptually relevant pitch movements which have been classified into discretely different types of pitch accent are perceptually equivalent
within each of these types. Differences between realizations of pitch accents
are always audible, hut such realizations can be recognized as belonging to
one type; in the same way the taste of coffee may vary, hut the taste is still
that of coffee and not, for example, of tea. How then to define the limits of
perceptual tolerance, which makes two configurations belong to the same type
or to different types?
Whereas perceptual equality means that there is no audible difference at all
between two configurations of movements, the perceptual equivalence between
two configurations of movements is perceived on a higher level of abstraction.
If native speakers have to indicate the melodic similarity· between two configurations, they may apply two criteria:
1. The perception of the melody.
2. The function of the perceived melody in the given context.
How do we know which criterion has been switched on? The linguistic consciousness of native speakers cannot be excluded, whatever we ask them to
listen to.
If the focus is too much on melody, all movements will be perceived as different. If the focus is too much on functional aspects, there is a phase between
the description of perceptually relevant pitch movements and the description
of functions of types of pitch movement that has been omitted: the classification into types of pitch accent. A type of pitch accent can have various
functions in different contexts, e.g. "question" and "continuation". On the
other hand, different types of pitch accent can be used in e.g. a "question".
Given the two criteria melody and contextual function, two movements can be
1. melodically similar and functionally the same;
2. melodically similar, hut functionally not the same;
3. melodically dissimilar, but functionally the same;
4. melodically dissimilar and functionally not the same.
If the question is whether two movements are melodically equivalent, the native speaker will say "yes" in case no. 1 and "no" in case no. 4, hut he may
hesitate in cases no. 2 and no. 3.
My classification is based upon melodic similarity, i.e. the borderline is in
between nos. 1 and 2 on the one hand, and nos. 3 and 4 on the other. This
approach is based upon the opinion that the linguistic description should start
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from the form (nos. 1 and 2). The present study is not concerned with the
·functional side of the problem. But it can serve as a basis for future research
in this area, in the following way.
For all examples of one type of pitch accent in the corpus, the contextual
functions of that type should be examined in order to determine whether
these functions can be summarized into one meaning. If that is the case, the
contextual functions found are interpretations of that meaning.
As to case no. 3, I doubt whether such cases really exist. The question of
whether descriptions saying that no. 3 does exist are correct should be investigated, i.e. whether the presumption of functional identity can be maintained
if several examples are examined.
Another matter that has to be discussed in the context of classifying pitch
movements is defining standard pitch movements. Making standard movements can be useful for computerized text-to-speech systems, or for the teaching of intonation. In a standardized description of pitch movements, perceptually equivalent movements are modified to such an extent that only one
prototype results.
In my overview I have indicated the averaged values for every speaker of the
corpus separately and for all speakers together; also, between brackets the
maximum and minimum values (the limits of perceptual tolerance) of phonetic features are given for every type of pitch accent. These values are stated
in chapter 6. As long as the functional side of Russian intonation has not
been described satisfactorily, I regard it as premature to define prototypes.
For example, in a sequence of rising pitch accents of one type it is linguistically

Figure 3.6: A sequence of two rising pitch accents with different excursion

relevant which accents are "subordinated" to others. In the original recording
of the utterance "u vas cholodnoe pivo?" (do you have cold beer?) two rising
pitch accents occur: in "cholodnoe" (cold) and in "pivo" (beer)(the accented
syllable is indicated in italics). The first rise has a larger excursion than the
second rise (see figure 3.6). The speaker of this utterance asks whether there
is something cold to drink, preferably beer. If the question were about the
temperature of the beer, the word order would have been reversed: "pivo u
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vas cholodnoe?" {is the beer you have cold?). If in the second rise in the
utterance "u vas cholodnoe pivo" a higher point is reached than in the first
rise, not only a perceptual but also a functional difference is introduced: the
speaker now expresses his surprise that there is beer at all, which happens
to be cold. If one prototype of this type of pitch accent were given, the two
rising pitch accents would have been stylized equally high and the linguistically relevant issue would be overlooked. In the given example it would be
perceptually and linguistically unacceptable.
Summarizing, my work has been carried out in the following order:
- close-copy stylizations based on perceptual equality between the original
version and the stylized version, verified in perception experiments;
- the classification of perceptually relevant pitch movements based on the criterion of perceptual equivalence, verified in perception experiments;
- the description of types of pitch accent that were found to exist.
For a standardization further activities would be:
- a study of the interpretations and meaning of the established types of pitch
accent;
- the stylization of types of pitch accent into as many standards as are linguistically justified;
- a definition of phonetic specifications for the standard types of pitch accent.
My study did not include these three activities.

3.5

A first attempt at classifying pitch movements

The first excerpt of the corpus that has been analysed is a quasi-spontaneous
monologue by the opera director B.A. Pokrovskij, published elsewhere (Ode
1986). This article described how pitch movements were classified into groups
of perceptually similar (configurations of) pitch movements. The classification
in the present section is taken from the article. After a description of every
group, the problems I was left with and suggestions for solving them are
discussed.
3.5.1

Sorting the pitch movements

In the Pokrovskij excerpt pitch movements are classified (see section 3.3) into
ten groups, running from A to J. Every group contains perceptually similar
{configurations of) pitch movements. In order to verify the close copies of the
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excerpt, original fragments and close copies were recorded on tape in pairs and
presented to a native audience of about thirty trained listeners. The closecopy stylizations have been labelled as fully acceptable. This means that no
perceptually relevant difference was heard between the original recording and
the close copies.
I made the classification by means of the Bell and Howell Language Master
System. The excerpt has been divided into stretches of approximately three
seconds. These stretches were recorded on cards with magnetic tape with a
maximum duration of three seconds. A card does not give any written information about a stretch, except for its number. Cards can be listened to
in random order by passing them through the Language Master groove with
replay head.
Actual sorting, in order to classify the pitch movements, was carried out by
listening to and comparing the cards. I sorted pitch movements with a high
resemblance and listened to each group repeatedly. If a pitch movement did
not really "fit" into a group after all, I compared the movement with another
group. In this way, by shuffling and weighing the cards against each other,
ten groups of (configurations of) perceptually relevant pitch movements were
found to exist. The classification as such has not been verified in a formal
perception experiment, but a small group of trained listeners has accepted my
classification. A survey of the ten groups is given in figure 3. 7. For phonetic
data see Ode (1986).
The typology of the ten groups that follows is strictly limited to the excerpt
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Figure 3.7: A survey of the ten groups in stylization

spoken by Pokrovskij. As already mentioned, it was my first attempt at classifying Russian pitch movements. For examples of the ten groups the reader
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is referred to the article (Ode 1986), in which some interesting cases are discussed in detail.
Group A
To group A belong all falls in tonic syllables with or without a zanos (a set-up
before a fall, see section 5.5.2) which reach the lowest frequency of the given
speaker and are not preceded by a rise within the tonic syllable. The pretonic
syllable can be higher than the beginning of the tonic syllable or on the same
level, but it may also contain a gradual rise or a zanos. The tonic fall can start
in the pretonic syllable(s). Sometimes the tone has reached the low reference
level in the pre~onic syllable. In that case the tonic syllable is on the low
reference level, and posttonic syllables continue on that line. According to
this description we find the following realizations in figure 3.8 (the bold line
indicates how pitch actually moves in the accented syllable).
The accents classified into group A indicate a boundary. They can be labelled

Figure 3.8: Group A realizations

as final falls.
This pitch accent is known in the literature on Russian intonation as Intonation Construction No. 1 (IK-1) in Bryzgunova's classification (1977).
In some cases of group A the fall in the tonic syllable does not really reach the
low reference level. Yet perceptually they are too much of an A type to form
a separate group. The posttonic syllables continue on the same line, which is
not low and which I have therefore called the non-low reference level. A fall
such as this can very often be observed in spontaneous speech.
Group B
Group B consists of another type of fall. I separated this type of fall from
the A type, because it differs from group A in that the tone necessarily falls
in the tonic syllable, and thus cannot be level in the tonic syllable on the low
reference level as it can be in group A.
Representatives of group B are given in figure 3.9 (the bold line indicates the
accented syllable).
In the pretonic syllable( s) the tone gradually rises or contains a zanos.
A further important feature of group B is that a possible short rise or level
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Figure 3.9: Group B realizations

high tone preceding the fall in the tonic syllable can occur. After the rise or
level high tone the fall must follow immediately, otherwise the accent may be
confused with realizations in group C. The excursion in group B is fairly large
and not extremely steep.
In this text the group B type of pitch accent appears as a final fall and occurs
at a boundary in an enumeration. As regards the position of a fall, the group
A type and group B type compete for their choice. What actually makes the
speaker decide to use one of the two types has been left out of the discussion,
but roughly speaking type B gives the impression of being more "emphatic"
than type A.
Group B falls show some similarities with IK-2 in the classification of Bryzgunova. As is well known from the literature on Russian intonation, in IK-2
intensity seems to be of some relevance. In my examples this was just a con.;.
comitant feature, since the difference between type B falls and other types of
falls could be made audible by changing only Fo.
Group C
Group C represents a pitch accent which is perceptually very easily distinguishable, and known as very Russian.
There are many realizations of the group C type, but in Pokrovskij they could
always be stylized in the same way without any perceptual difference between
the stylization and the original F 0 • As soon as this stylization was found, all
pitch accents of group C could be described in the same terms. A group C
accent has a very steep rise with a large excursion early in the tonic syllable.
Part of the rise can be realized in the pretonic syllable( s). After the rise the
tone is high and level and sometimes begins to fall at the end of the tonic
syllable. In the posttonic syllable(s) the tone falls steeply and reaches the low
reference level, thus always being lower than in the pretonic syllable. Group
C realizations are presented in figure 3.10 (the bold line indicates the accented
syllable).
In Pokrovskij the group C type is found as a last pitch accent before a boundary, but elsewhere in Russian the group C type also occurs as interrogative
intonation in sentences without a question word. In the wh-questions in this
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Figure 3.10: Group C realizations

text a group C type does not appear. Pokrovskij does not use many questions at all in his talk. This probably has to do with the fact that the type
of speech is a monologue: outside the excerpt analysed Pokrovskij uses the
group C type only occasionally as an interrogative intonation in rhetorical
questions.
IT precisely the group C realizations are meant, they correspond to IK-3 in
Bryzgunova's classification. This statement cannot be reversed: when Bryzgunova uses the label IK-3 the configuration of movements meant is not necessarily a representation of group C, since the label IK-3 as used by Bryzgunova
does not correspond to a single type of pitch accent.
Group D
The posttonic syllables are decisive for the description of the configuration
of pitch movements in group D. After the fall to the low reference level, on
which the tone can continue within the tonic syllable (see also group A), the
tone rises and continues in the posttonic syllables on the level reached, or
rises gradually until the end of the utterance. Representatives of group Dare
given in figure 3.11 (the bold line indicates the accented syllable).
If the posttonic syllables are cut off, the pitch movement within the tonic

Figure 3.11: Group D realizations

syllable itself can be classified in group A. Here the posttonic syllables decide
that the configuration as a whole differs from group A.
A group D type occurs in syntactically heterogeneous positions. In Pokrovskij 's text it is used as a continuation contour.
In the classification of Bryzgunova we find realizations of this type under the
name IK-4. As we have seen in group C, we must be very careful in comparing Bryzgunova's classification with mine, since Bryzgunova seems to confuse
phonetic data with the function and meaning of the seven IK-'s of her system,
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whereas in my classification the perceived melodic course is the only criterion.
"The criterion of perceptual discreteness is not always met by Bryzgunova's
inventory of contours; some of her IK's are described as being only gradiently different. ( ... )Examples are some of the nondiscretely different contours
( ... ) , which are being differentiated because of the different functions they are
presumed to have, and some of the "modal realizations" of IK's, which are
being classified on the basis of their presumed function instead of their form"
(Keijsper 1983: 104-106).
Group E
The posttonic syllables are decisive for the description of the group E type of
pitch accent (see also group D).
The group E type of pitch accent suggests a continuation. It consists of a rise
in the tonic syllable with a large excursion (see group C), but now followed
by one or more high posttonic syllables that may show some declination (the
tendency of F O to float down gradually in the course of an utterance, see section 5.4.1). In figure 3.12, with examples of group E, the bold line indicates
the accented syllable.
In one case, although the posttonic stretch is high, this posttonic stretch is so

Figure 3.12: Group E realizations

short that perceptually it belongs almost to group F (see below). In another
case the entire rise is realized in the pretonic syllable.
In Bryzgunova's classification group E realizations are called IK-6, but the
reverse does not hold in my classification (see also the remark in group C).
The group E type competes with some realizations in group H, though perceptually there is a difference between the two groups. This problem is discussed
in group H.
Group F
If a full and steep rise of the type described in group C and in group E is realized, and the pitch accent happens to be in the last syllable of an utterance
or at a boundary, the opposition between the two types is neutralized. In the
examples in figure 3.13 the bold line indicates the accented syllable.
The neutralized group C or group E types are put in group F.
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Figure 3.13: Group F realizations

The tonic vowels are longer than in group C and in group E, as is always the
case in final syllables.
It would be interesting to find out by which type a native speaker would replace a group F type if he were urged to replace a group F type word by a word
with posttonic syllable(s). Sometimes, while listening to a longer stretch (a
whole utterance or a few utterances one after another) the type which would
probably be used can be guessed by the intonational context.
It was questionable whether pitch movements of the type of group H (see
group H below) show neutralization in words with the pitch accent in the final syllable since the features of group E and group H could not yet be clearly
defined in this first classification.
Group G
The configuration of pitch movements of the group G type is discussed separately as the harmonica pattern (see below). The bold line in the examples in
figure 3.14 indicates the accented syllable. This type has not been described
in the literature.

Figure 3.14: Group G realizations

Group H
Group H was the most problematical type of all ten groups. As already mentioned, a group H type was sometimes hard to distinguish from a group E or
group F type. There were many relevant factors in this respect, for example,
the posttonic syllables, the intonational context and the acoustic features of
the tonic syllable. Realizations of the group H type can also differ from one
another, yet they were perceived as belonging to the same group. Since the
rises differ from one another in group H, it is probable that other features
characterize the group H type.
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Representatives of group H are given in figure 3.15 (the bold line indicates
the accented sy Hable).
The question was whether group His indeed a perceptually separate and thus

Figure 3.15: Group H realizations

discrete group, or whether it is the same rise of group E but over a smaller
range. The type has not been identified in the literature.
A further question was whether a group H type, like the group C a.nd E
types, is neutralized if the syllable with pitch accent is the final syllable. In
Ode (1986) I suggested the construction of perception experiments devoted
to the difference between the group E type of pitch accent and the group H
type of pitch accent (see chapter 4 below).
Another problem was the relevance of posttonic syllables. I formulated the
following questions:
- Is there a significant difference between posttonic syllables which are level,
or which continue on the declination line, or which fall but do not reach the
non-low reference level?
- Can anything be said about the type of pitch accent which follows a group
H type, or about the length of the following fragment until a boundary or the
end of an utterance is reached? In other words, does a group H type convey
information about how pitch will continue? The group H type does not suggest that a conclusion follows soon. The flow of thoughts is unfinished.
- Among all the features mentioned, which define(s) a group H type?
Group I
The group I type of pitch accent was described as a neutral type, that is: not
a main pitch accent before a boundary. Group I realizations are part of the
sawtooth pattern occurring before a main pitch accent (see below) or occur
separately before a main pitch accent.
According to my classification of Pokrovskij, all type I accents are perceptually rises; acoustically the tone can be level in the tonic syllable and sometimes
a fall begins within the tonic syllable (perceptually this is not relevant). In
the examples in figure 3.16 the bold line indicates the accented syllable. The
rises are less steep and the excursion is smaller than the rises in groups C, E
and F.
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Group I types, as well as group J types (see below), precede main pitch ac-

Figure 3.16: Group I realizations

cents. So accents in group I itself always occur as "neutral", non-main pitch
accents. Where a group I accent occurs before a boundary, the stretch involved is an "afterthought". In the text a group I type is followed by group
A, C, D, E and H realizations, and preceded by a group J type or another
group I type. This type has not been described in the literature.
Group J
The description of the group I type holds true for group J. The only difference
between the two groups is the direction of the pitch movement: in group J the
tone falls and is the reverse of the group I type. The bold line in figure 3.17
indicates the accented syllable. In the text a group J type is less frequent in
the analysis than the group I type.
A group J type precedes the main pitch accent, so it occurs as "neutral",

Figure 3.17: Group J realizations

non-main pitch accent. The group J type can be followed by group A, C, D,
F, H and I realizations and can be preceded by type I or by another group J
type. Type J has not been described in the literature.

In table 3.1 it can be seen how the ten groups of pitch accent are combined
with one another in the analysed excerpt from Pokrovskij. There are no
combinations of main pitch accents within one fragment except for group G
where this might even be a rule. Representatives of group B occur only in
isolation. All the other main pitch accents are preceded by group I and J
types which differ in number and combination.
Note that the ten groups just described are not equivalent: whereas one group
may be defined by a single pitch movement, more pitch movements must be
taken into consideration in order to describe other groups. Thus the ten
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A B C D E F G H I

G
I
J

J

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 3.1: Combinations of the ten groups: pitch accents on the x-axis following pitch accents
on the y-axis

groups cannot be compared as equal units. Nevertheless, in order to give an
impression of the combination of groups in this particular text, they may be
represented here on an equal level.
The pitch accents on the x-axis should be read as following the pitch accents
on the y-axis within one fragment.
Two intonation patterns (fixed combinations always consisting of the same
configuration of pitch movements) were found to exist while sorting the pitch
movements: the sawtooth pattern and the harmonica pattern.
The sawtooth pattern
The sawtooth pattern consists of one or more pitch accents of type I or J,
i.e. a main pitch accent is not found in a sawtooth pattern itself, but this
pattern is usually followed by a main pitch accent. The prominent syllables
in the sawteeth in one sequence either rise or fall. After a rising tooth the
tone gradually falls and after a falling tooth the tone gradually rises. In the
examples in figure 3.18 the bold line indicates the accented syllable.
In the text some prominent syllables in the sawtooth pattern show a fall on

Figure 3.18: The sawtooth pattern

the acoustic level, whereas the other prominent syllables in the same sequence
acoustically rise. However, on the perceptual level the direction of the pitch
movement in the prominent syllables is always the same in one sequence,
which means that the rise takes place in the pretonic syllable in some cases.
The analysis of Pokrovskij, as well as other texts, seems to indicate that a
non-main pitch accent in Russian has the form of a sawtooth, and not of a
pointed hat or terrace pattern (see figure 3.19) which we find in Dutch (Collier
and 't Hart 1981).
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While stylizing Pokrovskij's talk, it proved that an artificially made pointed

_/\_
Figure 3.19: The pointed hat and the terrace pattern

hat or terrace pattern differed significantly from the original, and thus had to
be rejected. In one fragment the pitch accents in the sawtooth pattern were
changed into pointed hats for experimental purposes. In an audience of native
speakers of Russian (all phoneticians and trained listeners) these pointed hats
were labelled as unacceptable and non-Russian. So we may not only conclude
that a pointed hat is not th~ neutral type of pitch accent, but also that it simply does not seem to exist in modern spoken Russian. A modification from
a sawtooth pattern into a terrace pattern gives the effect of scanned speech
and sometimes it seems as if the speaker wants to sing. So the terrace .pattern
also seems to be unacceptable.
The identification of the sawtooth pattern is remarkable in many respects.
To my knowledge, this pattern has not yet been described in the literature
on Russian intonation. Its existence explains why many of the pitch accents
one hears cannot be classified into any of the seven Intonation Contours (IK1 - IK-7) of Bryzgunova (1977), and certainly not in type IK-2 falls and IK-3
rises. The reason is probably that Bryzgunova classifies only main pitch accents.
The harmonica pattern
The harmonica pattern has been described as a separate group (G). The pattern is named by me after its form. The reason for treating the harmonicas
separately is as follows.
The harmonica is a sequence of falling movements which cover the full range
and are preceded by a zanos (see figure 3.20).
An important feature of the harmonica pattern seems to be the close succession of pitch accents, ·which are all of the same type. At the end of the
fragment in figure 3.20 the tone rises slightly in the posttonic syllable, as
if another similar pitch accent were about to follow. The initial syllable of
this sentence is high. The falls in the prominent syllables taken in isolation
are comparable with the falls in group B. (See also secti~n 4.6.) It is these
features, viz. the zanos, the prosodic context, the high expressiveness and,
presumably, the meaning of the pattern, that justify a separate treatment.
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Figure 3.20: The harmonica pattern in a stylized fragment of Pokrovskij

More examples of this pattern were required for the description of its meaning. Native speakers of Russian, especially linguists and phoneticians, say
that this intonation pattern is characteristic of colloquial speech.
3.5.2

Inventory of problems

The classification of pitch movements in the Pokrovskij excerpt has been taken
as the starting point for a perceptual description of Russian intonation. On
the basis of the classification, an inventory could be made of problems that
had to be solved in perception experiments and in further analyses of new
excerpts.
I will list the inventory of problems I was left with after the first classification
in the same order as I tackled them.
The questions that required an answer are repeated in the sections on the
experiments (chapter 4) devoted to these questions.
Rising pitch movements
The differences between the configurations of pitch movements in group C
and group B (known as IK-2 and IK-3 (Bryzgunova 1977)) are insufficiently
described in the literature. These differences are of linguistic as well as didactical importance: the two pitch accents are a notorious stumbling block
for foreign students of Russian. While classifying pitch movements in the excerpt from Pokrovskij I paid special attention to the two configurations. For
a description of the differences see groups Band C in section 3.5.1, chapter 5
and figure 8.1 in chapter 8.
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In the process of studying the perceptual and phonetic differences between
the two types of pitch accent, group H was found to exist. To my knowledge,
this type of pitch accent has not been explicitly described in the literature, so
from then on I also focused on group H.
Group H realizations are melodically similar to one another, yet phonetically
they may vary considerably. Moreover, it was not clear what the limits of
perceptual tolerance were. Group H realizations were sometimes very close to
grQup E if the excursion was large, and very close to group I if the excursion
was small. The posttonic syllables after a group H rise always fall, but not to
a point as low as in group C.
The questions about group H were:
- Group H and group E realizations can both have a large, steep rise with
a high or slightly declining posttonic part. Yet differences can be perceived.
What is the difference between group H and group E in the tonic and in the
posttonic syllables?
- Group H and group I realizations have been kept apart. But what is the
difference- between group H and group I if the excursion in both groups is
small?
- The falling movement in the posttonic syllables in group H varies from
slightly falling to almost a low level. Are the posttonic syllables in group H
never as low as in group C?
Perception experiments were devised in order to answer these questions (see
sections 4.2 and 4.4).
In the classification I had also noticed a linguistic difference between group
Hand group E. It was assumed that a group H realization did not anticipate
the occurrence of a last pitch accent, while after a group E realization a final
pitch accent was expected· to follow soon. I devoted a writing test to this
difference (section 4.3).
Falling pitch movements
Groups A and B were not very clearly described. Both groups occur with
a zanos and show realizations where a fall reaches the low or the non-low
reference level. Yet a perceptual difference was observed.
I formulated questions about falling pitch movements, as follows:
- Is there a difference between the low and the non-low reference level?
- Does a difference exist between low and non-low for both A and B?
- What are the discrete differences in excursion and/ or in timing and/ or in
posttonic syllables between group A and group B?
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- Does group G (the harmonica pattern, see section 3.5.1) consist of a sequence
of only group B realizations with high posttonic parts?
- Is there a discrete difference between group J realizations and group A nonlow and group B non-low, supposing a discrete difference between low and
non-low exists?
The questions about falling pitch accents were translated into three perception experiments , which will be described in section 4.6.
The test items for the three experiments about group H, E and I were taken
from the excerpt from Pokrovskij (sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
As time went by, new excerpts were analysed, stylized, classified and added
to the corpus. The test items for a follow-up experiment about rising pitch
accents after the first three tests were therefore taken from different speakers.
The follow-up experiment (section 4.5) was aimed at solving problems which
still existed after questions about group H, E and I had been answered.
The test items for the experiments devoted to falling pitch accents were selected from all excerpts of the corpus.
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Chapter 4
Perception experimen ts
4.1

Introduction

In section 3.5 a first attempt at classifying pitch movements has been discussed. This classification led to an inventory of problems which were suggested as being solvable in perception experiments and in further analyses of
new speech material. The experiments devoted to various problems will be
presented in this chapter in the order in which they were carried out.
All the experiments were conducted at Leningrad State University. The participants in the first three experiments were professors, research assistants and
teachers of the Department of Phonetics and students of the Faculty of Arts.
For the last two experiments the tasks were performed only by professors and
scientific researchers in the field of linguistics/ phonetics at the Department of
Phonetics. My subjects suffered a lot as I confronted them in the tests· with
my problems. But their concentration during the experiments expressed the
willingness and enthusiasm of the subjects to participate in the experiments
and to evaluate the judgments afterwards.

4.2

The sorting experiment

This section discusses a listening experiment which was conducted in order to
find out how many types of rising pitch accent must be distinguished in Russian intonation. The linguistic material was taken from a quasi-spontaneous
monologue. The experiment was set up as an individual sorting test for twenty
native subjects. Twenty (fragments of) utterances were selected for this test.
The subjects were instructed to classify rises on the basis of melodic resemblance.
The sorting experiment has already been published separately (Ode 1988).
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Problem

4.2.1

In Ode (1986) I analysed a two-minute excerpt from a monologue by the opera
director B.A. Pokrovskij (see also section 3.5). In the analysis five rising pitch
accents were distinguished: C, E, F, H and I (see figure 4.1). The bold line
in figure 4.1 indicates the perceptual ly relevant rise.

Figure 4.1: The rises C, E, F, H and I as presented in Ode (1986)

It was assumed that C and E (neutralize d in F) have the same type of rise
(steep, large excursion) but different posttonic parts. Group I seemed to
be another type. As described in Ode (1986), it occurs before a main pitch
accent, not before a boundary (except in afterthoug hts). Besides C, E and F as
a main pitch accent before a boundary, a type comparabl e with type I occurs.
It has been called type H. This type was not easy to describe. Perceptua lly
the type H realizations are similar to one another, yet they vary phonetically.
Type C is comparab le with Bryzgunova's (1977) IK-3 in a question without a
question word and type Eis comparabl e with some of the realization s of her
IK-6. Bryzgunov a does not describe a pitch accent comparab le with type H
or type I.
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The pictures in figure 4.2 give some representa tive examples of the rises C, E,
F, Hand I.
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On the x-axis the time scale is given in seconds; on the y-axis the logarithmic
scale is in hertz.
A perception experiment was set up in order to find an answer to the following
questions:
1. Is there a discrete difference between type H and type I?
2. What is the difference between type E and type H?
4.2.2

Experiment

Twenty utterances or fragments from utterances were selected for the experiment. According to my classification they had the following composition:
type C: 2 stimuli, type E: 4 stimuli, type F: 2 stimuli, type H: 6 stimuli, type
I: 6 stimuli.
Although the experiment was devoted to types E, H and I, type C and type
F were also represented in the test in order to prevent subjects from engaging
in analytic listening, i.e. hearing too many details. Most examples were taken
from groups Hand I, because questions about these groups were considered
the most complicated. Since it was not clear whether the tonic and/or posttonic parts are responsible for the distinction between types E, H and I, a
number of test items were included without posttonic parts: type F and realizations of types Hand I. In total there were twenty stimuli, because sorting
more than twenty stimuli would have been a much too difficult task for the
subjects.
The individual experiment was executed by means of the Bell and Howell.
Language Master System (see section 3.5). The twenty stylized (fragments
of) utterances were recorded on cards with magnetic tape. The text and
number of the 20 stimuli were printed on the cards and the words with 'rising
pitch accents were underlined. In the twenty stimuli in table 4.1 the accented
syllables in the words with pitch accent are printed in italics.
Subjects could listen to the stimuli in random order as many times as necessary.
The instruction was to find melodic similarities between the twenty rising
pitch accents. For this broad listening task the subjects were asked to pay attention solely to the melody in the underlined word. They were not informed
about the number of groups they had to find, since finding the number was
the aim of the experiment. In the instruction preceding the actual test two
examples of resynthesized speech were given in order to acquaint the subjects
with the quality of such speech. Melodic similarities and differences in four
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examples of two utterances each were presented on tape. After the instruction
there was time for questions.
A group of twenty native subjects took the test at the Department of Phonetics of Leningrad State University. There were ten trained and ten untrained
listeners.
The subjects sorted the twenty stimuli into as many groups as seemed appropriate to them after listening. They then verified their own classification by
listening again to every group separately.
The time needed for the task varied among the subjects from ten minutes to
one hour and a half.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

i kogda seen a by la go tova
scena nam ocen' pon ravilas'
vse stali nervnicat'
i nam pokazalos'
V tom kljuce
i pervyj konecno stal nervnicat'
Nikolaj Semenovic
on posmotrel
ja perestavil scenu
scena udalas'
v tom plane
ja pozval na repeticiju
ja repetiroval
kogda my stali repetirovat'
s orkestrom
i togda
imeja v vidu emocional'nyj
charakter
kakie-to interesnye
vzaimootno.senija
ee soprovozdaet or kestr
mezdu deJ°stvujuscimi licami
i emu ocen'
ja pomnju kak odnazdy

and when the scene was ready
we liked the scene very much
everybody got nervous
and it seemed to us
in the same key
and first of all of course
Nikolaj Semenovic got nervous
he watched
I directed the scene again
the scene was a sue cess
in the same way
I called to come to the rehearsal
I rehearsed
as we started to rehearse
with the orchestra
and then
with a view to the
emotional character
some interesting
inter actions
she is accompanied by the orchestra
between characters
and he very much
I remember how I once

Table 4.1: The twenty (fragments of) utterances used in the sorting experiment
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4.2.3

Results

The judgments of the twenty subjects were coded into a similarity matrix
and subjected to an analysis based on the theory of hierarchical clustering by
Stephen C. Johnson (Johnson 1967). For the hierarchical cluster analysis I
used a computer program which had been written by D. Bouwhuis at IPO.
In the hierarchical cluster analysis, data were clustered according to a maximum and a minimum method. For these data the maximum method was used,
i.e. the 20x20 judgments were clustered as early as possible. The aim of the
experiments was to find clusters of perceptually equivalent pitch movement.
By using the minimum method, in contrast, the clustering would have been
postponed as long as possible, i.e. in that case differences between individual
realizations would have been brought to light.
The outcome of the hierarchical cluster analysis is presented in figure 4.3. The
letter above the stimulus number indicates the type of rise according to my
classification. Figure 4.3 shows that the first cluster was found at a level of 16
out of 20, i.e. 16 out of 20 subjects classified stimuli 2 and 9 together. Then,
on level 15, stimuli 1 and 15 cluster, etc.
The lower the level of a cluster found in the analysis, the lower the strength
of the cluster. For these data it seems that below level 7 no more relevant
clusters are found.
4.2.4

Conclusion and discussion

The clustering scheme in figure 4.3 clearly divides the twenty stimuli into different groups. Above a horizontal line immediately below level 7 the division
of the stimuli from left to right is as follows:
level 12: stimuli 16, 9, 2 (type H)
level 8: stimuli 14, 8, 15, 1, 7, 6 (types E, F)
level 7: stimuli 10, 5, 12, 11, 17, 3 (types H, I)
level 12: stimuli 20, 13 (type C)
Stimuli 4, 18, 19 are omitted here and will be discussed below.
Type C clusters very well. Types E and F also cluster, though stimuli 8 and
14, 1 and 15, 6 and 7 were first grouped together on a higher level. As for
types H and I, which are joined to types C, E and F only at the lowest level
(which is not relevant), the picture is far more complicated. Three out of six
type H realizations cluster at the high levels 16 and 12.
For a better understanding of why stimuli do or do not cluster, the specification of the phonetic features of the stimuli must be taken into account.
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type:
item:
level
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9

H
16

H H
9 2

F
14

E
8

E
15

E
1

F
7

E
6

H
10

I
5

I
12

I
11

H H
17 3

I
4

I
18

C

C

19 20

13

I

8

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure 4.3: Outcome of the hierarchical cluster analysis using the maximum method of the
sorting scores

In table 4.2 the phonetic specification of the stimuli is given. For a detailed
description of phonetic features see chapter 5. Here, it suffices to say that
rises with large excursion end high in the speaker's register, and that rises
with normal excursion end in the lower part of the register. Further, the term
middle posttonic part refers to a field bet.ween high and low.
The clustering scheme confirms that indeed types H and I were something of
a problem for the classification of rising pitch accents and needed to be tested
in a listening experiment. Probably an exceptional case is no. 19, which has
a late timing and a steep slope. In figure 4.3 it stands alone and is added to
two other problematic cases (nos. 4 and 18) that do not cluster above level
7. It is understandable that a sudden rise at the end of a very high accented
vowel was not easy to classify. It is probably nothing more than an emphatic
variant of a rising accent with late timing and gradual slope (no'. 17).
Stimuli nos. 2, 9 and 16 with normal excursion cluster very high, while 4
and 18, which also have a normal excursion, are joined separately at a low
level (which is not relevant). Nos. 4 and 18 do not cluster with any of the
other groups. Stimulus no. 18 was separated by no fewer than 11 subjects,
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feature
excursion
posttonic
part
timing
slope
stimuli

C
large
low

E,F
large
high

H,I
large
middle

early early
early
late
steep steep/ steep gradual gradual steep
gradual
13,20 1,6,8,15 10 11,12
17
19
(7,14)
(5)
9

H
normal
middle

I
normal
middle

early
steep/
gradual
2,16

late
steep/
gradual
4,18

(9)

Table 4.2: Specification of the phonetic features of the 20 stimuli. The numbers in brackets
are stimuli without posttonic part. For no. 3 see the text.

and no. 4 by 7 subjects. Sti;mulus no. 18 occurs in an afterthought very low
in the register, which makes it different from the other rises; stimulus no. 4
occurs in a parenthesis also low in the register. Further on (see section 4.5.5)
we will see that the two stimuli belong to a type of pitch accent with normal
excursion and middle posttonic part.
An integration of the clustering scheme and the phonetic specification of the
20 rising pitch accents brings to light the features on the basis of which the
classification was made by the twenty subjects:
1. The size of the excursion.
The 20 stimuli are divided into three groups of rising pitch accent with large
excursion and two groups with normal excursion.
2. The posttonic part.
2.1 With large excursion:
The stimuli with large excursion are basically classified according to the posttonic part: low, high or middle. But timing and slope are associated with
high and middle posttonic parts to such an extent that they may compensate
for the absence of, overrule or contradict the posttonic part, in the following
way:

- the combination of late and gradual overrules the cue given by the posttonic
part: no. 3 has a high posttonic part but clusters with middle because it has
a late and gradual rise;
- the combination of late and steep deviates with a middle posttonic part:
no. 19 does not cluster with other stimuli because it has the combination of
middle and late and steep; but as indicated above, no. 19 is probably just an
emphatic variant of middle and late and gradual;
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- if there is no posttonic part, steep clusters with a high posttonic part (nos.
7 and 14), and gradual clusters with a middle posttonic part (no. 5). (If no. 5
were steep it would probably cluster with type F realizations. This is not
quite clear since the syntactic structure and meaning of nos. 5 and 10 are
almost the same: v tom plane - v tom kljuce.)
Thus, there is a basic association between high and early and steep, and a
basic association between middle and late and gradual. But not all three features need be present in a given case:
- the combination of high and early makes slope redundant: nos. 1, 6, 8 and
15 cluster despite their varying slope;
- a middle posttonic part makes both timing and slope redundant (but is
mostly combined with gradual, and is probably emphatic with late and steep
- see above): nos. 3, 10, 11, 12 and 17 cluster despite their varying timing
and slope.
The stimuli with a low posttonic part (nos. 20 and 13) both had an early and
steep rise, so nothing can be said about redundancies here.
Generally speaking, then, we can say that there-are three types of rising pitch
accent with a large excursion: with high, middle and low posttonic parts.
Since it is sometimes cues of timing and slope that keep the three types apart,
as outlined above, a specification of the posttonic part alone is not sufficient.
2.2 With normal excursion:
The posttonic part is middle or (Zj.
There are two groups with normal excursion: nos. 2, 9 and 16 with early
timing and nos. 4 and 18 with late timing. The slope varies.
Returning to the two questions in section 4.2.1 the following answers can be
given.
Question 1:
In Ode (1986) I classified group H and group I into two types on the basis
of two criteria: the actual excursion in the perceptually relevant pitch movement, which says nothing about register (see sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3)
and the position in the utterance, i.e. at a boundary (H) or elsewhere (I).
The sorting experiment has shown that the difference between type H and
type I is neither the actual excursion in the movement nor the position in the
utterance as described in Ode (1986) (see section 4.2.1): subjects discriminated between accents with a middle posttonic part on the basis of large and
normal excursion, which terms are defined with respect to the low reference
level (see section 5.2.3). Of course, pitch accents with large excursion usually
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occur as the main pitch accent before a boundary and pitch accents with normal excursion mostly occur elsewhere. In conclusion, types H and I must be
redefined.
The issue of whether a discrete difference does indeed exist between large and
normal excursion in the case of rising pitch accents with middle posttonic part
will be discussed in section 4.5.
Question 2:
Type E and type H/I realizations do not cluster significantly: they are indeed
different types. The difference is basically the posttonic part, but with the
complications concerning timing and slope mentioned above.

4.3

The writing test

Linguistically speaking, type E and type H/I as described in section 4.2 show
an interesting difference. My impression after listening to a great number of
assumed type E and type H/I realizations in different recordings of spontaneous speech was that after a type E pitch accent a final pitch accent was
soon to follow, i.e. type E announces the last pitch accent. Type H/I, on
the contrary, does not anticipate the occurrence of a last pitch accent. The
possibility cannot be ruled out that it is a last pitch accent itself, but in most
cases it is followed by another realization of the same type.
In order to verify this impression I devised a writing test. Subjects had to
complete ten (fragments of) utterances (seven of which were also used in the
sorting experiment) with five type E and five type H/I pitch accents. The 10
stimuli were recorded in the original version on cards with magnetic tape (see
sections 3.5 and 4.2.2).
The same twenty subjects listened to the cards and completed the stimuli in
such a way that the intonation in the stimuli remained unchanged and fitted
into the complete sentences. The subjects wrote the results down with punctuation marks and read them aloud to check the intonation of the completed
sentence.
No statistics on the results of the writing test are presented, because in this
test stimuli with different texts are compared. Yet the results of the test confirmed my expectation in a convincing way, which I would like to illustrate
with a few examples. The examples can be compared with one another on
the basis of the results from the sorting experiment (section 4.2). In this experiment the examples of type E cluster. The examples of type H/I do not
cluster, probably because of the difference in excursion.
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The writing test has been published separately together with the sorting experiment in Ode (1988).
In the writing test stimuli 1, 6, 8 and 15 (type E) were immediately or soon
followed by a final pitch accent.
Stimuli 3, 9 and 10 (type H/1) were extended considerably and some subjects
indicated with the mark ' ... ' that the sentence could continue endlessly in the
same intonational way.
Examples of both types are presented below.
Stimulus no. 1 (type E):
i kogda scena by la go tova

and when the scene was ready

Stimulus no. 8 (type E):
togda ja perestavil scenu

-

, ia posel domoi,
, ia pozval rezissera.
' my nacali snacala.
, vse obradovalis '.
, my sdelali pereryv.

-

,
,
,
,
,

I went home.
I called the director.
we started again.
everybody was happy.
we had a break.

- i vse poslo na lad.
-

then I directed the scene again -

i
,
,
i

polucil zelaemoe.
i spektakl' udalsia.
i stalo namnogo lucse.
uspokoilsia,

and everything was successful
and I got what I wanted.
, and the per/ormance was a success.
, and it became much better.
and I calmed down.
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Stimulus no. 3 ( type H/1):
vse stali nervnicat'
-

sue tit 'sja ...
serdit 'sja, sporit '...
, gromko govorit' i daze peresli na krik.
, suetit'sja, obrascat'sja drug k drugu
s nelepymi voprosami.
- , bespokojno osmatrivat 'sja,
nedaleko bylo do paniki.

everybody got nervous

-

began to bustle ...
got angry, began to argue ...
, began to talk loudly and even to cry.
, began to bustle, to ask one another
absurd questions.
- , began to look around uneasily,
there was almost panic.

Stimulus no. 9 (type H/1):
- , aktery byli v udare, ...
scena udalas'
- , byla zaversena,
my vse oblegcenno vzdochnuli.
- , byla jarkoj, ubeditel 'noi- , v zale razdalis' aplodismenty, i avtor
poblagodaril akterov za prekrasnuju igru.
- ' artisty byli dovol'ny, i esce
neskol'ko raz vychodili na "bis".
the scene was a success

- , the actors were in good form, ...
- , was perfect, we all heaved
a sigh of relief.
- was brilliant, convincing.
- , in the hall the applause was heard,
and the author thanked the actors
for their magnificent performance.
- , the artists were satisfied, and returned
several times to the stage for an encore.
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So type E indeed announces the end of a stream of thoughts, while after type
H/I the end of the stream of thoughts may still be far off.
The last questions left about group H/I realizations are:
- the phonetic description of the posttonic middle part, and
- the difference between large and normal excursion.
Section 4.4 will discuss the posttonic middle part. Differences in excursion
will be dealt with in section 4.5.

4.4

The triadic experiment

The results of the experiments in section 4.2 and 4.3 have shown that rising pitch accents with a middle posttonic part constitute a separate type.
The present experiment was set up in order to find out whether the middle
posttonic part has to be further subdivided.
4.4.1

Problem

In the previous experiments the differences between rising pitch accents with
a high, low or middle posttonic part have been described. But what exactly
is middle in the description of the posttonic parts?
The problem, but not the present experiment, has been discussed earlier in
Ode {1987).
4.4.2

Experiment

Four {fragments of) utterances were selected from the monologue by Pokrovskij (see section 3.5). The texts and contours of the four {fragments of)
utterances are presented in figure 4.4 in the stylized version. The accented
syllables are indicated in italics in the text.
The phonetic specifications of the four test items are given in table 4.3. In
the column "posttonic part" the excursion of the falling posttonic movement
is indicated in semitones.
The falling posttonic movement in no. II has hardly any excursion, the slightly
falling movement can be ascribed to declination. Yet it will probably not be
confused with another type of pitch accent with a high posttonic part: in
no. II the timing is late and the slope gradual. As we have seen in section 4.2,
the posttonic high part is a distinctive feature only if the tonic part in a rising
pitch movement has a large excursion and early timing.
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I ponravilas'
I
II
III
IV

II nervnicat'

III plane

IV vzaimootnosenija

scena nam ocen' ponravilas'
vse stali nervnicat'
on ocen' chotel provesti scenu v tom plane
kakie-to interesnye vzaimootno§enija

Figure 4.4: The four test items for the triadic experiment in stylization

item no. excursion timing slope posttonic part
steep
-5.7
early
normal
I
-1.1
gradual
late
large
II
-9
steep
early
large
III
-4.2
early gradual
normal
IV
Table 4.3: Phonetic specifications of the four test items

For the experiment the posttonic syllables of the four items were varied and
manipulated fan-wise into five stimuli each, leaving the rise in the accented
syllable intact (see figure 4.5).

/~
Figure 4.5: Five stimuli for the triadic experiment

In order to obtain optimal results, the five stimuli of every utterance were put
into ten triads, in which all possible combinations could be compared with
one another: 123 124 125 134 135 145 234 235 245 345. One triad consists of
three pairs, for example triad 123 has the pairs 1-2, 1-3 and 2-3.
The original posttonic parts in the four items are, respectively, stimuli nos. 3,
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1, 3, 2 in the fan. The subjects did not know which stimulus was the original
one.
Subjects were asked to indicate in every triad the pair with the highest melodic
similarity and the pair with the lowest melodic similarity. The experiment
was performed by means of. the Bell and Howell Language Master System
(see section 3.5). All stimuli were recorded on cards with magnetic tape. The
text and the number of every stimulus were printed on the card. The pitch
accents with the posttonic parts to be tested were underlined in the texts on
the cards in order to tell the subjects the part in the melody of the utterance
to which they had to pay attention. The subjects were allowed to listen to
every triad in random order and as many times as seemed necessary to them.
They marked their judgments on a form using the sign "+" for the pair with
the highest similarity and the sign "-" for the pair with the lowest similarity.
One space per triad always remained empty on the form. An example is given
in figure 4.4 for triad 125.

Table 4.4: Score form for the triadic experiment

Twenty native subjects, the same group that took part in the previous two
experiments, performed the task by listening to and comparing the ten triads
in the four items. They had to listen to 120 cards: 5 stimuli in 10 triads
for 4 items. The time needed for this experiment varied per subject from 25
minutes to one hour and 45 minutes. The subjects regarded the test as a
difficult and exhausting task.
4.4.3

Results

The triadic experiment was analysed as a test for similarity between stimuli,
since the aim of the experiment was to find out which stimuli between high
and low belong together perceptually. The results were counted as follows:
highest similarity (+) = 2 points, lowest similarity(-) = 0 points, empty space
= 1 point. For every item a pair occurs three times in the ten triads. ff all
subjects in a given pair mark the sign "+", the maximum score for that pair
is 3x 2 points = 6 points x 20 subjects = 120 points. For four items the
· maximum score is 4x 120 points= 480 points. A distance matrix(= distance
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in score between all pairs) of the total score for the four items shows the
results in table 4.5.

2
3
4
5

2
1
4
3
419
266 322
140 204 324
110 125 177 313

Table 4.5: Distance matrix of the total score for the four test items of the triadic experiment

Stimulus pair 1-2 has the highest score: 419 points.
In a one-dimensional representation of the data in the distance matrix on a
ten-point scale for the scale values of the reconstructed distances, the configuration as presented in figure 4.6 can be found.

1

3

2

4

5

Figure 4.6: Scale values for the distances between the 5 stimuli in
a one-dimensional representation

Scores differ for the four items. As we have seen in table 4.3 the four test
items have different phonetic specifications in the tonic part. The data for the ·
four items were therefore calculated separately and are presented in figure 4. 7.

• •..._ _...L.._ _ __.__ _ _ ___....__ _ _ ____

II 1.__ _.......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _L.-.._ _ __...

Ill

IV

._I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____._ _ _ _ _...__ __

1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4.7: Scale values for the distances between the 5 stimuli
for the four utterances
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4.4.4

Conclusion and discussion

The questions that had to be answered can now be translated into terms of
distances between the 5 stimuli: how large are the distances between the 5
stimuli?
Subjects indicated with a total score of 419 points (the maximum would be
480 points) for all four items that the distance between stimuli nos. 1-2 is
small. The scores for stimuli nos. 3 and 4 are more difficult to interpret.
In item no. I the distance between stimuli 1 and 2 is small. The distance
gradually grows between the other 3 stimuli. The only category is nos. 1-2.
In item no. II there are two categories: nos. 1-2 and a weak category nos. 4-5.
In item no. III the only category is nos. 1-2 (see also item no. I).
In item no. IV stimulus no. 3 does not know where to go to: there are two
categories: nos. 1-2 and nos. 4-5. Stimulus no. 3 takes a middle position
between nos. 1-2 and 4-5.
Generally speaking, the smallest distance in the four items is between nos. 1
and 2 or between nos. 1, 2 and 3, followed by nos. 4 and 5 (items nos. I, II
and III). Stimuli nos. 1 and 2 form the only strong category in all four items.
In a translation of the results of the triadic experiment into terms of my
classification of rising pitch accents with a middle posttonic part, the outcome
can be interpreted as follows.
The subjects distinguishe d between all 5 stimuli. Yet they indicated to what
degree differences between the stimuli were perceived. The difference between
stimulus 1 and 2 is not the same as the difference between 1 and 3 or between
2 and 3, and so on. There is one strong category: stimuli nos. 1-2. In items
II and IV there is a second category: stimuli nos. 4-5 or no. 5.
For my classification of rising pitch accents with high, low or middle posttonic
part the outcome of the experiment means that a high level posttonic part or
a slightly falling posttonic part belong together perceptually (1-2). The same
holds true for low or almost low ( (4-)5). I see no reason to introduce a further
subdivision: the middle posttonic part has proved to be a midfield between
high and low and not a middle level.
On the basis of the results I cannot define exact borderlines between high and
middle and between middle and low, nor can the limits of perceptual tolerance
for the middle posttonic part be described.
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4.5

The classification experiment: rising pitch accents

The classification experiment was devised in order to answer some questions
about rising pitch accents which still remained after the sorting experiment
(section 4.2) and the writing test (section 4.3).

4.5.1

Problem

The results of the sorting experiment (see section 4.2) showed that one of
the distinctive features of rising pitch accents with a large excursion is the
posttonic part.
In the sorting experiment, rises with a middle posttonic part were classified
according to the size of the excursion: large or normal. Rises with a large excursion reach their highest point high in the register (see section 5.2.1), those
with normal excursion low in the register. In the sorting experiment the rises
with posttonic parts other than middle all had a large excursion.
The experiment to be discussed now also includes normal excursion with posttonic parts other than middle.
In the corpus all rising pitch accents that occur high in the register also occur low in the register. In figure 4.8 rising pitch accents are given for both
registers.

Figure 4.8: Rising pitch accents

As a result of the three experiments discussed in the previous sections I distinguish between three types of rising pitch accent high in the register (large
excursion): early, steep and low; early, steep or gradual and high; early or
late, steep or gradual and middle (see also section 5.6). Without posttonic
part the difference between large, early and steep movements is in principle
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neutralized (but see chapter 8 for individual cases). Rising pitch accents without posttonic part with a gradual slope belong to pitch accents with posttonic
middle.
Questions we were left with after the sorting experiment were:
1. If subjects have to choose between similarity in the register and similarity
in the posttonic part in rising pitch accents, then on the basis of which cue
will they sort the accents: the register or posttonic part?
2. If register is a discrete feature, then: are rising pitch accents low in the
register discretely different from one another in the same way as they are high
in the register?
As to the first question, the results of the sorting experiment (section 4.2) had
shown that subjects discriminated between rising pitch accents with a middle
posttonic part on the basis of large and normal excursion. But what about
the rises with posttonic low, high or ~ (which in the sorting experiment all
had a large excursion)?
I had answered the second question negatively beforehand on the basis of my
perception. In the process of stylizing, the limits of perceptual tolerance low
in the register were found to be large and F O curves were easy to stylize. I
had made an exception for rises with normal excursion, early timing and low
posttonic part, since in my perception this type of pitch accent was clearly
different from the other types low in the register. If only this type of rising
pitch accent differs from the others low in the register, then: is it discretely
different from the same type with large excursion? Then do the other rising
pitch accents with normal excursion belong to a single type? From my own
experience I knew that low in the register the diff-erence between rises with
level and those with slightly falling posttonic parts is hardly perceptually noticeable.
As the sorting experiment (section 4.2) has shown, there is a perceptually
relevant difference between the high and middle posttonic part in the case of
pitch accents with large excursion. No such difference is indicated for accents
with normal excursion: low in the register the difference between posttonic
level and posttonic falling (middle) is hardly audible and thus not perceptually relevant. They are simply called middle (see figure 4.9).
Thus, a type of rising pitch accent with large excursion does not necessarily
have a counterpart with normal excursion. So the only exception low in the
register seemed to be rises with low posttonic parts, but probably only if two
other conditions were present: a) an early timing, and b) after the rise, an
immediate fall to the posttonic part.
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Figure 4.9: Middle posttonic parts after rising pitch accents

.4.5.2

Experiment

The stimuli selected for the classification experiment consisted of rising pitch
accents:
- with large excursion: posttonic low with steep slope; posttonic middle with
steep and gradual slope;
- with normal excursion: posttonic low, timing early or late with steep or
gradual slope ; posttonic level or falling (middle), timing early or late with
steep or gradual slope.
The experiment was set up as follows. An item consisted of three stimuli: x,
a and b, which were presented in the order
x-a
x-b.
The greatest similarity to x had to be indicated as follows: which of the two,
stimulus a or stimulus b, is similar to stimulus x? Three such stimuli with
stylized pitch movements are given in figure 4.10.

/'
X

/'
a

Figure 4.10: Stimuli x = kopiej, a= sochranjat'sja, b

= sloeinversii

Stimuli a (sochranjat'sja) and b (sloeinversii) had to be compared to stimulus
x {kopiej). The stimulus with greatest melodic similarity to stimulus x had
to be marked in the written text.
The sets of two pairs of stimuli were recorded on tape. Every set of an x-a,
x-b pair was repeated three times. Once would not have been enough, since
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the stimuli were isolated from utterances and were sometimes no longer than
two syllables. After a set a short pause followed in which subjects had to
indicate the stimulus most similar to x.
The stimuli which were appropriate for the experiment were determined on
the basis of stylized versions of original fragments. For the experiment itself,
however, the original recordings were used, because the sound quality of the
stylizations is always less than that of the original recording. The subjects
were asked to concentrate on speech melody, that is I did not want them to
be preoccupied with the understanding of words. Though the written text
was also given on the score form, the sometimes short stimuli had to be immediately recognizable.
Six series were composed, selected from one female and three male voices from
the corpus. In the experiment the sets within one series were given in random
order, to avoid a so-called learning effect.
A series consisted of five sets of rises (for pictures see section 4.5.3):
1. x=normal/low

2.
3.
4.
5.

x=normal/steep/middle
x=normal/gradual/middle
x=normal/low
x=normal/steep/middle

a=normal/ steep/ middle
a=large /steep/ middle
a=large/ gradual/middle
a=normal/ gradual/ middle
a=normal/ gradual/ middle

b=large/low;
b=normal/low;
b=normal/low;
b=large/low;
b=normal/low.

Pitch accents with normal excursion and low posttonic part had varying timing and slope:
series
series
series
series
series
series

I: early and gradual;
II: late and gradual;
III: early and gradual;
IV: early and steep;
V: early and gradual.
VI: early and gradual.

The difference in excursion between large/low and normal/low varied from 3
to 8 semitones.
I would have preferred the normal/low accents to be all early and steep, but
there were not enough of them in the corpus. On the other hand, different
realizations made it possible to find out whether the posttonic low part alone
was the feature distinguishing between this and other pitch accents low in the
register, and whether normal/low was a separate type.
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The outcome of the experiment was expected to show which features were the
most important:
- if rises within one register (high or low) cluster, register overrules posttonic
differences and slope;
- if rises within one register (high or low) do not cluster, posttonic differences
overrule excursion (for slope see below).
In the fifth set the question was raised whether pitch accents with normal
excu~sion and with low posttonic part are distinguished from other rises low
in the register.
The feature slope is also involved, since high in the register rises are usually
fairly steep, exc~pt for pitch accents with large excursion and middle posttonic
part. Low in the register slope was not expected to be perceptually relevant.
Seven subjects, two males and five females, took the test at the Department of
Phonetics of Leningrad State University. They were all highly trained listeners working in the interdisciplinary field of phonetics, linguistics and foreign
language teaching at the department mentioned. The test was carried out
individually, and followed by a short evaluation with me. Relevant remarks
made by the subjects are given after the results.
In every series of five sets different realizations of pitch accents were presented.
These differences have to be taken into account in the discussion of the results: for reasons that will be explained in section 4.5.3, the first two series
(one female and one male voice from the same dialogue) were troublesome to
judge for the subjects and for me; consequently, the judgments were hard to
interpret.
4.5.3

Results

In table 4.6 the results of the experiment are presented for the five sets of
series III-VI. As appeared after the experiment, some realizations in series I
and II deviate from the other series and will therefore be dealt with separately.
The total scores for the four series III-VI are given in the columns register and
posttonic part for set 1-4, and posttonic part and slope for set 5. The total
score for a set is 28: 7 subjects score 4 times for a or b.
4.5.4

Conclusion and discussion

In set 1 normal/low and normal/steep/middle are not really grouped together,
but normal/low and large/low were matched even less often. In this set the
proportion is 18:10 in favour of the register. Such an outcome only indicates a
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set 1 register posttonic
x=
a=
b=

r\

I'

set 2 posttonic register
a=
x=
b=

{\

/'
total

/'
13

I'

I'

total
18
10
set 3 post tonic register
x=
a=
b=

/'

r\

r\

15
total
22
set 5 posttonic slope
x=
a=
b=

I'
total

r\

total
18
10
set 4 register posttonic
x=
a=
b=

/'

{\
6

[\

23

5

Table 4.6: Results of the classification experiment for rises in total scores of sets ID-VI, with
an indication of the similarity between stimuli x and or x and b (register, posttonic part or
slope) and with a stylized representation of stimuli x, a and b.

a

tendency to match pitch accents within one register (high or low) but i~ does
not tell us whether there is a discrete difference between the two accents with
normal excursion.
In set 2 the results show that subjects tend to match accents with the
same posttonic middle part. In set 1 normal/low did not cluster significantly with normal/steep/middle. To this conclusion it can be added that
large/steep/middle and normal/steep/middle are more similar to each other
than normal/low and normal/steep/middle.
In set 1 the score for normal/low and large/low is as large as the score in set
2 for normal/low and normal/steep/middle. If pitch accents with large and
normal excursion and middle and low posttonic parts are compared,
- the similarity of a low posttonic part in accents with large/low and normal/low seems to be less important than the similarity in excursion in accents
with normal/low and normal/steep/middle (set 1);
- the similarity of excursion in accents with a normal/middle and normal/low
seems to be less important than the similarity in the posttonic middle part in
accents with large/steep/middle and normal/steep/middle (set 2).
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A first careful conclusion can be drawn: the difference between large/low
and normal/low is greater than the difference between large/ middle and normal/ middle.
In set 3 subjects were unable to choose between the register and posttonic
part. The votes were almost equal. In series III and IV votes were in favour
of the similarity in excursion; in series V and VI the similarity in the posttonic
part was stronger. This can be explained from the phonetic data of the test
items: in series III and IV the excursion of the large/gradual/middle accent
was larger than in series V and VI.
In set 4 it again seems that normal/low and large/low do not belong to a
single type: subjects have matched normal/low and normal/gradual/middle
in a sufficiently convincing way.
Finally, in set 5, the subjects voted significantly for the similarity in the posttonic middle part. The type normal/low is separated from other accents low
in the register.
Summarizing, the present experiment has shown that for the discrimination
between accents with differences in posttonic parts and excursion, the feature
posttonic part is a stronger cue than excursion if the posttonic part has a
middle level. But excursion is a stronger cue for the discrimination between
accents with differences in posttonic parts and excursion if the posttonic part
is low.
Within one register the posttonic part overrules other differences between accents.
I therefore suggest that for the time being rising pitch accents with large and
with normal excursion must be kept apart, for both the low and middle posttonic parts. But I do not exclude the possibility that no discrete borderline
can be found between high and low in the register, that is, maybe large/low
and normal/low will ultimately prove to be variants of a single type. The
same holds true for large/middle and low /middle.
Further experiments must be devoted to this question.
The results have been explained for series III-VI in the experiment. I did not
include series I and II for a number of reasons. There was a wide consensus
among subjects about the first two series: they were considered to be very
difficult to interpret. Subjects regarded series IV-VI as the easiest to classify
and series III was more difficult. But what was wrong with series I and II?
In series I some stimuli were selected which on second thoughts were not good
representatives of the type to be tested. The subjects confronted me with
this shortcoming: the normal/low realization Was too weak to be a good test
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item. The subjects matched the normal/low with normal/middle in series I
because the accents did not differ much perceptually. In series II the problem
also consisted in the realization of the normal/low accent, which was not a
good representative of the type I wanted to test. Furthermore, the subjects
explained that the intonation of the speaker in series II was extremely difficult
to interpret because of his drawling. The idea that weak realizations of types
would also contribute to establishing differences between rising pitch accents
proved to be a bad one.
From an experiment in which all stimuli within one type would have been manipulated into stimuli with identical phonetic specifications, we would probably have obtained a clearer picture about which of the two is stronger: the
register or posttonic part. However, the present study attempts to give a
description of the corpus with the original F O curves stylized, not standardized. This restricts the possibilities for experimentation. But as long as no
melodic model has been developed, it seemed to me the best way of handling
the problem of describing intonation in spontaneous speech. Classifying and
describing spontaneous speech entails a lot of difficulties._
4.5.5

Six types of rising pitch accent

We can now complete the classification for the rises in the corpus. Since
there is still no answer to the question of whether large/low and normal/low
are variants of a single type and whether large/middle and normal/middle are
variants of a single type, for the time being we will keep the four configurations
separate from one another.
Figure 4.11 presents the six types of rising pitch accent.

Figure 4.11: Six types of rising pitch accent

The tonic part of the pitch accent has to be described in terms of rise and
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fall, whereas the posttonic part has to be described _in terms of high and low
level and middle field, that is, the point reached in the register.
The features of the six rises according to this description are presented in
table 4.7.
Names are given according to the classification into types resulting from the
perception experiments:

R
r
1
h
!iS
m
+

= rise with large excursion,
= rise with normal excursion,
= low posttonic part,
= high posttonic part,
= no posttonic part,
= middle posttonic part,
= early timing,
= late timing.

In the column "type" in table 4. 7 the "old" names as given to types of rising
pitch accent in sections 3.5, 4.2 and 4.3 are repeated between brackets in
order to indicate how the old names of types of pitch accent correspond to
the new names.
excursion timing
early
large

type
Rl- (C)
Rh- (E)

large

early

R!iS-(F)
Rm- (H,I)

large
large

early
early

Rm+/R!iS+
rm- (H,I)

large
· normal

late
early

rm+
rl-

normal
normal

late
early

rl+

normal

late

slope posttonic part
low
steep/
gradual
high
steep/
gradual
steep
!iS
middle
steep/
gradual
gradual
middle/!iS
middle
steep/
gradual
middle
gradual
low
steep/
gradual
low
gradual

Table 4.7: Phonetic features of the six rises

Rising pitch accents high in the register with late timing and steep slope
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hardly ever occur in my corpus. For gradual realizations of types RI- and Rhsee chapters 5 and 8.
The final classification with names of pitch accents and phonetic specifications
can be found in chapter 6.

4.6

The classification experiment: falling pitch accents

The classification experiment for falling pitch accents has been set up in order
to find an answer to some questions that will be discussed in section 4.6.1.
Falling pitch accents were found to exist with the phonetic features as given
in table 4.8.
{pretonic part) timing slope
(zanos)
early
steep
late gradual

lowest level posttonic part
low
falling
non-low
declination
above non-low
level
rising
high
f1j

Table 4.8: Phonetic features of falling pitch accents

Before some types of falling accent with large excursion a zanos (see sections 3.5 and 5.5.2) may occur. A zanos is a set-up which provides the possibility of realizing a large excursion in the falling movement.
In table 4.9 names are given according to my classification:

F
I
nl

h
f
n

+

= fall,

= low:

the lowest level of the speaker is reached in the movement,
= non-low: the lowest level of the speaker is not reached in the
movement,
= high posttonic part,
= fall within an utterance, not at a boundary, above non-low,
= the configuration is repeated,
= early timing,
= late timing.

The combinations of phonetic features in a falling pitch accent were limited to
the types listed in table 4.9. Note that the difference between types Fl-/Fnl78
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and Fl+ /Fnl+ is timing; unlike rising pitch accents, falling pitch accents can
be discretely different from one another by just one cue: timing.
Differences in posttonic parts in falling pitch accents ending above non-low
within an utterance are hardly audible.
posttonic part
excursion timing slope
lowest level
early steep/
low
large/
falling/
normal
gradual
declination/ f6
early steep/
non-low
Fnl- (A)
large/
falling/
gradual
normal
declination/ f6
large
late
low
Fl+ (B)
steep/
falling/
gradual
declination/ f6
large
steep
late
non-low
Fnl+ (B)
falling/
gradual
declination/ f6
early steep/
Fh- (D)
low /non-low high+ high level
large/
gradual
normal
steep
high
large
late
low/ non-low
F"+ (G)
normal early/ steep/ above non-low
varying
f-/+ (J)
late gradual
type
Fl- (A)

Table 4.9: Combinations of phonetic features in falling pitch accents

The falling pitch accents as found in the corpus are represented in figure 4.12.
The aim of the present experiment was to verify this classification and to try
to find a phonetic description for the so-called harmonica pattern (Ode 1986
and section 3.5).

Figure 4.12: Representation of falling pitch accents as found in the corpus
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4.6.1

Problem

My most important questions for the experiment, assuming that there is a
discrete difference between early and late timing in falling pitch accents which
reach the lowest level of the speaker, were:
1. Is there a discrete difference between falling accents which reach the lowest
level of the speaker and those which do not (low vs. non-low)?
2. Is there a discrete difference between non-low falling accents with early
and with late timing? If there is, is there a further difference between such
accents in final position and in non-final position, that is, in the middle of an
utterance or in the sawtooth pattern (Ode 1986; see section 3.5)?
3. Are falling pitch accents which reach the low or non-low level with late
timing discriminated between on the basis of the size of excursion?
4. Is there a discrete difference between early and late, and between low vs.
non-low in falling accents with a rising posttonic part?
5. Falling accents in the harmonica pattern are connected with the next
accent by a rising posttonic part immediately after the lowest point. The rise
is followed by a pretonic zanos. Nearly every syllable with lexical stress has
a pitch accent in this pattern.
Is there a difference between the falling accents in the harmonica pattern and
other falling accents with a rising posttonic part? If not, which feature(s)
cause(s) the harmonica effect? Is one pitch accent enough to recognize the
harmonica pattern?

4.6.2

Experiment

The experiment was divided into three different tests with the same stimuli,
which were selected from stylized realizations of all types of falling accent that
occur in the corpus (see table 4.9).
The 62 stimuli (spoken by two female and five male voices) consisting of one
or two words, were presented on tape in the original recording. The same
subjects (see section 4.5.2) took the first and second tests.
In test 1 all stimuli were recorded once with a short pause between them.
The task was to indicate in the written text which came with the test where
a shift takes place from one type to another type between two stimuli. In
the first test the shifts between the stimuli were as follows (according to my
classification):
late/non-low - late/low - early /non-low - early /low - late/low - early /low early/ non-low - early or late/ above non-low - early or late /high - harmonica
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- late/non-low - late/low - late/non-low - early /non-low - early or late/above
non-low - early/ non-low.
I expected test 1 to be extremely difficult, especially with different voices in
subsequent stimuli (see section 4.6.4), but it seemed useful to me to verify
whether some of the shifts were audible at all.
In the second test the same stimuli appeared in the same order, but now in
pairs. In the order in which the stimuli in test 2 were presented it was expected that a shift from one type to another occurs between pairs and within
pairs. A pair (one pair - one voice) consisted of two falling accents of the same
type (similar pair) or of two different types (dissimilar pair). In the dissimilar
pairs the types differed in timing, in the lowest point reached and/or in the
posttonic part.
Subjects had to indicate melodic similarity or dissimilarity of each pair in the
written text.
The third test was performed by another group of 9 trained listeners, all postgraduate phoneticians or linguists. Their task was to listen to the stimuli as
recorded in the first test but with a longer pause between them and to choose
an appropriate punctuation mark. The words were printed with enough space
left to write down punctuation marks. Subjects had to choose ,between the
five following marks:

. ' .....
' ?
The mark ... had to be used after falling accents that seemed to them to be
realized in non-final position, within an utterance, in an abruptly broken-off
phrase.
It has to be noted that the comma and the exclamation mark are frequently
used in Russian. In contrast to English and Dutch, commas in Russian are
used before practically every clause.
Exclamation marks are frequently used after utterances with a more or less
emphatic accent.
4.6.3

Results

For a better understanding of the results, the data for test 2 are presented
first.
According to my phonetic classification there were 18 pairs with melodic similarity and 13 pairs with melodic dissimilarity.
With 7 subjects the maximum score for a similar or dissimilar pair was +7 or
-7, respectively. The maximum score for 18 similar pairs for 7 subjects was
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18x7 = 126. The maximum score for 13 dissimilar pairs for 7 subjects was
13x7 = 91. The results of test 2 are:
- for similar pairs a score of 91 out of a maximum of 126 (18x7) = 72%,
- for dissimilar pairs a score of 75 out of a maximum of 91 (13x7) = 82%.
According to a x 2 test these results are highly significant: p = < .005.
The subjects did indeed differentiate between similar and dissimilar pairs according to my classification. It is not surprising that the dissimilar pairs show
a higher percentage than the similar pairs, since two realizations of one type
of pitch accent are always slightly different. It was a great advantage to work
with the group of highly trained listeners for the first two tests. They were
conscious of the difficulty of classifying speech phenomena. They were also
familiar with the notion of perceptual equivalence (see section 3.4) and knew
what they had to listen to.
There are differences in the scores for individual types of falling pitch accent.
The percentages for the similar pairs are listed below. Again a maximum
score for one similar pair is + 7. The score is given per type of falling accent
for the number of similar pairs of that type.
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
Fhf-/+
Fn+

early/low
early/ non-low
late/low:
late/non-low
early, late/high
early, late/
above non-low
late/high

(3
(2
(3
(2
(3
(3

pairs:
pairs:
pairs:
pairs:
pairs:
pairs:

16 out
11 out
18 out
12 out
13 out
13 out

of a
of a
of a
of a
of a
of a

maximum
maximum
maximum
maximum
maximum
maximum

of 21)
of 14)
of 21)
of 14)
of 21)
of 21)

(2 pairs: 8 out of a maximum of 14)

76%;
79%;
86%;
86%;
62%;
62%;
57%.

The score for Fl- is lowered by the fact that one stimulus of one pair was
perceived as an emphatic accent (it has a small zanos) and was therefore indicated by 4 subjects as being different from the more neutral partner of the
pair.
In the first test, the subjects had indicated where a shift was heard from one
type to another type between two stimuli. According to my classification,
such shifts occurred between pairs and within pairs. In half of the 18 similar
pairs a shift in type was marked by one or two subjects in the first test of
the experiment. A correlation between the first test (shift marking) and the
second test (similarity/ dissimilarity) can only be given partly, since the first
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test was different from the second test in the presentation of the stimuli.
Moreover, there was frequently a change of voices too. Some subjects told
me afterwards that they had marked a shift at almost every change of voice.
Obviously, in marking shifts the subjects used different perceptual criteria.
It was very challenging, though, to try to find a correlation between shifts
marked within a pair and the pairs marked as dissimilar, since no dissimilar
pair ever missed a shift mark.
The number of subjects who voted for similarity minus dissimilarity in 31
pairs is shown on the x-axis in figure 4.13. For 7 subjects the theoretically
possible extreme values are +7 {7 subjects voted for similarity) and -7 (7
subjects voted for dissimilarity). The number of shift marks actually found is
indicated on the y-axis. The highest score was 5.
The straight line in figure 4.13, the regression line, has a slope of -0.653
(direction coefficient) with an intersection at 4.2 on the y-axis.
The correlation between dissimilarity and shift marks is significantly high
{r
0.837), despite the fact that not all shift marks {those between pairs)
could be taken into account.
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Figure 4.13: Correlation between shift marks and dissimilar pairs

A correlation between the first or second test and the third test cannot be
given since the third test, the marking of punctuation marks, differs in its
device from the first two tests.
It is, however, interesting to see how far the two groups "agree" in their
judgments about positions in which the falling accents occur in an utterance.
The results from the third test are listed in table 4.10. Note that for 9
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subjects the total score is 9 marks per stimulus, but some subjects did not
write punctuation marks for all stimuli.
The number of stimuli per type is indicated in the first column in table 4.10.

6x
lOx
lOx

type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
f-/+
Fh-

Bx

Fn+

stimuli

lOx
lOx

Bx

!

3x
4x
lOx
lx
Ox
4x
2x

54x
56x
41x
32x
25x
14x
30x

'
15x
lOx
7x
lOx
27x
lBx
llx

?

...

2x
2x
lx
Ox
lx
24x
12x

lOx
14x

Bx
llx
4lx
25x
15x

Table 4.10: Number of punctuation marks as indicated by 9 subjects for 62 stimuli

The test gives some indication about functional differences between the seven
types, but it is clear that these differences must be investigated further: they
cannot be described simply in terms of punctuation marks.
4.6.4

Conclusion and discussion

For the three tests I had selected stimuli which, according to my classification,
belong to different types of falling pitch accent. The subjects discriminated
between types with sufficiently high significance: the percentages for similar
and for dissimilar pairs, as well as the correlation between dissimilar pairs
and shift marks, give evidence for the correctness of my classification.
However, the subjects were not asked to sort stimuli. And what we would
also like to know is whether stimuli selected by me as realizations of one type
actually are of one type. All 62 stimuli were taken from the seven types I had
found (see section 4.6).
Generally speaking, the results show that every time a stimulus from a type
X was presented, it was indicated as similar to another stimulus of type X or
as dissimilar to a stimulus of type Y. But the percentages for similar types
of stimuli are different for the seven types (see section 4.6.3). On the basis
of those results we may conclude that discretely different types are Fl-, Fnl-,
Fl+ and Fnl+, which confirms my classification.
Less significant are the results for three other types in my classification: types
f-/+, Fh- and Fn+. Subject~ were not consistent in their judgments about
these types. Obviously, the stimuli of these 3 types were difficult to interpret.
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Conclusions from the results of the three tests will be drawn by answering the
5 questions a-bout falling pitch accents formulated in section 4.6.1.
The first question has been answered positively in the tests: there is a discrete difference between falling pitch accents which reach and falling pitch
accents which do not reach the lowest level of a speaker. The classification
of F- and F+ into low and non-low is, then, correct. However, the third test
(see table 4.10) does not give any evidence about whether there is a discrete
functional difference between low and non-low for types F- and F+ (see section 5.2.3); and if there is, what does the difference consist in?
The secon~ question concerned the difference between Fnl-, Fnl+ and f-/+.
The results show that f-/ + is indeed a discretely different type. In pairs where
Fnl-, Fnl+ and f-/+ were presented in contra.st, subjects discriminated between them.
Another question is how type f-/ + must be described phonetically. There was
not much consensus between subjects about this type in similar pairs. The
stimuli were isolated from utterances, and pitch movements which are isolated
from the middle of an utterance, not at a boundary, are always difficult to
interpret. Depending on the intonational continuation of an utterance, posttonic parts after a type f-/+ realization differ considerably, which makes them
all the more difficult to classify.
In the future a further sorting experiment will have to be devoted to types
Fnl+, Fnl- and f-/+, on the basis of which a more detailed description of type
f-/ + can then be given.
The third question, about the size of excursion for F + accents, can be answered negatively. The 13 stimuli of types Fl+ and Fnl+ have a large excursion in 8 stimuli and an excursion of about 10 semitones in the other 5
stimuli. The stimuli are not discriminated between on the basis of the size
of excursion. A zanos occurs in 12 of the 13 stimuli. In our examples type
F + has, on the whole, a large excursion and realizations occur frequently with
a zanos. Test three confirms this description: type Fl+ realizations had the
highest percentage of exclamation marks.
We are left with some problems that require further research: questions 4 and
5 about falling accents with a high posttonic part and about accents in the
harmonica pattern can only partly be answered.
Falling accents with a high posttonic part were discriminated from falling accents with other posttonic parts (non-low, low, level). But within this type,
Fh-, the subjects indicated differences. There were not many realizations of
this type in my corpus. This does not mean that the type rarely occurs (see
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also section 5.6). I prefer not to answer questions about this type as yet. On
the other hand, it is one of the most clear configurations of pitch movements
in Russian intonation. I have simply been hampered by a lack of examples.
I can only steer on my own compass in order to describe the differences between type Fh- and the harmonica pattern, Fn+, because of the lack of examples. Type Fn+ also has a high posttonic part. The last question concerns
type Fn+.
As the name of this type indicates, Fn+ is a repeated realization of type F+.
It has a posttonic part that rises till the subsequent zanos preceding the next
falling pitch accent is reached. The last realization in the sequence also rises
in the posttonic part, but not as high as type Fh- and not continuing on a
high level. Type Fn+ differs from Fl+ in its posttonic part.
type

pretonic part

Fl+/Fnl +

(zanos)

Fh-

varying

Fn+

zanos

posttonic part next syllable(s)
tonic part
large or normal
low
late
~
low or non-low
large or normal
high level
high
early
non-low or low
large
zanos or~
high
late
non-low or low

Table 4.11: Phonetic specifications of types Fl+, Fh- and Fn+

In table 4.11 the three types are contrasted as to their phonetic specification.
If we cut off the posttonic part of Fh- arid Fn+ we are only left with differences in the pretonic part and in timing: Fh- would now belong to Fl- and
Fn+ to Fl+ or Fnl+. This suggestion must be verified in a future perception
experiment.
In the results harmonicas were indicated as being similar by 3 or 4 out of 7
subjects. However, shift marks did not always occur ifa difference was heard.
Subjects were not consistent in their perception of the harmonica. One realization, which differed most from the others melodically according to the
results, was perceived by 7 (out of 9) subjects as a question in the third test.
Summarizing, I would like to outline the present state of the description for
the 7 phonetically different types of falling pitch accent as follows:
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- Further perception experiments are needed in order to describe types Fhand Fn+.
- Differences between realizations of f-/ + were indicated by the subjects. But
I believe that there exists only one type of falling pitch accent with normal
excursion, with varying timing and posttonic parts, which d_oes not reach the
non-low reference level as the lowest point.
It occurs mainly in the middle of an utterance and in the sawtooth pattern,
not at a boundary.
- Types Fl-, Fnl-, Fl+ and Fnl+ have been established. If future experiments
about the function of these 4 types show that there is (as I expect) no discrete functional difference between low and non-low for these types, they can
simply be described as F- and F+.
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Chapter 5
Perceptually relevant features of
Russian pitch movements
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter the perceptually relevant features of Russian pitch movements
will be described on the basis of the classification and the outcome of the
perception experiments described in chapters 3 and 4.
In the present chapter the descriptions of perceptually relevant features apply
to Russian spontaneous and prepared speech, though the descriptions may
equally well correspond to perceptually relevant features of pitch movements
in other languages. The aim of describing perceptually relevant features of
Russian pitch movements is to clarify the use of terms which are indispensable for a perceptual description of intonation and which are not always selfevident.

5.2

Excursion

The excursion of a perceptually relevant pitch movement indicates the size of
an interval. The begin and end frequency of an excursion is usually given in
hertz if the absolute pitch level has to be indicated. The excursion is presented
in semitones if the size has to be given relative to other excursions. Data in
hertz show the exact point in the fundamental frequency domain, whereas
data in semitones give no information about this point.
The actual excursion is measured from the begin frequency to the end frequency in a given perceptually relevant pitch movement. Excursion is also
measured from the end frequency of the movement to the lowest frequency of
a given speaker, because movements with perceptually the same excursion are
movements which reach the same end frequency in semitones relative to the
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lowest level (see section 5.2.2). The highest and lowest frequencies indicate
the register in which pitch moves. The range of the register is speaker-specific.
First, the register and the reason for measuring the excursion from two different levels will be discussed in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.

5.2.1

Register

The register of a speaker or singer is the melodic range within which pitch
moves on a scale between high and low. The register is usually divided into
three modes: the vocal fry, the modal register and the falsetto (Hess 1983).
Other names for vocal fry and falsetto can be found in the literature.
According to Hollien (1972), the modal register is acoustically and physiologically well described and identified on the perceptual level. Since in the
data of the corpus almost all pitch movements are in the modal register, the
other registers will not be discussed here. The modal register "( ... ) includes
the range of fundamental frequencies that are normally used in speaking( ... )"
(Hollien 1974: 126). For male voices the modal register has a range of 75-500
hertz, and for female voices 130-750 hertz (Hollien 1974: 130).
In some of the fragments of the corpus there are examples of pitch movements
which end in the vocal fry. The acoustic characteristics of speech produced in
the vocal fry are probably responsible for the fact that it is sometimes very
hard to stylize pitch in this register, though the pitch level can be perceived
very well.
For the present research the modal register (henceforth: register) is established for each speaker with a further subdivision into high and low, on the
basis of the perceptually relevant pitch movements in the corpus. This subdivision is necessary because there is a difference between rises which have
their highest point high in the register and those with their highest point low
in the register. But there is no audible breakpoint between high and low in
the register in the voice quality.
A hearer can give a correct indication of the position in the register where the
voice of a speaker is situated, despite the fact that the range varies with each
speaker. A few utterances, maybe even a few seconds of speech, spoken by an
unknown voice, seem to be enough to establish the register of the speaker. To
my knowledge there is no experimental evidence for this phenomenon, thougb- a certain degree of consensus about it appears to exist among phoneticians-~
Summarizing, in my classification the register of a speaker is the melodicrange within the modal register in which pitch moves. Roughly speaking, the
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register covers the range within the modal register from the lowest level up
to about 10 semitones (low in the register, normal excursion) and from about
10 semitones above the lowest level to the highest level (high in the register,
large excursion), which varies up to 23 semitones for each speaker.
5.2.2

Actual and relative excursion

In the specification of phonetic data for every speaker (chapter 8) the excursion is given in semitones.
Two movements of two different speakers cannot be compared with each other
on the basis of data indicated in hertz. On the other hand, if data are given
in semitones of only the actual excursion, we do not know where the end frequency of the excursion in the movement is situated in the register.
For a pure comparison of the excursions of two movements, two different
sorts of data must therefore be known: the excursion of the actual movement
and the location of the movement with respect to the lowest level of a given
speaker. In the perception of pitch, listeners actually do the same: the lowest
level of a speaker is always virtually present at any moment of speech as a
reference level.
For .example, a rise with a begin frequency of 110 hertz and an end frequency
of 184 hertz has an excursion with a size of 9 semitones. In the example
the size of the actual excursion of the rise is 9 semitones, but if the lowest
level of a speaker is, say, 65 hertz, the rise starts 9 semitones above 65 hertz.
Measured from the lowest level the excursion is 18 semitones. This is a fairly
large excursion, with an end frequency high in the register. The perceptually
relevant rise has thus started at a level that lies about 9 semitones above the
lowest level of the given speaker.
The excursion has not been measured from a declination line, since in the
corpus declination is observed only incidentally. The perception experiments
do not show that the excursion of pitch accents is perceived with respect to a
declination line. See also section 5.4.1.
A falling movement with an actual excursion of, say, 8 semitones which reaches
the lowest level of the given speaker is not the same as a falling movement
with an actual excursion of 8 semitones which does not reach the lowest level
of that speaker: the two movements belong to different types of pitch accent.
Rising and falling pitch movements ending in different positions in the register
are presented in figure 5 .1.
The first rise has an actual excursion of 9 semitones measured from the lowest
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Figure 5.1: Rising and falling pitch movements high and low in the register

level. The second rise has an actual excursion of 9 semitones measured from
the begin frequency of that rise. The third rise has an actual excursion of
18 semitones measured from the lowest level. The first rise ends low in the
register, the second and third rise end high in the register. Nos. 2 and 3 are
perceptually equivalent and cluster.
The first fall with an actual excursion of 8 semitones does not reach the lowest
level; the second fall has an actual excursion of 16 semitones and reaches the
lowest level, the third fall has an actual excursion of 8 semitones and reaches
the lowest level. The second and third fall both reach the lowest level: they
are perceptually equivalent and cluster despite their different actual excursion.
Finally, it would be wrong to call an excursion small in contrast to large:· in
my classification pitch accents with a normal excursion have an interval of up
to 10 semitones, which is not particularly small in e.g. Dutch, but normal in
Russian. The indication small suggests a smaller size.
5.2.3

Reference levels for rising and falling pitch movements

The reference levels for rising and falling pitch movements are defined on the
basis of the register.
With the low reference level I indicate the lowest level of a given speaker, that
is, the lowest frequency measured in types Fl- and Fl+. Exceptions made by
a given speaker, such as falling movements ending in the vocal fry, far below
the lowest level in other falling movements, are disregarded in determining
the low reference level.
With the high reference level I indicate the highest level of a given speaker,
that is, the highest end frequency measured in rising movements. Again,
exceptional cases were not used for the definition of the high reference level.
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The borderline dividing the register into high and low is drawn between the
high and low reference levels. This borderline varies for each speaker. In
figure 5.2 this line is therefore dashed.
- - - - - - - - high reference level
high
low

low reference level

Figure 5.2: Reference levels for rising and falling pitch
accents

In the overview with averaged phonetic data of types of pitch accent {chapter 6) we will see that rising pitch accents ending high in the register often
have an early timing and a steep slope. Low in the register rising pitch accents
occur in all possible combinations of timing and slope.
In the process of stylizing rising F O curves it was observed that great precision
with respect to timing and slope was required high in the register. Low in the
register the limits of tolerance within parameters, in the process of stylizing,
were considerable.

5.3

Timing

Timing indicates the position at which the highest point for rises and th~1·
lowest point for falls is reached with respect to the vowel onset of the accented .
syllable. In order to find the vowel onset in the accented syllable t~,s~~-!.!'.1)
and amplitude (see fig. 2.2 in section 2.3.3), synchronically displayed on the
momtor, a.~;-used. An operational way of perceptually determining vowel
onsets is as follows. By listening to a previous or following fragment of some
tens of milliseconds at intervals of 10 milliseconds forward or backward, and
by looking at the gain and waveform displayed on the screen, I decided I had
found the vowel onset:
- where the preceding consonant was no longer clearly audible, and
- where the vowel in isolation perceptually had not lost any of its quality as
compared with the vowel in its phonetic context.
In the corpus in part II the vowel onset is indicated with a dash on top of
the stylized contour (see chapter 7). In the F 0 curve we can now see to what
extent the pitch movement is completed at the vowel onset.
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5.3.1

Early and late timing

ff the highest point of a rise is reached near the vowel onset, i.e. the rise takes
place before the vowel onset, the timing is called early. H the highest point of
a rise is reached near the end of the accented vowel, i.e. much later than the
vowel onset, the timing is called late. If the vowel onset is in the middle of a
rising pitch movement, the movement can be manipulated and shifted forward
or backward in order to find out whether the timing is perceived as early or
late, by listening to and comparing the manipulation with the original. Early
and late timing are determined for falling pitch movements in the same way.
The timing in falling pitch movements is called early if the lowest point of the
fall is reached near the vowel onset, i.e. the fall took place before the vowel
onset. The timing in falling pitch movements is called late if the lowest point
is reached near the end of the accented vowel, i.e. much later than near the
vowel onset. Figure 5.3 shows early and late timing for rising and falling pitch
movements. The dash indicates the vowel onset. It should be noticed that
the exact location of movements, both with early and with late timing, may
' vary: it depends, for example, on the type of consonant (Hill and ~eid 1977).
Therefore, data as to the duration of (part of) the accente<rvowef before, near
or after the end frequency of a pitch movement are not given. For all accents
it has been determined perceptually whether timing was early or late.

Figure 5.3: Early and late timing in rising and falling pitch movements

As a distinctive feature for the perception of pitch accents, timing has been
discussed in chapter 4 .. It is the only feature that distinguishes between the
falling accents Fl-, Fnl- and Fl+, Fnl+.
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5.4

Duration and slope

It seems that the duration of pitch movements is not an independent distinctive feature in Russian intonation, in the sense that pitch accents are
distinguished on the basis of duration alone.
The duration of a perceptually relevant pitch movement is usually indicated
in terms of milliseconds measured from the beginning of the perceptually relevant pitch movement till the end. The duration of a percept~ally releyant.
pitch movement, together with excursion, establishes the s1ope of a movement:
by determining the duration and the actual excursion in the perceptually relevant pitch movement the slope can be calculated in terms of semitones per
second.
I call a slope gra~ual at a value of about 70 semitones per second or less and
steep
........ _._,., at a vah.1~ of about 70 semitones per second or more (figure 5.4), but
values for steep or gradual slope vary considerably among speakers. Varying
values are given in chapter 6.

Figure 5.4: Steep and gradual slope

Slop~ js 119tan . independent distinctive feature in Russian intonation. How- \

;;e~, in combi~ation with timing and/or the posttonic part it can be significant for the differentiation of types of pitch accent. For instance, type Rh-,
which usually occurs with early timing and steep slope, may also occur with
early timing and gradual slope. With gradual slope the high posttonic part
continues on the high level reached in the tonic part without any declination
(see section 4.2 and 5.6.2). But if the posttonic part is high, the timing late
and the slope gradual, the movement is a type Rm+ realization. __§~_slope
alone is n_ot a distinctive feature. In figure 5.5 an example is given of two
realizations of Rh- and one realization of Rm+. The vertical dash indicates
the vowel onset.
A further characteristic of slope is its property of lending emphasis. If a
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Rm+

Rh-

Figure 5.5: Two realizations of Rh- and one realization of Rm+

movement has a large excursion, late timing but a steep slope the syllable will
be perceived as more salient than if the slope of the movement were gradual.
An example is stimulus no. 19 in the sorting experiment (section 4.2).
If in a falling pitch accent Fl+ the actual fall starts much later than the vowel
onset and the slope is steep, the pitch accent is more emphatic than if the
slope were gradual. An example is given in figure 5.6.

T\
I

\-...----

Figure 5.6: A steep slope lending emphasis in a type
Fl+ realization (the dashed line indicates the vowel
onset)

The slope in a gradually falling or rising movement must not be confused
with the slope of, respectively, declination and inclination over a number of
syllables in an utterance {see section 5.4.1).

5.4.1

Declination and inclination

Slope has been described as one of the phonetic features in perceptually relevant pitch movements. The perceptually relevant pitch movements are connected by non-prominenc e lending pitch movements if no melodic boundary,
pause (see section 5.7) or reset (see section 5.4.2) occurs. Depending on the
type of pitch accent, pitch falls or rises over a number of unaccented syllables
to the next pitch accent. If the posttonic part after a pitch accent is a distinc96

tive feature of the realized type, pitch moves from that part to the next pitch
accent or to the pretonic part of the next pitch accent (see section 5.6.4). The
slope in the connecting non-prominence lending pitch movements depends on
the number of syllables between two pitch accents, on the turning point in
the connecting non-prominence lending pitch movements (see section 5.6.4)
and sometimes on the occurrence of microintonation.
However, there are other phenomena that influence the slope of movements
over a number of unaccented syllables in an utterance.
As in other languages (i.e. English, Dutch, German) in Russian it has been
observed that fundamental frequency tends to decline in the course of an
utterance. This well-known phenomenon, called declination, has been widely
discussed in the literature on intonation, so the discussion will not be repeated
here. My description of declination is based upon 't Hart, Collier, and Cohen
(forthcoming).
In the course of an utterance the subglottal pressure P s decreases. The decrease of P s is a physiologically determined phenomenon. With the decrease
of P 8 , the rate of which can be controlled by the speaker, the F 0 declines.
For longer utterances the decrease will be slower than in shorter utterances:
the speaker influences the slope of declination, that is, declination can be
restrained. In connecting non-prominence lending movements F O declines by
itself and the speaker controls the extent of this decline, depending on the
length of the utterance.
Non-prominence lending movements that are rising have another physiological
nature: inclination. Inclination, unlike declination, is a voluntary physiologically determined phenomenon.
In order to make pitch rise or fall, the laryngeal muscle cricothyroid (CT) contracts or relaxes. As the CT activity increases, pitch rises; continued activity
keeps pitch high; as the CT activity decreases, pitch falls (Collier 1975).
The subglottal pressure decreases in the course of an utterance in falling movements as well as in rising movements. But, roughly speaking, by overruling
the P 8 decrease by means of sufficient CT contraction a speaker achieves rising movements. As the CT relaxes pitch falls again; the relaxation of the
CT contributes to the decline of F 0 • This phenomenon is discussed in Collier
(1987).
Declination has been described as the tendency of F O to float down gradually
over the course of an utterance. In spontaneous speech, however, declination
is not always found (e.g. Umeda 1982). In the corpus, declination is indeed
absent in large parts of the excerpts in spontaneous speech. Moreover, it
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is also often absent in prepared speech. The absence of declination in large
parts of the corpus and other evidence from the perception experiments do
not justify a description of pitch accents as superposed on a declination line.
At a glance it can be seen that in the speech of, for instance, Vysockij (see
chapter 10), declination is almost absent. In the two examples in figure 5.7
the .difference between utterances which show declination and those that do
not is clearly visible.
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Figure 5.7: Two utterances with (a) and without (b) declination

An interesting issue is whether there is any correlation in spontaneous speech
between the tendency never to reach the low reference level in order to keep
the hearer listening and the absence of declination. Though an important
question, it was beyond the scope of this book.
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5.4.2

Reset

In an utterance an upward or downward jump in F o is frequently observed.
The pitch movement is broken off and a new (sequence of) pitch movement(s)
starts at· another pitch level. The two movements are not connected in the
way described in section 5.4.1. For such a jump, which is called declination
reset or simply reset, no degrees of slope are given, since a reset is not a
movement. Resets occur frequently in the corpus.
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Figure 5.8: Upward and downward resets in two utterances

An upward reset is realized in various positions. For instance, if a speaker
has reached a low level too early, a reset is needed. In spontaneous speech a
reset often occurs in elliptic utterances, after humming and hawing or after
hesitations. In the middle of an utterance, e.g. when the speaker suddenly
remembers something, a reset can also be found.
A reset occurs downward, for instance, when a speaker says something "be99

tween brackets". In afterthoughts and in parentheses the same downward
reset can be observed. After brackets, an afterthought or a parenthesis an
upward reset will follow again. Pitch movements in a parenthesis or in an
afterthought are usually realized in a reduced span.
In figure 5.8 an upward and a downward reset are presented. The resets are
indicated with an arrow.

5.5

Pretonic movements
Perceptually relevant pretonic movements

5.5.1

Pitch movements in pretonic syllables affect the perception of pitch movements in a number of ways.
For example, a pitch movement in the tonic syllable can be a continuation
of a movement in the pretonic syllable. If the pitch movement is perceived
as taking place entirely in the tonic syllable, the pretonic and__tonic syllables
must be considered together as one perceptualli7ef~ant _- unit -(~-;e fi0]}.More examples can be found in section 3.2.
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Figure 5.9: A pitch accent realized in the pretonic and tonic syllables

Pitch movements which take place either in the pretonic or in the tonic syllable, or in both, and which are perceptually equivalent, are classified as one
type of pitch accent.
If the direction of the pitch movement in the pretonic syllable is different
from that in the tonic syllable, the pitch movement in the pretonic syllable
makes the pitch movement in the tonic syllable more salient. An example is
presented in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: A pretonic movement which makes the tonic movement more salient

The zanos

6.6.2

Within the category of pretonic movements the zanos (Kuznecova 1960: 47)
has a special place. A zanos is a small and usually steep rise in the pretonic
syllable, a set-up (up-beat) before a fall, which provides the possibility of
realizing a large excursion in the falling pitch movement (see fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.11: A zanos in the pretonic rising movement and in the plateau before a falling
movement

A zanos is a separate pretonic movement; it does not have the property of
changing a falling pitch accent into another type. The falling accent with a
zanos is usually, but not necessarily, a final fall. A zanos occurs within one
word, on a preposition or elsewhere over a word boundary. The occurrence of
a zanos over a word boundary probably implies that the two words belong to
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the same prosodic group. A zanos is perceptually interpreted as the abovementioned small and steep rise, even in cases in which pitch is acoustically
level in the zanos.

5.6

Posttonic parts

In the present section the last of the perceptually relevant features of pitch
accents will be discussed. The set of features needed for a perceptual description of Russian intonation will then be complete: the excursion (register),
timing and posttonic part.
The posttonic part in a configuration of pitch movements is an (independent)
distinctive feature in Russian intonation. Some types of pitch accent are distinguished from one another on the basis of only the posttonic part. If in such
cases the posttonic part were cut off, the type of pitch accent would not be
recognizable.
Tonic parts are described in terms of rising and falling movements. Posttonic
parts are described in terms of the level, that is: the end frequency between
the high and low reference level that is reached in the posttonic part.
The description of posttonic parts is based on the results of the perception
experiments discussed in chapter 4.
In section 5.6.1 the posttonic levels that have been found to exist will be described. In sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3 the posttonic movements, the limits of
perceptual tolerance within the. posttonic parts and compensation strategies
will be discussed with examples.
5.6.1

Reference levels for posttonic parts

After rising pitch accents the following posttonic levels are distinguished:
- high level;
- midfield;
- low level.
After falling pitch accents the levels that have to be distinguished are:
- high level or midfield;
- non-low level;
- low level.
Pitch accents also occur without posttonic parts. A full picture, with posttonic
levels indicated in the range between high and low after rising and falling pitch
accents, is given in figures 5.12 and 5.13.
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1. high level
midfield

Figure 5.12: High, middle and low level after rising pitch accents

I high level
midfield

Inon-low level
1low level
Figure 5.13: High, middle, non-low and low level after falling pitch accents

Schematically the posttonic levels after rising and falling pitch accents are
presented in figure 5.14.
Finally, movements in the syllables after perceptually relevant posttonic parts
do not belong to a given type of pitch accent, except for type Fh- (see table 4.11). Pitch movements which connect pitch accents will be discussed in
section 5.6.4.
5.6.2

Posttonic parts after rising pitch accents

A high level posttonic part occurs after rises with a large excursion. After
the accented syllable, pitch continues (with some declination) essentially at
the same level as the highest point in the accented syllable. In a type Rhrealization the declining posttonic movement or level does not reach a point
below a non-high level (see below). An example is given in fig. 5.15.
The high level and the midfield are separated from each other by the nonhigh level. The non-high level indicates the borderline in the posttonic part
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Figure 5.14: Posttonic levels
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Figure 5.15: The posttonic high level of type Rh-

between two discretely different types of pitch accent: Rh- and Rm-/Rm+.
The posttonic non-high level for types Rh- and Rm-/Rm+ is presented in an
example in figure 5.16.
A posttonic movement in a realization Rm- always reaches a point which is
situated below the non-high level, and in a realization Rm+ on or below the
non-high level. Type Rh- always reaches a point situated above the non-high
level.
The middle posttonic part or midfield is not a level. It is a range between
high and low which is defined by the non-high level and the non-low level.
Questions about the posttonic middle part were the issue in e.g. the triadic
experiment (section 4.4). Posttonic movements in realizations of type rm/rm+ always end in the midfield.
In figure 5.17 some examples are given of posttonic movements which end in
the midfield.
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high level
non-high level
midfield

Rm-/Rm+

Rh-

Rm-/Rm+

I low level

Figure 5.16: TypE>s Rh- and Rm-/Rm+ and the posttonic non-high level

r

Rm-/Rm+

midfield

rm-/rm+

Figure 5.17: The posttonic midfield of types Rm-/Rm+ and rm-/rm+

The posttonic low level occurs in the configuration Rl- and rl-/rl+. The posttonic movement reaches a point on or below the non-low level. Compared with
other posttonic movements, the slope is steep. The examples in figure 5.18
show the differences for the two types.
Types of rising pitch movements without a posttonic part occur both high
and low in the register. Types Rh- and RI- are neutralized in type Rf6-. Even
without a posttonic part type Rm-/Rm+ is audibly different from type Rf6-.
In the former type a beginning fall was sometimes already perceivable in the
accented syllable itself. Types of rising pitch accent also occur without posttonic part low in the register. However, it makes no sense to speak about
neutralization between high and middle low in the register, since posttonic
high does not exist low in the register. There were not enough examples of
type rl-/rl+ to enable anything to be said about neutralization for this type.
Examples of rising pitch accents without a posttonic part high and low in the
register are presented in figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.18: The posttonic non-low and low level of type Rl- and type rl-/rl+

high register

//

low register

Figure 5.19: Posttonic fl.I high and low in the register

The posttonic movements after rising pitch movements may vary within certain limits of perceptual tolerance. These limits and some compensation
strategies will be demonstrated in the following examples.
If the timing is early and the slope steep in a type Rm- realization, the posttonic part will fall to a lower point than the non-high level and the slope of the
posttonic movement will be steeper than just declination, probably in order
to avoid confusion with Rh-.
If the timing is late, the slope steep or gradual, and the posttonic part level
(type Rm+), no confusion will occur with Rh-, because the latter always has
early timing.
Realizations of types Rm+ and rm+ may reach a point below the non-low
level. Realizations of types Rm- and rm- may not end below the non-low level:
if the posttonic movement reached the low level, these configurations would
be realizations of types RI- and rl-.
Sometimes a type RI- or rl-/rl+ realization is soon followed by another pitch
accent and there is no "time enough" for the posttonic movement to come
down completely. In such cases a compensation in other features can be observed, e.g. the posttonic movement may have a steeper slope than usual.
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The different posttonic levels will now be presented in another way. The pictures below indicate to what extent the posttonic movements may vary and
for what types they may not.
Imagining the tonic and posttonic movements as two sticks hanging on a
drawing pin, the angle between the two sticks is fixed for Rh-, RI- and rl-. For
Rm-/Rm+, rm-/rm+ and rl+ it is not fixed. In figure 5.20 the angle is fixed .
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Figure 5.20: Limits of perceptual tolerance for types Rh-, RI- and rl-

The first picture shows type Rh-. If the left-hand stick is pushed to the left,
the slope becomes gradual and the "posttonic" stick reaches a lower point.
H the posttonic stick had reached a point below the non-high level the type
would have been changed into an Rm- realization, as shown in figure 5.21.
The first picture in figure 5.20 indicates the limits of perceptual tolerance for
Rh-.
In the second picture a realization of type RI- is presented with a posttonic
movement that reaches the non-low level. The angle is fixed. If the left stick
is pushed to the left the slope in the tonic movement becomes more gradual,
but the posttonic movement is steeper and reaches a lower point. This is the
compensation for the gradual slope. Note that timing in the pictures is not
affected: the drawing pin hangs on the same spot.
For a realization of type rl- in the third picture the same modification has
been made as for the realizations of type RI- in the second picture.
In figure 5.21 the angle is not fixed. The sticks can move to and fro.
A type Rm- realization can have the same rise (early) as a type Rh- re~lization.
The difference is then heard in the part after the rise. The dotted lines in the
picture indicate how far the sticks can swing independently without causing
confusion with the realizations of types presented in figure 5.20. The limits of
perceptual tolerance are so large that the drawing pin can move, which affects
the timing of the movement. The posttonic movements in the picture reach
different points in the midfield and show in what cases they can even reach a
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Figure 5.21: Limits of perceptual tolerance for types Rm-/Rm+ and rm-/rm+

point below the non-low level. The picture indicates the limits of perceptual
tolerance for the posttonic movements of realizations of types Rm-/Rm+ and
rm-/rm+.
One possible realization of Rm+ is not indicated in picture 5.21: Rm+ with
level posttonic part (see figure 5.5). In this case the slope must be gradual.
5.6.3

Posttonic parts after falling pitch accents

After the accented syllables of types Fl- and Fl+, pitch continues in the posttonic movement on the low level. After the accented syllables of types Fnland Fnl+, pitch continues on the non-low level.
Examples are given in figure 5.22.

non-low level
low level
Figure 5.22: Posttonic low and non-low level after types Fl-, Fnl-, Fl+, and Fnl+

There is a perceptual difference between falling pitch accents which do and
do not reach the low level. This difference has already been indicated in the
names of the types.
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If the non-low level is reached in the accented syllable, but pitch falls in the
posttonic part to the low level, it is perceived and classified as a type Fl
realization. If pitch in the posttonic part continues on the non-low level and
does not reach a point below this level it is a falling accent of type Fnl.
Falling pitch accents of type f-/ + are situated above the non-low level in
the tonic and in the posttonic part. The posttonic movement after a type
f-/+ realization usually rises to the next pitch accent, for instance, in the
sawtooth pattern. But if the posttonic movement continues to fall after a
type f-/+ realization it does not reach a point below the non-low level. The
posttonic part reaches a point that lies in the midfield. Posttonic parts after
falling movements do not use the whole range of the midfield in the same way
as posttonic parts after rising pitch movements. Rising posttonic movements
after falling pitch accents of type f-/ + do not have a steep slope.
Falling pitch accents of type Fh- have a rising posttonic movement (usually
with a steep slope), which is the distinctive feature of this type as compared
with Fl-. The posttonic movement reaches a high point in the midfield and
pitch continues on that level in the next syllable{s), or the posttonic part
reaches that high point in a gradually rising movement.
As compared with the high level in the posttonic parts after rising pitch
accents, the high level after falling pitch accents is situated on a lower level
in the range between high and low. But since it has only to be distinguished
from rising posttonic movements after realizations of type f-/ + it has been
called high level.
The posttonic part after falling pitch accents of type Fn+ reaches a high level,
but pitch does not continue on the high level in the following syllables as it
does after type Fh-. After the posttonic high level a zanos occurs and the
next type Fn+ realization will follow. The last realization in a sequence of
type Fn+ always shows a rise in the posttonic part, but that rise does not
reach a point as high as after a type Fh- realization.
If the posttonic part after realizations of type Fn+ and type Fh- is cut off the
two types are not neutralized.
Without a posttonic rising movement, type Fn+ probably belongs to a type
Fl+ or Fnl+; type Fh- without posttonic part would now belong to a type
Fl- or Fnl- (see section 4.6).
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6.6.4

Turning points

Pitch accents are connected by non-prominence lending pitch movements.
Non-prominence lending movements continue to a following pitch accent or
to a turning point in between two pitch accents.
At a given point between pitch accents which are not separated by a reset,
a pause or a silence, the non-prominence lending pitch movement after the
last accent turns into a non-prominence lending pitch movement to the next
accent. The position of the turning point or boundary between two accents
determines the slope of the preceding and following connecting movements.
In figure 5.23 two turning points are presented.
In the first example the turning point is situated closer to the second pitch
accent than to the first pitch accent. As a consequence, the slope of the
connecting movement is more gradual, and the slope of the second pitch accent
is steeper.
In the second example the turning point is situated farther away from the
second pitch accent. The slope in the connecting movement after the first
pitch accent is steeper, the slope of the second pitch accent is more gradual.

Figure 5.23: Turning points between two pitch accents

Perceptually it is not acceptable to disregard differences in the position of the
turning points. It is probably linguistically relevant to know which connecting
non-prominence ·lending movements belong to which pitch accent. In other
words: how are words grouped together prosodically and semantically? This
linguistic issue has not been tackled in the present research, but the position
of the turning points can be seen in the corpus.
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5. 7

Types of boundaries

A boundary separates streams of thoughts and indicates which pitch movements, including the non-prominence lending movements, belong to the preceding pitch accent and which to the next pitch accent.
A prosodic boundary, which is usually not only defined by pitch but also by
the temporal organization (De Rooij 1979) and which is important for the
semantic organization of an utterance (Keijsper 1984), does not necessarily
coincide with a syntactic boundary.
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Figure 5.24: Boundaries within and at the end of utterances

Types of boundaries are: a silence, a hesitation or a pause within or at the
end of an utterance, a reset, and a turning point between two pitch accents.
The end and the beginning of a stream of thoughts can be marked intonationally. In spontaneous speech a stream of thoughts can suddenly be broken
off. The speaker has not found a way to compensate for and correct the in111

terrupted intonation contour; the unexpected end of the stream of thoughts
has not been anticipated intonationally. Sometimes a declin~tion reset occurs
at such interruptions.
Examples of boundaries within and at the end of an utterance are presented
in figure 5.24.
A silence is the absence of vocalization; it can occur at a boundary and within
an utterance. In the stylized pitch contours the line is interrupted at a silence
(see chapter 7). In figure 5.25 the gain and waveform are also plotted in order
to show the silence.
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Figure 5.25: A silence within an utterance

A silence is easy to determine: the waveform is interrupted.
Pauses and hesitations are found frequently in the spontaneous texts. Pauses
and hesitations can be filled with humming and hawing (indicated with "gm"
in the texts) or vowel-lengthening (not indicated in the texts). Unfilled silent
pauses and silent hesitations occur within an utterance of one speaker and
may be preceded or followed by humming and hawing; they are indicated
with an interruption in the stylized pitch contour in chapter 10 and an ellipsis
(... ) in the text in chapter 9. Some examples of filled and unfilled pauses and
hesitations are given in figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: Filled and unfilled pauses and hesitations within an utterance
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Figure 5.27: A declination reset preceded by an unfilled pause
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1.2

1.15

A declination reset is sometimes preceded by an unfilled pause (absence of
vocalization). A reset cannot be interpreted as a connecting pitch movement
in the contour and stylized pitch contours are therefore interrupted at a reset
(see chapter 7). An example is presented in figure 5.27.
An example of a turning point a.s a type of boundary is presented in section 5.6.4.
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Chapter 6
An overview of averaged phonetic
data
In this chapter an overview of averaged phonetic data from the corpus is presented in tables with types of rising and falling pitch accent, which result
from classifications of texts by individual speakers (chapter 8), experiments
(chapter 4) and perceptually relevant features of Russian pitch movements
(chapter 5). First, the average values for all types of pitch accent for each
speaker will be given with maximum and minimum values between brackets.
Next, the average values for all speakers will be presented, i.e. the average
of averages. Note that the averages abstract away the differences between
various realizations. The types of pitch accent will be illustrated with pictures. An explanation of the abbreviations used in the tables can be found
in sections 4.5.5 and 4.6. The names of features of pitch accents have been
discussed in chapter 5.

6.1

Rising pitch accents

On the basis of the outcome of average values given in the tables, the average
register and reference levels for rising pitch accents can be defined as follows:
high register: 11-21 ST;
low register: 0-11 ST;
high reference level: 21 ST;
low reference level: 0 ST;
midfield: above 4 ST (see also section 8.1).
The excursion is always measured from the low reference level, irrespective
of the actual excursion (see section 5.2). The slope is always measured from
the begin to the end frequency in the actual perceptually relevant rising pitch
movement. As a rule, types of rising pitch accent indicated with the sign - have
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early timing. Realizations of these types with late timing will be commented
upon in chapter 8. Data as to early and late timing are not given in the tables,
but the percentage of deviating cases has been indicated (see also section 5.3).
In the last table, table 6.8, all features are summarized for all speakers in the
corpus.

I

register
low register in ST high register in ST
speaker
11-23
0-11
Pokrovskij
12-27
Kukol 'scikova 0-12
10-17
0-10
Denisov
10-17
0-10
Cvetkova
12-24
0-12
Panasjuk
12-20
0-12
Asinovskij
12-20
0-12
Reporter
13.5-20
0-13.5
Gorbacev
10-20
0-10
Okudfava
11-21
j
all speakers j 0-11
Table 6.1: Register

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudfava
all speakers

plateau in ms
70 (60-80)
52 (20-80)
60 (50-70)
84 (50-140)
57 (30-80)
60
72 (40-110)
40
40
60
(40-84)

type RItiming
excursion in ST slope in ST/ s
100 (48-169)
21 (18-23)
76 (57-92)
21 (17-24)
(63-39)
66
15 (13-16)
57 (181-131)
13 (10-16)
91 (45-190)
19 (16-24)
61 (35-88)
15 (10-20)
64 (24-129)
17 (15-19)
54
17
116 (45-191)
17 (16-18)
early 89%
76
17
late 11%
(54-116)
(13-21)
Table 6.2: Type RI-
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speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

type Rhexcursion in ST slope in ST/ s
20 (17-21)
72 (45-115)
18 (16-20)
55 (16-64)
16 (13-17)
35 (21-52)
15 (13-17)
69 (57-81)
20 (16-23)
120 (82-151)
17 (13-20)
15 (13-18)

59 (43-119)
110 {66-166)

17
(15-20)

74
(35-120)

timing

early 95%
late 5%

Table 6.3: Type Rh-

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

type Rf6timing
excursion in ST slope in ST/s
20 (19-21)
86 (57-106)
72 (49-102)
21 (18-27)
13 (11-15)
44 (20-64)
30 (28-32)
13 (11-15).
80 (23-145)
18 (13-23)
11
51
17 (13-20)
68 (25-119)
144
15
14 (12-18)
82 (67-98)
early 84%
16
73
late 16%
(30-86)
(13-21)
Table 6.4: Type Rf6-
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speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

type Rm-/+
excursion in ST slope in ST/s
timing
17 (12-23)
57 (14-129)
16 (12-23)
52 (23-147)
13 (12-17)
48 (14-77
11 (10-14)
39 (20-92)
54 (17-140)
16 (12-22)
15
94
16 {12-20)
50 {15-126)
15 {11-20)
62 {22-175)
14 (10-20)
73 (14-130)
15
54
early 70%
(11-17)
(39-94)
late 30%
Table 6.5: Type Rm-/+

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

type rm-/+
excursion in ST slope in ST /s
timing
8.5 {5-11)
45 {7-107)
10.5 {8-12)
19 {13-30)
9.5 {6-12)
30 {4-84)
9 {6-10)
25 {11-38)
10.5 (8-12)
39 {10-194)
9.5 (8-12)
28 (21-39)
9.5 (5-12)
35 {6-107)
12 {11-13)
56 {6-84)
7.5 {3-10)
35 {17-69)
10
35
early 60%
{8.5-12)
{19-56)
late 40%
Table 6.6: Type rm-/+
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speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudfava
all speakers

type rl-/+
plateau in ms excursion in ST slope in ST/ s

65
95
100

12
9
12

48
41
23

80

12

95

85

11

52

timing

early 87.5%
late 12.5%

Table 6.7: Type rl-/+ (without minimum and maximum values: there are only 8 realizations
of this type)

timing
excursion
89% early
17 ST
11% late
95% early
17 ST
Rh5% late
84% early
16 ST
Rf616% late
70% early
Rm-/+ 15 ST
30% late
60% early
ST
10
rm-/+
40% late
87.5% early
11 ST
rl-/+
12.5% late
type
RI-

post tonics slope in ST/ s register
high
76
low
high

74

high

flS

73

high

middle

54

high

middle

35

low

low

52

low

Table 6.8: Types of rising pitch accent: average values
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In figure 6.1 the types of rising pitch accents are presented on a logarithmic
scale. The time scale is not indicated. The duration of the plateau for types
Rl- and type rl- has been given, however.

60 ms
t--t
18
17
16
15

ST_
ST_
ST_
ST85 ms
1---t

11 ST_
10 ST_

Rm-/+

4ST_

OST_
Figure 6.1: Types of rising pitch accent

6.2

Falling pitch accents

In the tables with falling pitch accents the phonetic features indicate the following.
Excursion: this is always the actual excursion, measured from the begin to
the end frequency of the perceptually relevant falling pitch movement. The
slope of the perceptually relevant pitch movement is indicated in semitones
per second. Non-low or above low: the value in this column indicates the level
in semitones above the low level (= 0 ST).
For type Fh- the excursion of the rising posttonic part and the duration of
the high posttonic level are also indicated. In table 6.16 the falling movement
of type Fh- has been averaged on the basis of realizations where falling movements did occur: some realizations show a low level before the rising posttonic
movement. The latter is given in the column plateau in table 6.13.
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speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

type Flexcursion in ST slope in ST/s
71 (41-81)
9 (5-12)
7
6
8
6
7

30
45
56
47
39

(5-7)
(3-21)
(2-10)
(3-10)

39 (22-55)

11 (4-17)

18

I.

(43-47)
(16-152)
(18-75)
(6-76)

147

{39-71)

(6-11)
Table 6.9: Type Fl-

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava

I.

all speakers

type Fnlexcursion in ST slope in ST /s ST above low
3
62 (45-79)
8 (8-9)
4 (3-5)
23 (15-30)
3 (3-4)
4
8
6
4

35
42
47
35

(3-4)
(2-15)
(2-10)
(2-11)

(3-16)

5
3
3
5

55

3

142

I

16

17

(18-51)
(9-77)
(18-76)
(12-50)

(15-62)

Table 6.10: Type Fnl-
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(4-6)
(2-5)
(2-4)
(3-7)

t3-5)

type Fl+
excursion in ST
12 (8-16)
11 (9-12)
10
11
7 (2-12)
7 (5-10)
7 (3-11)
13 (3-20)
6 (2-10)

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

19

I.

slope in ST/s
60 (29-94)
57 (40-75)
34
32
45 (13-73)
52
49 (16-82)
54 (24-76)
43 (19-57)

147
(32-60)

(6-13)

Table 6.11: Type Fl+

speaker
Pokrovskij
K ukol 'scikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava

I.

all speakers

type Fnl+
excursion in ST slope in ST/s
11 (3-17)
61 (13-97)
11 (2-22)
83 (16-158
5 (1-9)
31 (8-64)
5 (1-8)
26 (4-45)
7 (2-16)
47 (12-105)
11 (3-12)
66 (15-148)
6 (3-9)
42 (12-68)

ST above low
4 (2-7)
5 (2-10)
4 (2-9)
3 (2-4)
5 (2-7)
4 (2-6)
5 (2-8)

7 (1-10)

2 (2-5)

18
(5-11)

45 (6-91)

150
(26-83)
Table 6.12: Type Fnl+
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type Fhplateau
slope in
actual
in ms
excursion ST/s
in ST

speaker

Pokrovskij
K ukol'§cikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
all speakers

high
level
in ms

level
above
low
in ST

6 or level 58 (22-90) 117
7 or level 37 (29-46) 120
5 or level 10 (9-12) 70

actual
posttonic
rise
in ST
9
5
8

113
140
400

11
12

5 or level 36

85

8.5

50

15

level

200

7

90

16

11

/

6
(5-7)

118
9
(50-200) (4-12)

35
(10-58)

13
158
(50-450) (7.5-17)

Table 6.13: Type Fh-

type Fn+
excursion in ST slope in ST/ s
speaker
65 (55-73)
Pokrovskij
10 (8-13)
K ukol'§cikova
Denisov
Cvetkova
Panasjuk
Asinovskij
Reporter
Gorbacev
Okudzava
Table 6.14: Type Fn+
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type f-/+
in
excursion ST slope in ST/ s
speaker
57 (15-200)
6 (4-10)
Pokrovskij
24 (2-45)
K ukol 'scikova 4 (1-7)
14 (5-36)
2 (1-4)
Denisov
19 (7-27)
2.5 (1-4)
Cvetkova
26 (6-73)
Panasjuk
3 (1-8)
22 (8-39)
Asinovskij
2 (1-4)
23 (4-64)
Reporter
3 (1-6)
31
Gorbacev
6
36 (13-77)
Okudzava
5 (2-9)
28
all speakers 14
(14-57)
(2-6)
1
I.
Table 6.15: Type

type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
Fh-

excursion
8 ST
7 ST
9 ST
8 ST
6 ST

Fn+
f-/+

10 ST
4 ST

ST above low
6 (3-12)
8 (4-17)
6 (3-11)
6 (4-8)
8 (4-17)
6 (5-6)
7 (3-16)
2
5 (2-7)

I~5-8)

f-/+

posttonics
above low
low
0 ST
non-low
4 ST
low
0 ST
non-low
4 ST
rises 9 ST to
4 ST
13 ST above low
rising
65 ST/s
varying
28 ST/s 6 ST
slope
47 ST/s
42 ST/s
47 ST/s
50 ST/s
35 ST/s

Table 6.16: Types of falling pitch accent: average values
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On the basis of the average values given in the tables the reference level for
falling pitch accents can be defined as follows:
low reference level: 0 ST;
non-low reference level: 4 ST above low;
above non-low for type f-/+: 6 ST above low;
high level for type Fh-: 13 ST above low.
In figure 6.2 the types of falling pitch accents are presented on a logarithmic
scale. The time scale has not been indicated (see also section 6.1); the duration
of the plateau for type Fh- has been given, however.
158 ms

13 ST_

t--f
Fnl+
FnlFl+
Fl-

6ST_
5 ST4ST-

t---t
118ms

OST_
Figure 6.2: Types of falling pitch accent
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Part II: Corpus

Chapter 7
From close-copy stylization s to traced
copies: notational convention s
The corpus of the eight excerpts is represented in Volume 2 in stylized pitch
contours on a logarithmic scale. The contours are a direct copy of the computer output. The logarithmic scale values in hertz are given on the left side
before every contour: from bottom to top the horizontal dashes on the vertical
line, beginning with the first dash, indicate the level of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 hertz, respectively. The time scale is not drawn
horizontally since the whole corpus has been put on the same time scale: 1
second is always 2.96 cm. A full line is about 4 seconds. There are three lines
with contours on one page, i.e. about 12 seconds of speech.
The stylized pitch contours were first plotted on a plotter directly from the
computer. In the plots there were interruptions in the contours caused by
unvoiced parts. The voiced parts were connected with one another: in speech
perception listeners do exactly the same. In this way, the stylized pitch contours show the movements that were intended by the speaker rather than
those which an acoustic representation with interruptions caused by accidental unvoiced parts would show. Thus, a pitch contour with unvoiced parts is
represented in the same way as a perceptually identical pitch contour with
only voiced parts.
First it was established whether the interruption in the contour was indeed
an unvoiced part and not, for instance, a silence (see also section 5.7). The
unvoiced parts were "filled in" manually by connecting the last point of the
previous voiced part with the first point of the next voiced part. Very short
unvoiced parts were connected by extending the straight-line segments of the
previous and next voiced parts in the same direction until they intersected,
except if the intersection would then occur at a point incorrectly suggesting
a large movement.
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An interruption in the contour has not been filled up where a silence, pause
or reset occurs. Such interruptions occur within an utterance of one speaker
or at a point where another speaker takes over. The end of a line normally coincides with a pause, but sometimes a contour must be read as continuing on
the next line without any boundary whatsoever. The latter cases are marked
with the sign ---+.
The variable real duration of a silence at a boundary or pause is not given at
the end of a line. The duration of an interruption within one line corresponds
to the original real duration.
After the interruptions in the contours on the plots had been filled up (or left
unconnected), I indicated in the contours where the accented syllables and
the vowel onsets were situated. The plots were now ready to be copied.
The stylized pitch contours were drawn in thin and in bold lines. A bold part
in the contour marks the accented syllable. In the text under the contour,
given in transliteration, the accented syllable is underlined. If an additional
pitch accent occurs in a word with pitch accent (see, for instance, section 8.8),
the syllable with word stress is indicated with a stress mark.
A perpendicular little dash on the bold line points to the vowel onset in the
accented syllable:, the vowel onset is at the point where the dash touches the
bold line. In the texts in chapter 9 a silence is marked by an ellipsis ( ... ).
Humming and hawing is marked in the text with "gm" (often preceded or
followed by an unfilled pause); vowel lengthening is not marked. Silences correspond to interruptions in the stylized contours.
In many cases the written text is "longer" than the contours. I have tried to
print a word with pitch accent directly under the bold line to which it corresponds, which meant I often needed two text lines. If the text is interrupted
on the upper line, it continues on the lower line and then continues again on
the upper line.
An example of an original plot of a stylized pitch contour with unvoiced parts
or other interruptions and the traced copy of the same contour as it is finally
printed in chapter 10 is given below in figures 7.1 and 7.2.
The text in English translation is printed at the bottom of every page in three
lines that correspond to the text lines under the contours. Punctuation marks
have been omitted. In the translation the end of a line is marked with the
sign/ .
The integral Russian text in Cyrillic and the English translation, both in
a "normal" reading version with punctuation marks etc., can be found in
chapter 9. In these texts parts that were left out of the analysis because
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Figure 7.1: Output of a close-copy stylization from the plotter

Figure 7.2: Plot and traced copy of a close-copy stylization

speakers talked simultaneously or laughed, have been maintained (see also
section 2.3.1).
The type and number of the pitch accents are printed below the text under
the stylized pitch contours. The accents are numbered for each excerpt. The
numbers correspond to those used in chapter 8. Pitch accents preceded by a
zanos are marked with an asterisk.
The integral texts correspond to the original recording on the cassette; the
texts under the stylized pitch contours correspond to the close-copy stylizations on the cassette (except in the film excerpt, see section 8.10).
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Chapter 8
Comments on the corpus
8.1

Introduction

In this chapter the speech excerpts in the corpus will be commented upon.
After a short discussion of the selection of the excerpts and the type of speech
the following issues will be discussed:
- the recording;
- characterization of the speakers;
- specification of phonetic data;
- classification of pitch accents;
- peculiarities of individual accents in the given excerpt.
The specification of phonetic data gives maximum and minimum values for
each speaker as regards reference levels (high, low, non-low), excursions (normal and large) and posttonic levels (high, low, non-low, midfield).
Note that no values can be given for the borderline between the high reference level and the midfield, which has been called the non-high level (see
section 5.6.2). The level of this borderline depends on the highest point of
types Rh- and Rm-, the difference between which has been described in sections 4.4 and 5.6.2. For the same reason the topline of the midfield cannot
be indicated, but the level of that line is always situated high in the register. The bottom line of the midfield is the non-low reference level. Since
realizations of types Fnl+ and Fnl- do not always reach exactly the non-low
reference level in the tonic part, but may end up to a few semitones higher,
the borderline between non-low and what has been called above non-low for
type f-/+ is also indicated between brackets after the value for the non-low
reference level. Note that realizations of type f-/ + sometimes nearly reach
the non-low reference level, usually if a rising posttonic movement follows immediately.
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The value for the non-low reference level indicates the end frequency for realizations of types Fnl- and Fnl+. The non-low reference level can be reached
in the posttonic movement.
Pitch accents that reach the low reference level in the posttonic movement
and are perceived as low do not belong to types Fnl- or Fnl+ but to Fl- or
Fl+ (see also section 5.6.3).
The value for the low reference level is the lowest end frequency which is
reached in realizations of types Fl- and Fl+. A fall which is perceived as a
realization of type Fl- or Fl+ can end slightly higher than the value of the low
reference level indicates. This is indicated between brackets after the value of
the low reference level.
As has been discussed in chapter 5, there is no reason to indicate the slope for
every type of pitch accent. Differences in slope can be perceived, but slope is
not a feature distinguishing between different types of pitch accent. Individual cases in which slope seems to be a relevant feature for the description of
a realization (e.g. emphatic accents) will be discussed separately.
The classification into types of pitch accent for each speaker will be given in
tables of the type already presented in chapter 4 (tables 4.7 and 4.9) showing
the results of the perception experiments.
Rising pitch accents high in the register are indicated with a capital R, and
low in the register with a small r.
As has been discussed in chapter 5, there is a perceptually relevant difference
between rising pitch movements that have their highest point high in the register and those that reach the highest point low in the register. An exact
borderline between high and low in the register cannot be given, however.
The range of high and low in the register not only varies for each speaker, but
also in different fragments spoken by one speaker. The question is whether
the borderline between high and low in the register is a discrete line. This
problem concerns the relationship between what can be described perceptually in terms of reference levels and what in linguistics is called configurational
vs. inherent features. Two rising pitch accents which are indicated with a
capital R occur only high in the register: Rl- and Rh-, neutralized in Rf>-.
The problem is accents with a middle posttonic part. The subjects kept them
. apart on the basis of position in the register, so I have done the same for the
entire corpus. But further experiments focused on the issue of whether or not
a discrete borderline between high and low in the register exists are needed.
(See also section 5.2.1.)
Falling pitch accents which reach the low or the non-low reference level are
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indicated with a capital F, and falling accents which reach a level above the
non-low reference level with a small f. Falling pitch accents preceded by a
zanos are marked with an asterisk in the tables.
For other notational conventions see chapters 4 and 5.
In chapter 10 the pitch accents are numbered for each excerpt under the stylized pitch contours. The types of pitch accent are also given. In the examples
and in the tables with classifications of rising and falling pitch accents for
each speaker in the present chapter, the numbers of the accents correspond
to those in chapter 10, which the reader may wish to consult while reading
this chapter.

8.2

Selection of linguistic material

The linguistic material has been selected from existing recordings (prepared
and quasi-spontaneous speech) and from my own recordings (spontaneous
speech). The corpus contains excerpts of modern Russian speech that are
representative of speech as we can hear it every day in the Russian speech
community. A considerable part of the corpus therefore consists of spontaneous speech. I assume that a perceptual description of intonation based on
spontaneous material can be applied to prepared speech which is read aloud,
while the reverse does not hold true.
As will be discussed in this chapter, the intonation in prepared speech differs
from that in spontaneous speech. In the latter, more representatives of different types of pitch accent and a richer variation in the realization of pitch
accents can be found. But in order to make the overview of types of pitch
accent as complete as possible, i.e. complete within a limited corpus, prepared
speech was also included.
The material was selected from longer excerpts of speech according to the
following criteria.
First, an excerpt was qualified as spontaneous, quasi-spontaneous or prepared
speech.
Speech is called spontaneous if it is uttered in free discourse about an unprepared or unexpected subject, without any text or any preparation.
I made the recordings of spontaneous speech myself in Moscow and Leningrad.
I tried to create conditions in which the speakers felt at ease and I did not
give them any rules, instructions or impose any restrictions. In dialogues, the
speakers usually agreed among themselves about a subject. In the monologue
I sometimes directed the story by asking questions. Speakers who were indeed
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talking freely were selected. From the recordings, differing in duration from
half an hour to two hours, depending on the speaker, excerpts were chosen on
the ha.sis of variation in intonation. Each excerpt tells a more or less roundedoff little story.
A subdivision was made into spontaneous and quasi-sponta neous speech, since
speaker B. Pokrovskij had probably prepared his talk to some extent (see section 8.3).
The excerpt from the film "Korotkie vstreci" (see section 8.10) can also be
called quasi-sponta neous, since it is a spontaneous performance of a prepared
dialogue.
Prepared speech presupposes that a speaker reads a text. Excerpts of prepared
speech have also been selected on the ha.sis of criteria such as variation in
intonation in some sort of story.
After selection of the linguistic material a corpus of about 15 minutes was
ready for perceptual analysis.
At my request a group of five native Russian phoneticians and one "naive"
native speaker noted down a description of the type of speech and a characterization of the speakers. They were not informed about the type of recording,
but were asked to describe the genre and naturalness of speaking. Their opinions will be presented in the comments for each speaker.
The group identified all speakers as good representativ es of (quasi) spontaneous or prepared speech. No deviations from standard pronunciatio n of
Russian that might influence intonation were found. Deviations concerning
(regional) pronunciatio n will be given in the comments.
The speech rate was judged as normal for all speakers. Peculiarities belonging to the idiosyncrasy of a speaker can, however, be observed. They will be
discussed in the comments.
In the following subsections the source of the recordings, the names of the
speakers and the duration of the excerpts in the corpus are given.
The integral text of the corpus in Cyrillic and in an English translation can
be found in chapter 9.

8.2.1

Quasi-spon taneous speech

B.A. Pokrovskij, opera director, Moscow.
Monologue, 2 minutes.
Melodija Records 1968.
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K.G. Muratova, film director and actress, Moscow.
V.S. Vysockij, actor, poet and singer, Moscow.
Dialogue from the film "Korotkie vstreci" (Brief encounters) by K.G. Muratova, 3 minutes, 1967.
Broadcast on BBC Two television,
31 October 1987.
8.2.2

Spontaneous speech

E.V. Cvetkova, teacher of Russian as a second language, Moscow.
Monologue, 1 minute.
Moscow, June 1985.
L.E. Kukol'~cikova, teacher of English phonetics, Leningrad.
K.M. Denisov, post-graduate student of English phonetics, Leningrad.
Dialogue, 2 minutes.
Leningrad, May 1986.
A.S. Asinovskij, dialectologist, Leningrad.

S.Ju. Panasjuk, electrical engineer, Leningrad.
Dialogue, 3 minutes.
Leningrad, October 1987.
All the recordings of spontaneous speech were made by me, using my own
equipment.
I recorded Mrs. Cvetkova at her home, and the other speakers in the studios
of the Faculty of Arts of Leningrad State University, which were kindly placed
at my disposal.
8.2.3

Prepared speech

M.S. Gorbacev, Secretary General of the Communist Party and President of
the USSR, Moscow.
Excerpt from a political speech, 1 minute.
Moscow, 2 November 1987.
Broadcast on Dutch television in the eight o'clock evening news ("NOSJ ournaal").
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B.S. Okudzava, writer and singer, Moscow.
Performed excerpt from a novel, 1 minute.
Melodija Records 1984.
News reader, Moscow.
A weather report, 2 minutes.
Broadcast on Moscow television at 08.00 hours.
22 October 1987.

8.3

Boris Pokrovsk ij

The material is taken from a quasi-spontaneous monologue performed by
opera director B.A. Pokrovskij.
From the original recording of about 40 minutes a selection was made of one
longer excerpt with a high diversity in intonation ( lmin 40s). One phrase and
one short excerpt (15s) were added because of some interesting configurations
of pitch movements which were lacking in the longer excerpt but occur frequently in modern spoken Russian.
Though the speaker must have prepared his talk to some extent, since it
has been published by Melodija Records, Pokrovskij improvises freely on his
work as an opera director. This can be concluded from the frequent fluctuations in speech rate, the hesitations and pauses he makes at syntactically
unexpected moments and his sometimes extreme expressiveness as well as his
idiosyncrasies. The long elliptic utterances, the frequent inversion and the
independenc e of intonation patterns from syntactic structure in the entire
recording justify the decision to call this particular talk of Pokrovskij quasispontaneous .
Native speakers had earlier accepted this description of the speech of Pokrovskij (see Ode 1986). For this reason the excerpt spoken by Pokrovskij was not
judged again by the group of natives.
In Ode {1986) the bold lines in the stylited contours indicate the perceptually
relevant pitch movements. In the present study, in contrast, the. bold lines
indicate the accented syllables in all excerpts, including Pokrovskij. In the
1986 version initial accents are described separately (Ode 1986: 434-435) and
are not always marked in the stylized pitch contours. In the present study
the same pitch accents as in the 1986 version have been maintained, but some
accents now belong to another type of pitch accent as a consequence of new
insights and the sorting experiment (section 4.2).
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8.3.1

Specification of the phonetic data

The highest level reached is 270 hertz.
The lowest level is 70 hertz.
The largest excursion is 23.4 semitones, measured from the lowest level.
There are 113 pitch accents in the excerpt: 71 rising and 42 falling accents.
In chapter 10 the Pokrovskij excerpt is presented in 30 lines of stylized pitch
contours.

type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
FhF"+
f-/+

pitch accent number
33, 44,46, 52,66, 79
64, 75
8*, 15*, 61*, 70, 81, 85, 91*
37,38, 68, 86,87*, 88, 92, 104*, 109
83,84, 108,111,113
93*, 94*, 95*, 96*,97*
6, 7, 22, 34, 47, 48, 58,110

Table 8.1: Falling pitch accents in Boris Pokrovskij

pitch accent number
2, 5, 11, 12, 49,100,106
13, 30, 56, 72, 73
35, 39, 40, 45, 76
1, 3, 10, 14, 16, 17, 31,32, 41, 42,43, 50,
51, 55, 59, 60, 63, 67, 80,98,99, 101,107
Rm+ 9, 36, 53, 54, 57, 62, 69, 71, 77, 78,82,
102, 103, 105
18, 20, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29,112
rmrm+ 4, 19, 21, 25, 27,65, 74, 89, 90
rlrl+

type
RlRhRf6Rm-

Table 8.2: Rising pitch accents in Boris Pokrovskij

In tables 8.1 and 8.2 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 11-23.4 ST (measured from the low reference level);

- normal excursion (r): 0-11 ST (measured from the low reference level).
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The subdivision of the whole field between high and low has been established
as follows:
- the low level (1): 70 hertz = 0 ST;
- the high level in R (h): 270 hertz = 23.4 ST above 70 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): about 80 hertz = about 3 ST above 70 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above about 80 hertz= above about 3 ST above 70 hertz;
- high register (R): 130-270 hertz;
- low register (r): 70-130 hertz.

8.3.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

Pokrovskij's speech has been commented upon in section 3.5. In my present
classification the description of falling movements differs from my first classification in Ode (1986). These differences have been discussed in chapters 4
and 5. In this section a few remarks will be made with respect to Pokrovskij's
movements.
Pokrovskij makes a wonderful harmonica pattern in nos. 93-97, described in
section 3.5. This pattern is one of my favourite issues in Russian intonation.
Russi~n teachers, normative-minded linguists and phoneticians still recommend that this pattern should be avoided because, as they say, it belongs to
vernacular speech, which must be understood as a pejorative characterization,
as the speech of "simple" people. In Russian this style is nicely called prostorecie (literally: simple speech). Despite the fact that the pattern is realized
in the speech of native Russians of all sorts and conditions (including speakers
such as news readers, who are supposed to use normative standard Russian)
teachers, linguists and phoneticians reject the pattern. They do not like to be
confronted with their own harmonicas if I catch them out making the pattern.
What is wrong with the harmonica? It seems to be one of the taboos left,
though spontaneous speech is now a fully recognized item in Soviet linguistics,
phonetics and literature.
Although they form a sequence of type Fnl+ /Fl+ , nos. 85-88 do not form a
harmonica pattern: pitch does not rise immediately after the fall. A harmonica in these accents would be perceived if there were rises in the first posttonic
syllables, followed by falls in the second posttonic syllables. Such examples
constitute an argument for keeping the harmonicas apart (see the discussion
in section 4.6).
Accent no. 38 has been classified as realization Fnl+ though it does not reach
the non-low reference level, not. even in the posttonic syllables. Yet it was
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clearly perceived as an Fnl+, probably because the posttonic syllables are
level and do not connect the fall with the next pitch accent: there is a prosodic
boundary between accents nos. 38 and 39.
An interesting realization of type Fh- is no. 83. The rising movement starts
in the accented syllable, preceded by a low level in the pretonic syllable. The
accent belongs to the same type as the next accent, no. 84, where the rising
movement is located in the posttonic syllables. Visual comparison of accents
nos. 83 and 84 would not suggest that they belong to the same type.
A fine example of a parenthesis in a reduced span is given in nos. 6-8.
Type Rf6- in principle has early timing, but in one case in Pokrovskij the rise
is only half-way at the vowel onset: no. 76 ( i togda). Yet it is perceived as
a realization Rf6-, probably because the actual excursion of the movement is
very large (20.6 ST) and the slope is steep.
Accent no. 98 (Rm-) has early timing and no posttonic syllables. Yet the
accent does not belong to type Rf6-: it can be perceived that there is no neutralization of types Rl- and Rh-, because the beginning of the falling movement
can be heard in the tonic syllable.
A deviating rising pitch accent in Pokrovskij is no. 82 (Rm+) in the word
lucse. In fact both syllables are pitch-accented: in the syllable with word
stress lu- pitch rises, in -cse the falling movement starts at the vowel onset of
the posttonic syllable in a steep movement. It is an emphatic accent, which
can be explained by the fact that the accent has a delayed peak and the vowel
in the posttonic part starts at a higher level than the end of the accented
vowel. Though this accent has some similarity with the harmonica pattern,
for which reason it has been paired with a harmonica in the classification experiment (see section 4.6), the accent did not cluster with other harmonicas:
in test 1 many shift marks were put between the first harmonica and the next
assumed harmonica; in test 2 in a pair of two assumed harmonicas the pair
was marked as dissimilar; and in test 3, where the subjects were asked to
insert punctuation marks, the result was many question marks and one exclamation mark. In the context, however, the accent did not mark a question
at all.
Type RI- realization no. 5 is exceptional, because the low posttonic part is
usually realized in the posttonic syllable, but there is no posttonic syllable
in the word Sadko. The posttonic low part is reached at the end of the final
lengthened accented syllable (compare, for example, type Rf6-, no. 35).
No. 25 is an example of a pitch accent in an afterthought.
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8.4

Larisa Kukol'scikova and Konstantin Denisov

The excerpt has been selected from a long spontaneous dialogue performed by
a professor of English phonetics, Larisa Kukol'scikova, and a so-called aspirant (post-graduate student) preparing his candidate dissertation on English
intonation, Konstantin Denisov.
I made the recording in a small studio at the Department of Phonetics of
Leningrad State University. In order to create a good atmosphere for the
conversation I did nothing special to prepare the speakers for the recording.
This ensured that the speaking situation was as natural as possible under the
circumstances.
Larisa and Konstantin had a free conversation on subjects of their own choice.
In the excerpt the problem of grandparents looking after their grandchildren
is discussed.
Konstantin had some trouble speaking spontaneously, but Larisa chats absolutely naturally, spontaneously, unhampered by the microphones. Sometimes
they wobbled on their chairs and then did not always keep the same distance
from the microphone. They were laughing, raising their voices, interrupting
each other and not letting the other finish. This made it impossible to use
the whole excerpt that I had selected for the analysis: some fragments had to
be left out.
The speakers were characterized by the native judges as follows.
Larisa Kukol'scikova: very natural, colloquial speech, sometimes a little constrained.
Konstantin Denisov: not always natural, imitates an interview style, plays a
role, is constrained, emotionally at a distance from the subject.
On the whole the dialogue was considered to be a fairly natural conversation
between highly educated people.
8.4.1

Specification of the phonetic data

There are 151 pitch accents in the excerpt: 86 rising and 65 falling accents.
In chapter 10 the excerpt is presented in 34 lines of stylized pitch contours.
A new line starts when each speaker talks in turn.
Larisa Kukol'scikova:
The highest level reached is 416 hertz.
The lowest level is about 100 hertz.
The largest excursion is 24. 7 semitones measured from the lowest level.
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type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
FhF"+
f-/+

pitch accent number

119, 129
30*, 100
10, 78*, 82, 86, 91*, 95*,96*
7,139,140
2i3, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 72, 74, 83,
110, 113, 115, 118, 130, 131, 134
Table 8.3: Falling pitch accents in Larisa Kukol'A6kova

type
RIRhR~
RmRm+
rmrm+
rlrl+

pitch accent number

21, 73, 75, 81, 84,132
28, 29
27, 79, 87, 97, 111, 116, 120
5, 6, 80,112,121,122,123,124,125,133
1, 4, 8, 26, 76, 77, 85, 88, 89, 90,
98, 117, 138
18, 99, 114, 126
9,127,128

Table 8.4: Rising pitch accents in Larisa Kukol'A6kova

In tables 8.3 and 8.4 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 12 - 24.7 ST;
- normal excursion(r): 0 - 12 ST.
The subdivision of the whole field between high and low has been established
as follows:
- the low level (1): 100 (109) hertz = 0 (1.5) ST;
- the high level in R (h): 416 hertz= 24.7 ST above 100 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): 120 (128) hertz= 3.2 (4.3) ST above 100 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above 120 hertz = above 3.2 ST above 100 hertz;
- high register (R): 200 - 416 hertz= 12 - 24.7 ST above 100 hertz;
- low register (r): 100 - 200 hertz = 0 - 12 ST.
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Konstantin Denisov:
The highest level reached in pitch is 243 hertz.
The lowest level is 90 hertz.
The largest excursion is 17 .2 semitones measured from the lowest level.
In tables 8.5 and 8.6 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 10 - 17.2 ST= 180 - 243 hertz;
- normal excursion (r): 0 - 10 ST = 90 - 180 hertz.
The subdivision of the whole field between high and low has been established
as follows:
- the low level (1): 90 (106) hertz = 0 (2.8) ST;
- the high level in R (h): 243 hertz= 17.2 ST above 90 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): 106 (116) hertz= 2.8 (4.4) ST above 90 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above 106 hertz = above 2.8 ST above 90 hertz;
- high register (R): 180 - 243 hertz;
- low register (r): 90 - 180 hertz.
type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
FhF"+
f-/+

pitch accent number
93
109
11, 33, 38, 47, 50, 60*, 67, 71*, 101*, 106, 136*, 137,142
41, 58,135
34, 36, 40a, 54, 55, 62, 65,
102,103,104,105,107
Table 8.5: Falling pitch accents in Konstantin Denisov

8.4.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

In Larisa's speech there are only two falling pitch accents which reach the low
reference level: nos. 30 and 100. The phenomenon of not coming down in
falling movements is characteristic of spontaneous speech. After the Fl+ falls
Kostja uses the opportunity to take his turn. No. 91, which has been classified
as a non-low fall, reaches a point almost as low as nos. 30 and 100, yet it is
perceived as non-low: the timing is late and the accented syllable is also a
final open syllable. After this accent Kostja takes over.
One type Fnl+ realization, no. 96, does not reach the non-low reference level:
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type
RlRhRfiSRmRm+
rmrm+
rlrl+

pitch accent number
64,94
42,48, 92
53, 70, 108, 144
39,43,44,45, 66
31, 40b, 51, 52, 68
61, 63,141,145,146,148,149,150
12, 13, 14, 32, 35, 37,46, 56, 57, 59,143,147
49
69

Table 8.6: Rising pitch accents in Konstantin Denisov

its lowest point lies 3.4 ST above non-low. The reason for classifying this
accent as a type Fnl+ is as follows. Larisa answers Kostja's question almost
laughing; she seems to switch to a much higher position in the register, with
other reference levels. The movement has a zanos, is extremely steep and the
vowel onset is near the b'eginning of the fall: many features that differ from a
type f-/ + realization.
In nos. 133-134 Larisa finishes the utterance laughing high in the register.
The rising posttonic movement has been drawn, but in fact she speaks and
laughs simultaneously.
An interesting realization of type Fh- is no. 139. The falling movement and
the low plateau are situated in the pretonic syllable. The rising movement
takes place in the accented syllable, followed by a high level part in the posttonic syllable. The next pitch accent, no. 140, is of the same type but realized
in a more usual way: the falling movement in the pretonic syllable, the low
plateau in the accented syllable and the rising movement and the high level
located in the posttonic syllable. The only other type Fh- realization is no. 7.
In this case the low plateau is absent: the turning point is at the beginning
of the posttonic syllable. Though not a prototypical type Fh- realization, it
was nevertheless perceived as belonging to this type (it was one of the stimuli
in the classification test, see section 4.6).
Realizations of a zanos before a type Fnl+/Fl+, nos. 30, 78, 91, 95 and 96,
are very clear in Larisa's speech. In no. 95 she makes both zanos and fall in
the (normally) monosyllabic word net in which she pronounces the vowel as
two syllables: [ije].
In Kostja's speech there is one feature which immediately strikes the listener:
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he sounds lazy. As mentioned above, Kostja has been characterized as a not
very spontaneous speaker. He does his utmost to keep the conversation going, but with an eager speaker like Larisa there was no need to do this at all.
Differences between Larisa and Kostja are immediately obvious, for instance,
when the pitch accents nos. 120-129 of Larisa and nos. 145-150 of Kostja are
compared.
Except in a few cases, both falling and rising movements in Kostja's speech
do not exceed a steepness of 60 semitones per second. Though not an independent distinctive feature, the slope of movements can be an idiosyncratic
characteristic of a speaker and in this case it creates the impression of laziness.
Movements with a slope of more than 60 ST /s in Kostja's speech almost all
have late timing: a means of realizing an emphatic accent (see section 5.4).
A feature of type f-/ + realizations is that they reach a lowest point situated
above the non-low reference level. But in nos. 102-105 the non-low reference
level is reached, yet a type f-/+ is perceived. This can be explained as follows.
After the accents nos. 102-105 the posttonic parts are not falling but rising
movements, and there is no boundary after the accents. The accents belong to
the sawtooth pattern realized in a reduced span at a low level in a parenthesis
(see also section 5.4.2).
Accents nos. 41 and 135 have been classified as Fh- realizations. In no. 41
the falling movement is situated in the pretonic syllables, while pitch already
rises in the accented syllable. In Fh- realizations it is usually the posttonic
syllables which rise. In accent no. 135 the falling movement is also located in
the pretonic syllable, which is very long and in itself almost acce~ted. The
vowel onset of the accented syllable is situated at the turning point from which
pitch rises. The accents are perceived as a type Fh- realization because of the
rising posttonic part and the following high level.
Most of the rising pitch accents in Larisa's speech are located high in the
register.
Posttonic movements ending in the midfield can be situated in syllables after
the accented one in the same word (e.g. no. 122) or over a word boundary
(e.g. no. 124). But sometimes a word boundary marks a prosodic boundary
as well. An example is no. 120. It is a type R9}- realization and not type Rhbecause the final syllable is accented: pricem. If the next word "esce" were
grouped together prosodically with the word "pricem", the pitch accent would
be of type Rm-. Though there is no pause between the words, the boundary
is perceived clearly.
A more or less comparable case is no. 75. It has been classified as a type RI146

realization, but it competes for type Rm- as well. The posttonic movement,
over a word boundary, ends low in the midfield: type Rm- then? The posttonic movement ends too low in the midfield and is too steep to belong to
type Rm-: hence type RI-.
Another case is no. 79, which belongs to type R~: pitch accent no. 79 in the
monosyllabic word "nam" is immediately followed by another pitch accent
in the first syllable of the next word ("nuzno"), which belongs to type Rm-.
There is no prosodic boundary between the two accents.
Almost similar to the cases mentioned is accent no. 84, but now the accent
is a type RI- realization because there is a posttonic low point in the same
word at a prosodic boundary and it is only after this low point that pitch rises
again to the next accent.
Rise no. 28 is perceived as a type Rh- realization in the utterance, but if we
isolate the accent with the posttonic syllables from the next pitch accent a
falling posttonic movement can be perceived.
In the utterance with accents nos. 87-90 all rises are late and have a large excursion. All words have a pitch accent. As a whole the utterance is therefore
perceived as emphatic.
In the utterance with accents nos. 120-129 all syllables with word stress have
a pitch accent, except the word "esce". The utterance as a whole shows declination.
Realizations of type Rf6- sometimes have late timing: nos. 27, 87, 97, 116 in
Larisa's speech and nos. 108 and 144 in Kostja's speech. Yet these accents
belong to type R~: the highest point may be reached late, but the pitch
level of the movement at the vowel onset is high enough for the accent to be
perceived as a neutralization between types RI- and Rh-.
In Kostja's speech, type RI- realization no. 64 has a gradually falling posttonic
part which gives the impression of ending in the midfield, but the posttonic
part is too low for a type Rm-, and is, in fact, low enough for type RI-.
Nos. 49 and 69 have been classified into type rl- and rl+ despite the fact that
the posttonic level is not really low. The falling movement in the posttonic
syllable has a slope so steep that it can be perceived as reaching a low level.
Examples of the sawtooth pattern can be found in utterances with accents
nos. 54-57 and nos. 102-105.
A feature which the other rising pitch accents have in common with the falling
accents is the fact that the gradual slope is responsible for the drawling speech
of Kostja.
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8.5

Elena Cvetkova

I recorded this spontaneous monologue at Cvetkova's home in Moscow. Elena
Cvetkova is a linguist and teacher of Russian pronunciation and intonation
for advanced foreign students and teachers of Russian language and literature
at the Pu~kin Institute in Moscow. She is in her thirties and has always lived
in Moscow. According to specialists in the field of regional pronunciation of
Russian, Cvetkova has a typical Moscow pronunciation. But this statement
must be qualified. Since she is a teacher of pronunciation she is a living example of what has to be taught as literary Moscow pronunciation, the normative
standard. Departing from this pronunciation, she tends to realize the vowelgrapheme e, in stressed position pronounced as [e] but in pretonic position
reduced to [I] in Moscow pronunciation, as [e] in the latter position, which
is Leningrad or northern pronunciation. This phenomenon is called ekan'e
(in contrast with ikan'e) and is, for example, discussed by Panov (1967: 511518). Cvetkova is aware of this fact. Her explanation is that otherwise foreign
students sometimes spell the words concerned incorrectly, especially in these
cases. Moreover, she makes palatalized consonants hard, for instance the [r],
and sometimes also does this with consonants in the infinitive verb forms.
These "deviations" have no influence on intonation, however.
Intonational peculiarities of this pronunciation are as follows.
One of the main features of Moscow pronunciation compared with Leningrad
pronunciation, besides ikan'e versus ekan'e, is the tendency to lengthen both
accented and pretonic unaccented vowels, to reduce unaccented vowels more
and to reduce the excursion of pitch accents. Longer accented vowels plus
smaller excursions seems contradictory, as does shorter accented vowels plus
larger excursions. Yet this is an important distinction between Moscow and
Leningrad pronunciation. For a discussion see Verbickaja (1976).
The recording can be called spontaneous. I had been listening to colourful
stories for hours. The recorder was running all the time and Cvetkova seemed
to have forgotten about it completely. Her speech is recognized as truly spontaneous: the group of native speakers has described Cvetkova's speech as
natural, with some embarrassment, recorded in an informal atmosphere.

8.5.1

Specification of the phonetic data

The highest level reached is 384 hertz.
The lowest level is 140 hertz, but Cvetkova hardly ever reaches this level.
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The largest excursion is 17 .5 semitones measured from the lowest level.
There are 68 pitch accents in the excerpt: 44 rising and 24 falling accents.
In chapter 10 the excerpt is presented in 17 lines of stylized pitch contours.
type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
FhFn+
f-/+

pitch accent number
3*, 39*
50*,62
7*
1, 4*, 10, 11, 17*,40,43,67

12, 23, 24, 37, 38, 45, 53, 54, 58,61, 65

Table 8.7: Falling pitch accents in Elena Cvetkova

type
RIRhRf6RmRm+
rmrm+
rlrl+

pitch accent number
5, 13, 20, 22, 27, 46, 49, 56
31, 35
25, 29
6,8,9, 14,36,42,59,64,66
30, 51
15, 18, 21, 26, 28, 32,33, 44, 48, 55, 60, 63, 68
2, 19,34,41, 52
16, 47, 57
Table 8.8: Rising pitch accents in Elena Cvetkova

In table 8.7 and 8.8 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion {R): 10 semitones or more;

- normal excursion {r): 10 semitones or less;
- high register {R): 250 - 384 hertz = 10 - 17 .5 ST;
- low register (r): 140 - 250 hertz = 0 - 10 ST;
For both table 8. 7 and table 8.8 the following subdivision between high and
low was found:
- the low level (1): 140 hertz = 0 ST;
- the high level in R {h): 384 hertz = 17.5 ST above 140 hertz;
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- the non-low level (nl): 161 (178) hertz= 2.4 (4.2) ST above 140 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above 161 hertz = above 2.4 ST above 140 hertz.
8.5.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

In every case the 24 falling pitch accents have a gradual slope of only 51.4
semitones per second or less.
The timing is early in 5 cases and late in 19 cases.
The falling accents do not reach the lowest level of the speaker, except in three
cases with a preceding zanos (nos. 3, 7 and 39). The other 21 accents, which
do not reach the lowest level, show a zanos in 3 cases: nos. 4, 17 and 50. No. 50
is continued in the posttonic syllables on a level situated in the midfield: the
excursion in the accented syllable is very small. The end frequency is located
8. 7 ST above the low level, yet it can be perceived as type Fnl+ , probably
because of the preceding zanos.
The rising pitch accent in no. 9 functions simultaneously as a zanos: the fall
in no. 10 follows immediately (see also Gorbacev, nos. 26/27 and Okudiava
nos. 21/22 and 27 /28).
Accents nos. 13, 20, 22, 27, 46 and 49 have been classified as types RI-, but the
posttonic level is not really low, which is characteristic of Cvetkova's speech
and of spontaneous speech in general.
No. 55 is a doubtful accent, because it is not clear which word has a pitch
accent: cto or my.
No. 68 is a small accent after a last accent. The same type of accent can be
observed in Okudzava, for instance no. 84.
The pretonic vowel is sometimes long in Cvetkova's speech. Examples are the
pretonic parts before accents nos. 3 (180 ms) and no. 7 (100 ms). In no. 7 the
tonic vowel is very long (300 ms). In no. 4 the pretonic vowel is long, but the
tonic vowel short. In the three examples mentioned, Cvetkova realizes a zanos.
In standard literary Russian unstressed vowels are determined by two features:
a reduction of vowel quality and a reduction of vowel duration (Bondarko
1977: 155). The reduction of vowel duration depends on the position of the
unstressed vowel. The pretonic vowel is longer than the pre-pretonic vowel and
shorter than the tonic vowel. However, in Moscow pronunciation the pretonic
vowel can be as long as or even longer than the tonic vowel, whereas in the
pre-pretonic vowel the duration is shorter (Rozanova 1988). This peculiarity
of Moscow pronunciation can be observed in Cvetkova's speech. Probably a
long pretonic vowel is also the cue responsible for the perception of Cvetkova's
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speech as lazy and as Moscow pronunciation. Moreover, most non-low falls
have a late timing and a gradual slope; the effect for the hearer is that of
a never-ending story. This drawling seems, if not only idiosyncratic for this
speaker, a peculiarity of many a Moscovian speaker.
The pitch range is somewhat smaller than for the other speakers in the corpus;
large movements hardly occur. The few rises with large excursion have a steep
slope in four cases. Of the 44 rises there are 5 steep and 39 gradual movements.
Moreover, most posttonic syllables end in the midfield. The gradual slope and
the posttonic endings in the midfield contribute to the drawling effect. Only
nine rises are located high in the register, i.e. between 10 and 17 .5 semitones
above the lowest level (between 250 and 384 hertz).
Characteristic of colloquial speech are utterances like tak vot tak vot tak mol
i tak (nos. 24 and 25).
Rise no. 35 is a continuation of rise no. 34: no. 35 starts at the end frequency
of no. 34. Yet no. 34 is perceived as a pitch accent and not as a pretonic part
of accent no. 35.
In the utterances with accents nos. 56-62 Cvetkova seems to. imitate her own
intonation, as if she were again talking to the woman she is telling about, but
after a shy laugh she continues in a more lively manner, speaking more freely
in nos. 63-68.

8.6

Aleksandr Panasjuk and Aleksandr Asinovskij

I recorded this spontaneous dialogue myself in Leningrad. In a slow, restrained
start the two Sasa's discussed what a spontaneous dialogue is supposed to be,
saying that circumstances cannot be created for real spontaneous behaviour,
since it all depends on the mood and atmosphere at the very moment of
recording. Then, suddenly, Sasa Panasjuk remembered a story that he had
not yet told Sasa Asinovskij. The somewhat reserved tone disappeared and
at this moment the selected excerpt starts.
The dialogue has been identified as real natural spontaneous speech without
any deviations. For technical reasons some parts have not been analysed: the
speakers were sometimes talking simultaneously or interrupting each other
without· waiting for a pause or silence. These parts are left out in the following sections of the comment.
The speech rate is fairly high, but not extremely so.
The group of native speakers described the excerpt as a very natural, spontaneous dialogue between friends. However, Sasa Asinovskij himself and one
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of the phoneticians rated Asinovskij 's speech as an imitation of spontaneous
speech. In the excerpt Asinovskij is present in just a few reactions. In order
to tell the two Sa.sa's a.pa.rt, Asinovskij's text is printed between brackets in
chapter 10.
8.6.1

Specification of the phonetic data

There a.re 215 pitch accents in the whole excerpt: 108 rising and 107 falling
accents.
In chapter 10 the excerpt is presented in 40 lines of stylized pitch contours.
Sa.sa. Pa.nasjuk:
The highest level reached by Sa.sa. Pa.nasjuk is 263 hertz.
The lowest level is 65 hertz.
The largest excursion is 24.5 semitones measured from the lowest level.
pitch accent number
9*, 15, 17,48, 49, 66, 90, 96, 109*, 210
3, 42, 43, 55*, 131 *, 147
31, 33, 62, 70, 97, 98,122,129,141,167,198,20 3,
209
Fnl+ 54, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87,104,112,117,134,135,13 7,
140, 143* ,144*, 145*, 170, 178, 185, 186, 193, 208, 212,
213, 215
45, 181
FhFn+
f-/+ 5, 7, 8, 23, 24, 25, 57, 58, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 84,91-92,
94,118,139,146,148,150,15 1,152,156,160,161,164,
165, 168, 169, 188, 189, 191, 195, 205
type
FlFnlFl+

Table 8.9: Falling pitch accents in Sasa Panasjuk

In table 8.10 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 12 semitones or more;
- normal excursion (r): 12 semitones or less;
- high register (R): 130 - 263 hertz = 12 - 24.5 ST;
- low register (r): 65 - 130 hertz = 0 - 12 ST;
For both table 8.9 and table 8.10 the following subdivision between high and
low was found:
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pitch accent number
1, 13, 26, 29, 44, 50, 52, 88,111,128,171,192,206
89,159,177,184
30, 41, 59, 60, 78, 113, 196, 202, 207, 211, 214
6, 18, 20, 21, 28, 37,46,47, 51, 56,63, 69, 71, 72, 80, 93,
110, 115, 116, 132, 133, 138, 142, 153, 162, 163, 172, 173,
174,187,194,197,199,200,201
Rm+ 4, 12, 19, 22, 27, 53, 61, 64, 68, 73, 83,127,130,136,154,
155,190
rm2, 14, 16, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 95, 121, 157
rm+ 65,158,166,204
rl149
rl+
type
RIRhR~Rm-

Table 8.10: Rising pitch accents in Sasa Panasjuk

-

the
the
the
the

low level (1): 65 (76) hertz= 0 (2.7) ST;
high level in R (h): 263 hertz = 24.5 ST above 65 hertz;
non-low level (nl): 76 (96) hertz = 2.7 (6.8) ST above 65 hertz;
midfield (m): above 76 hertz = above 2.7 ST above 65 hertz.

Sa.fa Asinovskij:
The highest level reached by Sasa Asinovskij is 303 hertz.
The lowest level is 95 hertz. It is hard to say whether 95 hertz is indeed this
speaker's lowest level, since he does not talk much in the excerpt.
The largest excursion is 20.1 semitones measured from the lowest level.
type
pitch accent number
FlFnl.:. 103, 126
Fl+ 176,182
Fnl+ 67, 114, 120, 180
Fh-

Fn+
f-/+

11, 99, 100, 101, 106, 123, 183

Table 8.11: Falling pitch accents in Sasa Asinovskij
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type
RIRhR~
RmRm+
rmrm+
rlrl+

pitch accent number
102, 119, 124
125
175
105, 107, 108
10, 179

Table 8.12: Rising pitch accents in Sa.ia Asinovskij

In tables 8.11 and 8.12 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 12 semitones or more;
- normal excursion (r): 12 semitones or less;
- high register (R): 180 - 303 hertz = 12 - 20.1 ST;
- low register (r): 95 - 180 hertz = 0 - 12 ST;
For both table 8.11 and table 8.12 the following subdivision between high and
low was found:
- the low level (1): 95 (106) hertz = 0 (1.9) ST;
- the high level in R (h): 303 hertz = 20.1 ST above 95 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): 109 (138) hertz = 2.4 (6.5) ST;
- the midfield (m): above 109 hertz = above 2.4 ST above 95 hertz.

8.6.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

Declination is almost absent in this dialogue.
There are some interesting utterances in which the same words are repeated
by the same speaker. No. 45 (Fh-) is followed by a hesitation (gm), after
which the same words a obratno are repeated in no. 46 with another accent:
Rm-. (See also a similar case in the weather report: nos. 40 and 41.) Other
repetitions are nos. 70 and 71-72 (sleduJ°'uscii den'), nos. 78 and 83 (v sem'
utra) and nos. 111 and 113 ( v Sviiazsk).
In the utterance with accents nos. 95 and 96 Panasjuk makes a statement. Asinovskij repeats the same words teasingly in question form in accents nos. 102
and 103.
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An example of an afterthought in this excerpt is no. 134: eta stuka takaja.
After accent no. 154 Panasjuk continues without much enthusiasm and Asinovskij hums and haws more often, until suddenly Panasjuk remembers another interesting detail (accent no. 161 da) after which he interrupts himself
, and tells in a more lively manner what was about to happen, but Asinovskij
has already guessed: vydelili rejs (nos. 175 (Rm-) and 176 (Fl+)), repeated by
Panasjuk twice (nos. 177-178 and 184-185) with other types of pitch accent:
Rh- and Fnl+ in both cases.
In no. 181 pitch falls (f-/+) and rises (rm+) in the monosyllabic word da. The
accent has been classified into type Fh- despite the position of the movement
above non-low. The rising movement after the low plateau in the configuration can be perceived clearly. This type of accent can frequently be observed
in a confirming function in words like da (yes), konecno (of course) but also
in humming and hawing.
The sequence of realizations of type Fnl+ and Fl+, nos. 143-145, resembles a
harmonica pattern. Yet I did not classify the accents into type F"+ because
one characteristic feature is missing: the sequence does not end with a rising
posttonic part, but continues in a regular sawtooth pattern.
The difference between types Fl+ and Fl- (timing) can clearly be heard in
nos. 62 and 66 in the same utterance in the same word vernut 'sja. Here, both
realizations have the same end frequency: 68 hertz.
Sasa Panasjuk frequently uses the word vot as a stopgap to start or finish an
utterance. Except in no. 4, where vot is not a stopgap, in every case where
a pitch accent is realized in vot the same falling movement can be observed:
Fnl+ in accents nos. 104, 135, 186, 193 and f-/+ in nos. 91-92). In Cvetkova's
speech we find the same movement in vot: nos. 11 and 40. Further stopgaps
in Panasjuk are cego-to takoe, voobsce, nu to est': the pitch accents in these
words are also realizations Fnl+ or f-/+: nos. 75-76, 165, 84-85.
In this excerpt, which is perhaps the best example of spontaneous speech in
the corpus, there are many filled and unfilled pauses. I will list a few examples.
Between accents nos. 2 and 3 Panasjuk hums and haws in the vocal fry. Therefore the accents have not been connected. An unfilled pause can be found
between accents nos. 8 and 9. It is interesting to see that humming and hawing occurs before an unfilled pause as well as after a silence (the silence is
indicated by ... ) :
etogo ... gm parochodika (before no. 26),
gm... stoim idem znacit (before no. 27).
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A fine example of a sawtooth pattern in a reduced span can be found in the
utterance with accents nos. 38-40.
Accent no. 121 has been classified as type rm+, but the actual rise is a virtual
movement that takes place before the voice onset.
In the utterance with rise no. 50 Panasjuk laughs.
The speech rate is very high in the utterance with accents nos. 68-7 4. Reading
the text we find 23 syllables pronounced in 2.5 seconds, of which Panasjuk
swallows only two, in the word znacit.
A type of stopgap is the word nu, always realized with a rising movement: in
Panasjuk nos. 127, 130, 138, 142; in Okudzava nos. 21 and 27 (see section 8.9),
in the weather report no. 47 (see section 8.7).

8.7

Weather report

The weather report was recorded directly from Moscow television. The report
was partly read from a written text, but on the whole it can be characterized
as a "free style" report, that is, the speaker does not read but tells the text and
addresses the listener as in an eye-to-eye conversation. As far as I remember
from the period before Gorbacev the style of such reports has never been that
free.
Some native speakers have described the speech of the newsreader as being
too colloquial, but others typified him as a natural newsreader.
8. 7.1

Specification of the phonetic data

The highest level reached is 204 hertz.
The lowest level is 65 hertz.
The largest excursion is 19.8 semitones measured from the lowest level.
There are 164 pitch accents in the excerpt: 116 rising and 48 falling accents.
In chapter 10 the excerpt is presented in 32 lines of stylized pitch contours.
In table 8.14 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 12 semitones or more;
- normal excursion (r): 12 semitones or less;
- high register (R): 130 - 204 hertz = 12 - 20 ST;
- low register (r): 65 - 130 hertz = 0 - 12 ST;
For both table 8.13 and table 8.14 the following subdivision between high and
low has been found:
- the low level (1): 65 (74) hertz= 0 (2.3) ST;
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- the high level in R (h): 204 hertz = 19.8 ST above 65 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): 74 (98) hertz = 2.3 (7.1) ST above 65 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above 74 hertz = above 2.3 ST above 65 hertz.
type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
Fh-

pitch accent number
12, 25, 46*, 68*, 80, 87,100,112,147,164
22, 36, 99,103,114,136,142
31*, 156
2, 3, 8, 53*, 108,121,126
40

Fn+

f-/+

5, 6, 7, 9, 19, 20, 29, 37, 38, 55, 79, 85, 86,
89,102,110,117,144,149,155,158

Table 8.13: Falling pitch accents in the weather report

type
RIRh-

pitch accent number
18, 32, 56, 61,81, 91,113,160
1, 10, 21, 23, 41, 42, 84, 116,
122, 132, 134, 150, 151
11, 34, 133, 139
Rf6Rm- 15, 16, 17, 26, 27, 30, 33, 35, 39, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 59,
65, 69, 72, 73, 74, 82, 83, 90,95, 96,101,104,106,109,111,
127,128,137,138,148,152,157
Rm+ 13, 14, 43, 54, 57, 64, 97,123,124,129,135,153
rm4, 24, 28, 44, 58, 62, 63, 66, 75, 76, 77, 78, 88, 92, 93, 94,
105, 115, 118, 119, 120, 130, 141, 143, 145, 161, 162,
163
rm+ 45,60, 67, 70, 71, 98,107,125,131,146,154,159
rl140
rl+
Table 8.14: Rising pitch accents in the weather report

8. 7 .2

Comments on individual pitch accents

In the utterance with accents nos. 40 (Fh-) and 41 (Rh-) the same word is repeated after an interruption by the newsreader himself: i vozmozno ja govorfu
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vozmozno. The same phenomenon was observed in the speech of Panasjuk

(nos. 45 and 46). No. 40 has been classified as type Fh- and perceptually it
does belong to this type. But the picture clearly shows that the rising movement starts in the accented syllable and not in the posttonic syllable.
After accent no. 69 the newsreader turns to the typical standard weather report style, because from there on he is reading facts. Most specific for this
style are the utterances with accents nos. 101-112.
There are many sawteeth in this excerpt, with rising pitch accents that are
followed by a type Fl- accent, for instance nos. 23-25, 42-46, 74-80, 84-87,
97-100. Sawteeth with rising or falling pitch accents are often followed by
a type Rh-, for instance nos. 19-21, 113-116, 117-122, 127-132, 149-150. A
sequence of sawteeth followed by a type Rh- can frequently be observed in
enumerations of facts. As long as a series of facts is not yet finished every
group of facts within these series ends with a type Rh- realization. A series
finally ends in a type Fl- realization. More type Rh- accents were found in the
weather report than in the other excerpts. Accent no. 155 has been classified
as type f-/+. But if the next accent is cut off, the accent can be perceived as
a type Fnl- realization.
Type Rm- realizations nos. 69 and 90 occur at a boundary and thus do not
have a posttonic part. Yet they cannot be classified as type Rf6- because the
accents cannot be perceived as a neutralization between types Rl- and Rh-:
it is perceivable that the accents belong to type Rm-, because a beginning
falling movement is perceived.
Differences between accents nos. 33 and 39 (Rm-), on the one hand, and no. 41
(Rh-), on the other hand, are very subtle. In nos. 33 and 39 it can be perceived that pitch in the posttonic part falls slightly, while in no. 41 pitch is
retained on the high level.
After accent no. 69, where the reader takes the official report style, there is
less variation in intonation than in the first part where he talks freely. In the
first part declination is almost absent, while in the second part declination
can be observed in the sawteeth.
1

8.8

Michail Gorbacev

The excerpt was recorded directly from Dutch television. The integral text of
Gorbacev's speech "Oktjabr' i perestrojka: revoljucija prodolzaetsja" ("October and perestrojka: the revolution continues") was published in the Literaturnaja Gazeta 1987, No. 45, page 3.
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Michail Sergeevic Gorbacev, who originates from Groznyj in the northern
Caucasus, has some peculiarities in his pronunciation. The genitive plural
word ending -ov, in which the grapheme v is regularly pronounced as [f] or
[v] by assimilation, frequently occurs in his speech as [ou). In the genitive
singular the ending -ogo, in which the grapheme g in literary pronunciation
is realized as [w], Gorbacev produces a [,].
On the whole Gorbacev's speech in this excerpt is somewhat elated, uplifting,
as is usual in official, political speeches.
In the qualification by the native speakers, who of course all recognized
Gorbacev's voice, the speech was typified as normal for the given genre, and
as very well prepared.

8.8.1

Specification of the phonetic data

In the excerpt of Gorbacev's speech the highest level reached in pitch is 256
hertz, the lowest level is 90 hertz.
The largest excursion, if measured from the lowest level, is 18.1 semitones.
There are 54 pitch accents, 9 of which are additional pitch accents (see below):
45 rising and 9 falling accents.
In this excerpt Gorbacev does not make any hesitations or pauses within utterances.
The excerpt is presented in 10 lines of stylized pitch contours.

pitch accent number
type
FlFnlFl+ 23*, 27*, 31*, 33*, 34*, 37*, 45*, 54*
Fnl+
FhFn+
f-/+ 19
Table 8.15: Falling pitch accents in Michail Gorbalev

In table 8.16 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 13.5 semitones or more;

- normal excursion (r): 13.5 semitones or less.
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pitch accent number
18
3, 4, 13, 26, 32, 51
9
1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 28, 29, 30, 35,
36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 46, 47, 48, 52
Rm+ 10, 11, 24, 25
12, 21, 41, 44, 49, 50, 53
rmrm+ 22
rlrl+

type
RIRhR~Rm-

Table 8.16: Rising pitch accents in Michail Gorbalev

For both table 8.15 and table 8.16 the following subdivision between high and
low was found:
- the low level (1): 90 hertz = 0 ST;
- the high level in R (h): 256 hertz= 18.1 ST above 90 hertz;
- the non-low level (nl): 101 (106) hertz = 2 (2.8) ST above 90 hertz;
- the midfield (m): above 101 hertz = above 2.0 ST above 90 hertz;
- the low register (r): 90 - 196 hertz = 0 - 13.5 ST;
- the high register (R): 196 - 256 hertz = 13.5 - 18.1 ST.

8.8.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

If we assume that the text Gorbacev was reading had exactly the same punctuation as in the weekly, the falling pitch accents occur at a punctuation mark,
in this case a comma, a dash or a full stop.
Except in no. 27, the falling movements are not steep: 24 to 58 semitones per
second.
The excursion at the commas is large (14-17 ST), whereas at the stops the
excursion is normal (6-9 ST). All the falling pitch accents have late timing.
In this case without exception the starting point of the falling movement is
near the vowel onset. In some cases there was a high rising part before the
fall in the accented vowel: nos. 33, 34, 37 ( blagopoluciia, zdorovj'a, razvitiia,
respectively).
A zanos precedes all type Fl+ accents. Perceptually, the rise in no. 26 has
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the effect of a zanos: the rise is extended in the next pretonic syllable of the
falling no. 27. (See also nos. 9/10 in the Cvetkova excerpt and nos. 21/22,
27 /28 in Okudzava.)
Almost all syllables with w_ord stress have a pitch accent. Moreover, additional pitch accents occur, and not only in longer words with more than three
syllables. They can be found both in the pretonic and posttonic position and
are indicated here in italics:
rezul'tate, mozet, dolzen, realizovat', vozmoznosti, gumanizma, blagopolucija,
demokratizacija. In the text under the stylized contours in chapter 10 botp.
pitch accents and additional pitch accents are printed in italics. The word
stress in these words is indicated with a stress mark. Note that not all additional accents have been indicated, because nearly every utterance in the
excerpt shows a zigzag pattern. The cases just mentioned are only a few examples.
Accent no. 37 is almost a rising movement: with a manipulation in which a
small plateau is made after the highest point of the rise, the accent can be
made to belong to type Rl-. Without a plateau and with a gradual posttonic
falling movement the accent would belong to type Rm-. The difference between types Rl- and Fl+ is very subtle here: delaying the beginning of the
falling movement by 90 milliseconds (without touching timing) changes the
type of accent. This is a very important issue, since the difference between
types RI- and Fl+ has always been a problem in descriptions of Russian intonation (and a stumbling block for foreign students of Russian). In accent
no. 37 (in the word razvitija) the differences can be illustrated very clearly
because of the phonetic features of this accent: large excursion, early timing
and a rise and fall in the accented syllable. I have therefore presented the
three relevant types of pitch accent one on top of the other in figure 8.1.
In figure 8.1 the solid line indicates the original stylization (Fl+), the dotted
line the manipulation into type Rl- and the dashed line the manipulation into
type Rm-.
An interesting realization of type Rl- is no. 18 (gumanizma), in which the
rise is followed by a falling movement, as usual. But in this posttonic falling
movement a zanos and an additional pitch accent, a fall, are realized in the
posttonic syllable.
As mentioned above, almost all syllables with word stress have a pitch accent.
This explains the sometimes rather whimsical form of the pitch contours.
Where a sequence of two or more rising pitch accents is realized, a steep fall
has to be made in order to make the next rise. Therefore, successive pitch
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Figure 8.1: Realizations of types RI-, Rm- and Fl+ one on top of the other

accents are early rises, otherwise there is not time enough to come down for
the next rise.
The additional pitch accents contribute considerably to the zigzag contour in,
for instance, the first line (nos. 1-9). They are even steeper than the accents
in the accented syllables. Elimination of the secondary accents would lead to
a regular sawtooth pattern, as in the first part of the next line (nos.10-11).
Declination is practically absent. The successive rises and the absence of
declination cause the special effect which is characteristic of Gorbafev in his
official speeches (and more generally speaking in public, not necessarily political, speeches). Each word is supposed to convey important information (many
pitch accents) and the Hstener's attention should not fade because more is still
to come (no declination).

8.9

Bulat Okudzava

The text is from the first chapter, first paragraph of the novel ."Bud' zdorov
~koljar" by Bulat Okudzava. The Russian written text is taken from the Posev edition of 1964: 1-2. The text is spoken by the author of the novel on a
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Melodija record. Okudfava is better known for his poetry and especially for
the interpretation of his poems. He composes and sings his own songs and
accompanies himself on guitar. His style is often compared with the chansons
of the late French poet and singer Georges Brassens. This is important background information for understanding the idiosyncrasy of the speaker, as we
will see below.
Okudfava's father is Georgian and his mother Armenian. He was educated
partly in Moscow, partly in all kinds of different places in the Soviet Union.
He has lived in Moscow since his thirties. His pronunciation is not Moscow
pronunciation, it is an individual pronunciation. For instance his realization
of the [o] as a front vowel is remarkable.
Okudlava sometimes seems to sing his text. Despite his special style, vowel
lengthening, singing and other idiosyncratic features, it is possible to describe
the pitch accents in the excerpt. In my opinion it is desirable for any spoken
Russian text to be covered, as far as the types of pitch accent are concerned,
with the overview presented in chapter 6. Obviously, differences in expression
based on pronunciation influence the perception of speech, but such differences do not necessarily affec~ intonation.
The speaker prepared his own written text and performed it without any hesitations or pauses at unexpected places.
The group of native speakers described his speech as typical of that used
in reading literature, but criticized his pronunciation, his too frequent rising
pitch accents and his sometimes pompous style of speaking. Nobody recognized his voice.
8.9.1

Specification of the phonetic data

In this excerpt the highest level reached in pitch is 232 hertz, the lowest level
75 hertz.
The largest excursion measured from the lowest level is 19.5 semitones.
The excerpt is presented in the stylized pitch contours in 17 lines.
There are 97 pitch accents in the excerpt: 25 falling and 72 rising accents.
In table 8.18 the features indicate the following values:
- large excursion (R): 10 ST or more;
- normal excursion (r): 10 ST or less.
The subdivision of the whole field between high and low was established as
follows:
- the low level (1): 75 hertz = 0. ST;
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the high level in R (h): 232 hertz = 19.5 ST above 75 hertz;
the non-low level (nl): 84 (106) hertz = 2.0 (6.0) ST above 75 hertz;
the midfield (m): above 84 hertz = above 2.0 ST above 75 hertz;
high register (R): 134 - 232 Hz = 10 - 19.5 ST;
low register (r): 75 - 134 Hz= 0 - 10 ST.
type
FlFnlFl+
Fnl+
FhF"+
f-/+

pitch accent number
28, 34
22
37, 47, 55, 76, 80
11, 12, 16*, 50, 77, 78, 87, 92

31, 32, 33, 43, 59, 60, 68, 75, 79

Table 8.17: Falling pitch accents in Bulat Okudfava

type
RIRhR~
Rm-

pitch accent number
35, 86, 88, 91, 93

42, 56, 71
9, 10, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 38, 40, 45, 46, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53, 58, 61, 64, 67, 70, 73, 74, 81, 82, 85, 89, 90, 94
Rm+ 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 14, 15, 24, 95
7, 54, 62, 63, 65, 66, 72, 83, 84
rmrm+ 3, 5, 13, 19, 20, 26, 30, 36, 39, 41, 44, 69, 96, 97
rl57
rl+
Table 8.18: Rising pitch accents in Bulat Okudfava

8.9.2

Comments on individual pitch accents

In the discussion of Gorbacev's speech it was pointed out that the difference
between types RI- and Fl+ or Fnl+ can be very subtle as regards the phonetic features.
The same can be observed in Okudzava: accents no. 12 and no. 77 have been
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classified as type Fnl+, but a manipulation into type Rl- is very easy to make.
The falling pitch accent no. 50 has been classified as non-low, despite the fact
that the lowest point reached lies below the non-low reference level. It is the
late timing and the absence of a posttonic part that makes no. 50 belong to
non-low movements.
In the classification experiment (section 4.6) no. 50, with a lowest frequency
of 76 hertz (low), phonetically has been indicated as similar to no. 16, which
has an end frequency of 83 hertz ( non-low).
Falling accents of type f-/+ sometimes reach the non-low reference level. But
these accents cannot be classified as types Fnl- or Fnl+ because of their posttonic part. A rising posttonic part excludes accents from being classified as
types Fnl- and Fnl+, which always have a lower, level or no posttonic part.
There is also a linguistic explanation for not classifying these falling accents
as type Fnl- or Fnl+, namely the position of the accent in the utterance, but
this issue is not discussed in the present study.
In some cases a rise is immediately followed by a falling movement within the
accented syllable, though the pitch accent is perceived as only rising. The
timing is sometimes late, which means that the accented vowel must be fairly
long, otherwise there would not be "time" to go down within the accented
vowel. The downward movement in these cases is not continued in the posttonic syllable(s). The effect of such a pitch accent is that it almost resembles
singing. Singing accents of this type are, for instance, nos. 15, 19, 20, 39.
Note that no. 19 is an additional pitch accent.
A small accent after a last accent is, for instance, no. 84. The same type of
accent can be found in Cvetkova (no. 68).
Accents nos. 26 and 30 are perceived as type rm+ realizations, but no. 30,
which is steeper than no. 26, resembles type Fh-. Yet no. 30 belongs to type
rm+ because of the rise immediately at the vowel onset. Note that the perceptual differences between no. 30 and no. 26 are caused by the slope of the
rising movement and the begin frequency.
Accents nos. 86 and 88 belong to type Rl-, but not no. 82 which also has a
low posttonic part. The difference is the gradual slope in both pret.onic and
posttonic syllables, and no. 82 has therefore been perceived and classified as
type Rm-.
Nos. 56 and 71 have been classified as type R95- because a prosodic boundary
can be heard between these accents and the following syllables. Otherwise,
the realization would belong to type Rl-.
As can be concluded from the comments on individual pitch accents, differ165

ences between realizations of different types of pitch accent can be so subtle
that pitch accents are sometimes hard to classify in texts like the present one.
I consider the excerpt a dramatic performance rather than a "read-alo ud"
text for the following reason.
Okudzav a repeats the same sequence of pitch accents several times in a way
compara ble to what in music is called a phrase. Pitch accents nos. 1-3 have
the same melody as nos. 4-5 and nos. 6-7.
Musical phrases are presented by nos. 13-16 and nos. 17-20; nos. 21-26 and
nos. 27-30; nos. 38-39, nos. 40-41 and nos. 42-44; nos. 56-60, nos. 61-63;
nos. 64-67, nos. 68-70 and nos. 71-73. In nos. 1-7 and nos. 21-26 the text has
similar syntactic structure , whereas in the other sequences this is not the

a

case.

8.10

Kira Murat ova and Vladim ir Vysock ij

This excerpt was recorded directly from BBC television. The speakers in the
dialogue are the film director and actress Kira Muratov a and the late famous
actor, poet and singer Vladimir Vysockij.
The group of native speakers recognized the dialogue as being taken from
a film and typified the speech as normal for the genre, though some natives
called the style deliberat e, somewha t artificial, but nevertheless typical theatre
style; they did not agree about the spontane ity of the speakers. Everybo dy
recognized Vysockij's voice, and some natives recognized from what film the
excerpt was taken.
The part in the text about man-eate rs is inspired by the novel "Dvenad cat'
stul'ev" (The twelve chairs) by Il'f and Petrov. The text ends with a line
from a children' s rhyme about a little grey goat which was eaten by a wolf
and only its horns and hooves were left.
On the fifth page with stylized pitch contours one fragment shows a dashed
line instead of a solid line. In the part indicated with the dashes Muratov a is
whispering.
In order to tell the two speakers apart, in the English translati on Kira Muratova's text is printed between brackets in chapter 10. This is not done in the
translite ration, because it is clear from the contours who is speaking.
On the cassette this excerpt has been recorded only in the original recording.
As can be heard in the original, while speaking the two actors walk about
or sigh or make all kinds of noises. The sound quality of some close-copy
166

stylizations therefore leaves much to be desired. Close-copy stylizations with
good sound quality have, however, been used in the perception experiments.
Examples from the excerpt have been used in Part I.
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Summary in Dutch
In deze studie wordt een perceptieve beschrijving gegeven van de intonatie in
een corpus Russisch (11 sprekers) van ca. 9 minuten spontane spraak en ca.
6 minuten voorgedragen teksten. De studie bestaat uit 2 delen in twee losse
boeken: Boek 1 bevat deel I (hoofdstuk 1-6), deel II (hoofdstuk 7-8); deel II
wordt vervolgd in Boek 2, <lat het corpus bevat in hoofdstuk 9 (teksten) en
10 (gestileerde contouren).
In Boek 1 in het eerste deel wordt na een algemeen overzicht (hoofdstuk
1) de zogenoemde stileringsmethode behandeld (hoofdstuk 2) die gebruikt
wordt voor de analyse/resynthese van toonhoogteverschijnselen. Met deze
methode, ontwikkeld op het lnstituut voor Perceptie Onderzoek (IPO) te
Eindhoven, wordt het originele toonhoogteverloop gestileerd tot een minimum aantal rechtelijnstukken (zgn. close-copy stileringen) <lat nog melodisch
identiek is aan het origineel. Het resultaat is een representatie van intonatie
op de meest zuinige wijze, in termen van perceptief relevante toonhoogtebewegingen. De Russische intonatie is niet eerder aangepakt op een met deze
methode vergelijkbare wijze. Het kan worden aangetoond dat deze methode,
waarbij het perceptief criterium voorop staat, grote mogelijkheden biedt toonhoogteverschijnselen in gesproken taal te onderzoeken. Doordat het resultaat
experimenteel verifieerbaar is, zijn de onderzoeksresultaten betrouwbaar.
Er wordt besproken hoe toonhoogtecontouren met behulp van de methode
zijn gestileerd en hoe op basis van in het corpus gevonden perceptief relevante
toonhoogtebewegingen een classificatie tot stand is gekomen van typen in het
Russisch voorkomende toonhoogteaccenten, door deze accenten te sorteren op
grond van perceptieve criteria (hoofdstuk 3). In de analyse van het proces
van spreken en verstaan is de studie van intonatie niet gebaat bij een overwegend akoestische analyse. Zoals voortdurend is gebleken tijdens het stileren,
horen onze oren niet altijd wat de akoestische meting laat zien. Zo kan in het
Russisch bijv. een stijgende toon akoestisch gezien op een heel andere plaats
in een geaccentueerde syllabe (of ervoor of erna) optreden dan waar wij deze
menen te horen. Dit verschijnsel wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 3 en 5.
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In hoofdstuk 4 wordt beschreven hoe in perceptie-experimenten is nagegaan
hoeveel typen bewegingen in het Russisch moeten worden onderscheiden en
wat de invloed is van bewegingen v66r en na de geaccentueerde syllabe. In
twee laatste experimenten is de complete classificatie geverifieerd.
Bij het stileren van Russische intonatie kwamen niet eerder beschreven toonhoogtebewegingen tevoorschijn. Bovendien konden in de literatuur niet
duidelijk beschreven verschillen tussen typen toonhoogteaccenten worden onderzocht: de stileringsmethode biedt alle mogelijkheden toonhoogtebewegingen te manipuleren. Bewegingen kunnen groter, kleiner, steiler of geleidelijker
worden gemaakt. De plaats van de beweging in de geaccentueerde syllabe kan
worden gevarieerd. Al deze aspecten komen waar dit relevant is aan de orde.
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de perceptief relevante kenmerken, die de discreet
verschillende typen toonhoogteaccenten in het Russisch definieren, in detail
besproken.
Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een overzicht van typen toonhoogteaccenten, op basis van
het corpus, met fonetische specificaties van maximum, minimum en gemiddelde waarden, per spreker en voor alle sprekers samen.
Het tweede deel van de studie bevat het corpus. De notatie van het corpus wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 7. In een commentaar in hoofdstuk 8
komen sprekerskenmerken en bijzondere of karakteristieke realisaties van toonhoogteaccenten aan de orde.
In Boek 2 staan in hoofdstuk 9 de integrale parallelteksten van het corpus in
het Cyrillisch en in Engelse vertaling.
Tenslotte volgen de gestileerde toonhoogtecontouren van alle geanalyseerde
fragmenten uit het corpus in hoofdstuk 10. In de contouren en in de tekst
in transliteratie onder de contouren staan de syllaben met toonhoogteaccent
gemarkeerd. Bovendien is het type accent aangegeven. Onderaan elke pagina
met contouren staat weer de Engelse vertaling. Een cassette met integrale
originele opnamen en gestileerde fragmenten is aan de boeken toegevoegd.
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Summa ry in Russian

PE3IOME

B

AaHHOH

MOHorpad>HH A&eTCH

nepI.:(enTHBHoe onHcaHHe

TOHa[(HH Ha OCHOBe MaTepHanoB cnoHT&HHOH

(6

MHHYT) pe'IH. 3anHCb npOH3BOAHnH

l1ccneAOBaHHR

no

pyccKOH

11

pyccKOH

HH-

(9 MHHYT) H npHI'OTOBneHH OH

AHKTOPOB.

HHTOHaI.:(HH

B STOH KHHI'e BO MHOI'OM
OTnH'l&lOTCH OT HccneAOB&HHH , onHC&HHhIX B 6oraTOH nHTepaType Ha STY
TeMy. BnepBbie MeTOA nep[(enTHBHOI'O aHanHsa/pecHH Tesa, MeTOA CTHnH30B&HHR, npHMeHHeTCH K pyccKOMY H3bIKY,

,Uo CHX nop STOT MeTOA HCnonbSOBancg TOnbKO B HCcneAOB&HHR X no ronn&HACKOMY , &HI'nHHCKOMY
H, B HeAaBHeM npomnoM, no HeMeI.:(KOMY H3bIKaM.
ApryMeHT B nonbsy H&CTORII.:(HX HCCneAOB&HHH THBHbIX

ynHK

B

6onbmHHCTBe

MOHOrpa<pHH

no

OTCYTCTBHe nep[(enpyccKOH

HHTOH&I.:(HH,

O)l(HAanocb, 'ITO Hcnonbsyg MeTOA CTHnH30B3HHH , 6yAeT B03MO)l(H0 noAXOAHTb K npo6neMaM no pycCKOH HHTOH&I.:(HH c nepcneKTHBaM H Ha
YAOBneTBOpHT enbHbie pesynbT&Tbl.
MeTOA aHanHsa/pecHH Tesa nosBonaeT SKCnepHMeHTa Topy CAenaTb cnbIIIIHMbIMH aHanHsHpyeMb ie cpparMeHTbl pe'IH qepes peCHHTe3 H cpaBHHTb
HX C opHI'HH&nbHbIM H cpparMeHT&MH,
6om,moe

npeHMy!I.:(eCTBO ,

KOTopoe

KpoMe Toro, 8TOT MeTOA HMeeT

3&KnlO'laeTCH

B TOM, 'ITO HsyqaeMble npo6neMbl MO)l(HO npeACT&BHTb B ayAHOBHsyanbH OM BHAe,
9TH
npeHMy!I.:(eCTB a Bbipa:>K&lOTCH B ocpopMneHHH A&HHOH MOHorpa<pHH, KOTopaJI COCTOHT H3 ABYX qacTeH B ABYX TOMax C 3BYKOnpHno:>K eHHeM Ha
KacceTe.

B

pe3l0Me AaeTCJI KpaTKOe H3nO:>KeHHe MeTOAa CTHnHSOB&HHJI H

npHBOAHTCJI rnaBHOe COAep:>KaHHe AeCHTH rnaB.
ToM

ToM

1.

2.

1.
2.

rnaBa

l.facTb

rnaBa

1-6.
7-8.

l.facTb

2.

rnaBa

9-10.

'lfacTb
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ToM

1.

rnaBa

'l.facT&

1.

1.

Ilocne Kp&TKOI'O BBeAeHHJI B nepBOH rnase, npHBOAHTCJI cnHCOK

ynoTpe6nJ1eMbIX TepMHHOB.
rnasa

2.

3TOT

Bo BTOpOH rnaBe onHChIBaeTCJI MeTOA CTHnH30B&HHJI.

nOAXOA K aHanH3Y HHTOH&UHH, H3BeCTHhIH nOA H&3B&HHeM HHAepn&HA-

(J.1IIO)

CK&JI mKona HHTOH&UHH, paspa6oTaH s 11HCTHTyTe BOCnpHJITHJI
s ropoAe 3HHAXOBeH.

C

noMOIIJ.hIO MeTOAa opHI'HH&nhH&JI npHXOTnHB&JI

BhICOT& TOH& CTHnHsyeTCJI H COKpaw.aeTCJI B TepMHH&X npJIMhIX nHHHH AO
B03MO>KHO MHHHMan&HOI'O '·IHCna nepuenTHBHO peneB&HTHhIX ABH>KeHHH
TOH& 6es cn&IWHMOI'O pa3nH'LIHJI Me>KAY CTHnHsauHeH H

opHI'HH&noM.

B pesyn&TaTe HHTOH&:qH.H Hso6pa>KaeTCJI C&MhIM SKOHOMHhIM o6pa30M B
CTHnH30B&HHhIX KOHTypax, KOTOpbie, ecnH HX 03BY'LIHTh, coxp&HJIIOT nep:qenTHBHYIO HAeHTH'LIHOCTh C OpHI'HHan&HhIMH KOHTypaMH. Ilep:qenTHBH&JI
HAeHTH'LIHOCTh J1BnJ1eTCJ1 rnaBHhIM KpHTepHeM H&CTOJIIIJ,ero MeTOA&.

B

o6W.HX qepTax npouecc CTHnH30B&HHJI npoBOAHTC.H cneAYIOW.HM o6pa-

30M.

B

KOMnhIOTep BBOAHTCJI opHI'HH&n&HaJI sanHCh H &HanH3HPYI0TCJI

penesaHTHbie

napaMeTpbI.

OnHp&JICh

Ha

cnyx,

CBOH

SKCnepHMeHT&-

TOp csepJleT peCHHTe3HpoBaHHY I0 BepcHIO C opHI'HHanbHOH H HcnpaBnJleT
B03MO>KHbie omH6KH B H3MepeHHH H B onpeAeneHHH rnyxHX H 3BOHKHX
0Tpe3K0B.

11cnpasneHHhIH opHI'HHan&HhIH KOHTYP cny>KHT OCHOBOH An.JI

CTHnH30B&HHJI.

Ha MOHHTOpe H306pa>KeHhI 'Ll&CTOT& OCHOBHOI'O TOH&

Ha norapH<pMH'LleCKOH

mKane,

OCUHnnorpaMM&

H

&MnnHTYA&.

Ilepe-

ABHI'&JI Kypcop no MOHHTOPY, SKCnepHMeHT&TOp ycT&H&BnHB&eT Ha'Llano
H KOHe:q opHI'HH&nhHOH KpHBOH H, T&K CK&3&Th, pHcyeT qepe3 KPHBYIO
HOBYIO npJ1MYI0 nHHHIO.

3TOT CTHnH30B&HHhIH T&KHM o6pa30M OTpesoK

03By'LlaeTCJI H CBepJleTCJI C opHrHH&noM.
11 TaK CTHnH3YI0TCJ1 see KpHBbie, noKa He OCT&HeTCJI nep:qenTHBHO AOnycTHMoe, MHHHM&nhHOe 'LIHCno npJIMhIX nHHHH.

MaHHnynHpyeTCJI TOnbKO

BbICOT& TOH&: &MnnHTYAbI H OCUHnnorpaMMhI OCT&IOTCJI He TpOHYTbIMH.
KaK MOI'YT npJIMbie nHHHH 3By'Ll&Th HAeHTH'LIHO opHrHH&ny H, 6onee Toro,
ecTeCTBeHHO, B TO BpeMJI K&K opHI'HH&n npeACT&BnJleT H3 ce6JI KpHByIO?
3To Ka>KeTCJI HeBepOJITHhIM.

0AH&KO,

pecHHTes CTHnHsa:q~H AeMOH-

CTpHpyeT BeChM& y6eAHTenhHO, 'LITO HeT nepuenTHBHOH p&3HH:qbI Me>KAY
"KPHBOH" H "npJIMOH" pe'LlbIO.

3ByKOAeMOHCTp&:qH JI Ha K&CCeTe CBHAe-

TenbCTByeT 06 STOM. PasyMeeTc.H, p&3HHU& B K&'LleCTBe 3BY'Ll&HHJI eCTb.
CTHnHsa:qHH

MO>KHO

AnHTenbHOCTH.

IlpH

03BY'LIHTb

uenHKOM

HnH

8TOM HMeeT CMbICn

no

cpparMeHT&M

nI06oA

cpaBHHBaTb He TOnbKO KO-

pOTKHe CTHnH30BaHHbie 0Tpe3KH C opHI'HHanoM, HO H 3BY'Ll&HHe 8TOI'0
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0Tpe3K& B Meno,IJ.H"leeKOM KOHTeKeTe.

CH&"l&na SKenepHMeHT&TOp &Ha-

nHSHpyeT eTHnHS&IJ.HH, a 3&TeM HOeHTenH .R:3hIKa npoBep.R:IOT npHeMneMOeTh eTHnHS&IJ.HH B SKenepHMeHT&X no BoenpH.R:THIO pe"IH.
MeTOA ,IJ.&eT B03MO:>KHOeTh yeT&HOBHTh) H&eKOnhKO y,u.apeHHe B BhieK&3bIB&HHH peanHSOB&HO Meno,u.HeH.

EenH npH yeTp&HeHHH ,IJ.BH:>KeHH.R: TOH&

TeM He MeHee BoenpHHHM&eTe.R: &KIJ.eHT B enore, TO STOT &KU.eHT peanHSOB&H, O"leBH,IJ.HO, APYI"HMH npoeo,IJ.H"leeKHMH HnH nHHI"BHeTH"leeKHMH npH3H&K&MH (HnH TeMH H APYI"HMH BMeeTe).

Bo BTOpOH rnaBe T&K:>Ke o6ey:>K,IJ.&10Te.R: p&3Hhie peneB&HTHbie no,u.po6HoeTH
B npou.eeee eTHnHSOB&HH.R: HMeHHO pyeeKHX KOHTypoB.
rnaBa

3. B TpeT&eH rnaBe o6ey:>K,u.aeTea HeeooTBeTeTBHe Me:>K,u.y aKyeTHKOH

H BoenpH.R:THeM pe"IH, KOI",IJ.& ,IJ.BH:>KeHH.R: TOH& BoenpHHHM&IOTe.R: K&K peanHSOB&HHbie Ha ,u.pyroM ypoBHe BhieOTbI TOH&, B ,u.pyroM MeeTe pe"leBOI"O
eHrHana, 6nH:>Ke K H&"lany HnH 6nH:>Ke K KOHU.Y enora, "leM STO noK&3bIB&eT
&KyeTH"leeK&.R: HHct,OpM&IJ.H.R:.

IlpHBO,IJ..R:Tea npHMep1,1, B KOTOphIX nepu.enTHBHO peneB&HTHOe ,IJ.BH:>KeHHe
TOH& &KyeTH"leeKH H&XO,IJ.HTe.R: He B y,u.apHOM, a B npe,u.y,u.apHOM HnH B
say,u.apHOM enore, HnH :>Ke B HeeKOnhKHX enorax, B TO BpeMa K&K STO
,IJ.BH:>KeHHe BoenpHHHM&eTe.R: K&K peanHSOB&HHOe B y,u.apHOM enore. Bee&Ma
eHnbHO BnHaeT H& BoenpH.R:THe BOeXO,IJ..R:IIJ.HX &KIJ.eHTOB say,u.apH&.R: "l&eTb.
PaeeM&TpHB&eTe.R: T&K:>Ke B03MO:>KHOeTh pemeHH.R: Bonpoea O nepu.enTHBHOM
npe,u.eT&BneHHH

TOH&,

,IJ.BH:>KeHHH

aKyeTHK&

KOI",IJ.&

eOOTBeTeTByeT

He

BoenpH.R:THIO.
Kor,u.a Bee M&TepH&nbI eTHnHSOB&HhI H yeT&HOBneHhI Meno,IJ.H"leeKHe &Ku.eHTbI,

-

KnaeeHcpHK&IJ.H.R:

oeHoBe

Meno,IJ.H"leCKOI"O

HHTOH&U.HH

mar

K

onHe&HHIO

&KU.eHTOB

B

M&TepHanax

ene,u.ylOIIJ.HH

Meno,IJ.H"leeKHX

H&

exo,IJ.eTB&.

TioeTO.R:HHO ep&BHHB&.R: Meno,IJ.H"leeKHe &KU.eHTbI ,u.pyr e ,u.pyroM B Te"leHHe
MHOI"HX Meeau.eB, g Hamna ,IJ.HeKpeTHbie THnbI Meno,IJ.H"leeKHX &KU,eHTOB,
Bee peanHS&IJ.HH KOTOpbIX nepu.enTHBHO SKBHB&neHTHhI.
B TpeTbeH rnaBe paeeM&TpHB&IOTe.R: npHHU.HnhI KnaeeH«pHK&U.HH, nOH.R:THe
"nepu,eIITHBH&.R: SKBHBaneHTHOeTb" H, ,u.eTanhHO, nepB&.R: nonhITK& KnaceH«pHIJ.HPOB&Th Meno,IJ.H"leeKHe &KU.eHThI B O,IJ.HOM TeKeTe.
B KOHU.e TpeTheH rn&Bbl ,u.aeTC.R: HHBeHT&pb npo6neM H HepeIIIeHHbIX BOnpoeoB, B03HHKIIIHX npH H&3B&HHOH KnaeeHct,HK&U.HH. 0,u.Ha HS rn&BHbIX
npo6neM - say,u.apH&.R: "l&eTh noene BOeXO,IJ..R:IIJ.HX &KU.eHTOB.
rnaBa
pe"IH,

4. B "leTBepTOH rnaBe o6ey:>K,IJ.&10Te.R: SKenepHMeHTbI no BoenpH.R:THIO
npoBe,IJ.eHHbie Ha Kacpe,u.pe ct,oHeTHKH JirY. B on&IT&X y"laeTBOB&nH
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HCilhITyeMhie c 6oJihWOH npaKTHKOH B npocnywHB&HHH, a T&K>Ke H&HBHhie
cnymaTeJIH. Bonhmoe BHHM&HHe B aKcnepHMeHTax YAemmoch H&SB&HHOH
sayA&PHOH qacTH B BOCXOA.RIJJ.HX &K~eHTax:

npo6neMe BJIH.RHH.R 9TOH

qacTH Ha BOCnpH.RTHe peqH 6bmo nocB.RIJJ.eHO TPH OilhITa.

B OAHOM

OilhITe npoBep.RJIOCb BocnpH.RTHe HHTepBaJia B BOCXOA.RIJJ.HX aK-

~eHTax, a T&K>Ke onpeAeJI.RJIOCh,IIO K&KOMY npH3H&Ky cnywaTeJIH KJI&CCH-

<PH~HPYJOT aK~eHThI: no BeJIHqHHe HHTepBana, no sayA&PHOH qacTH, HJIH
>Ke no o6oHM npHsHaKaM.
,l{pyrHe 9KCnepHMeHTbl K&CaJIHCb OCT&JlhHhIX npo6neM KJI&CCH<PHKa~HH
BOCXOA.RIJJ.HX H HHCXOA.RIJJ.HX aK~eHTOB.
non&sy.RCh cnyqaeM, MHe XOTeJIOCb 6bI no6narOA&PHTb Bcex HCnhITyeM&IX,
KOTOp&Ie CHAeJIH H&A TPYAHbIM S&A&HHeM H BMeCTe co MHOH "CTP&A&JIH".

B OilHC&HHH

9KCnepHMeHTOB WHpOKO o6cy>KA&IOTC.R nocTpoeHHe on&ITOB,

pesyn&T&Thl H BhIBOAhI.

B

Ta6JIH~ax A&eTC.R npeAB&pHTeJI&H&.R KJI&CCH-

<PHK&~H.R BOCXOA.RIJJ.HX H HHCXOA.RIJJ.HX aK~eHTOB.
rnaBa

5.

XoT.R peweHbI He Bee npo6neMbI,

pesyn&TaT&I aKcnepHMeH-

TOB npeACT&BJI.RIOTC.R MHe AOCT&ToqHblM OCHOB&HHeM AJI.R nep~enTHBHoro
onHC&HH.R pyccKOH HHTOH&~HH B o6m.Hx qepTax.

l1TaK, B n.RTOH rnaBe

OilHChlB&IOTC.R nep~enTHBHO peneB&HTH&Ie npH3H&KH MeJIOAHqecKHX aK~eHTOB B pyccKOM .RSbIKe, Ha OCHOBe KJI&CCHlpHK&~HH H pesyJibT&TOB onhITOB. Pa3JIHqalOTC.R CJieAYIOIJJ.He npHSH&KH:
-

9KCKYpcH.R:

H&CTO.RIJJ.HH

H

peJI.RTHBHblH

pasMep

HHTepBaJia

Me>KAY

HaqaJI&HOH H KOHeqHOH qacTOTOH ABH>KeHH.R TOHa, Bbipa>KeHHOH B nonyTOHax;
-

perHCTp:

MeJIOAHqecKHH AHanasoH

roBOp.Rm.ero Me>KAY BepXHHM H

HH>KHHM ypoBH.RMH A&HHoro rOBOp.Rm.ero;
- "TaHMHHr": n03H~H.R B YA&pHOM cnore, rAe 3&BepwaeTC.R ABH>KeHHe TOH&,

6nH>Ke K Haqany (paHo) HJIH 6JIH>Ke K KOH~Y (nosAHO) YA&pHoro rnacHoro;
-

AJIHTeJibHOCTh,

H

KPYTH3H&

(Bbipa>KeHa

B

nonyTOH&X

B

ceKYHAY)

ABH>KeHH.R TOHa;
- AeKJIHHa~H.R H HHKJIHH&~H.R:

nJI&BHOe naAeHHe H nOBbIWeHHe TOH& B

TeqeHHe BbICK&SblB&HH.R;
- "pHCeT": BHesanHbIH CKaqoK BBepx HJIH BHH3 B qacToTe OCHOBHoro TOH&;

- npeAYA&pHhie ABH>KeHH.R TOH& H saHoc;
- sayA&pHbie ABH>KeHH.R TOHa;
- MeJIOAHqecKHH noBopoTH&IH nyHKT Me>KAY sayAapHoH H npeAYA&pHOH
q&CT.RMH;

- THnbI MeJIOAHqecKHX rpaHH~: naysa, THWHHa, KOJie6aHHe.
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K&>KAbIH
pHCYHK&X.

npHSH&K
TaM

.a;eMOHCTpHpyeT CSI
r.a;e

C

npHBeAeHHeM

06Hapy>KHnac1 ,. KOMneHC&UHSI

npHMepOB

npHSH&KOB,

H&
HnH

BnHSIHHe OAHOro npHSH&K& Ha .a;pyroH, .a;aeTCSI onHC&HHe 9THX cpeHoMeHoB.
0.a;Ho HS npeHMy~eCTB npe.a;cTaBneHHS I BbICOTbl TOH& Ha norapHcpMH'ieC KOH
mKane H Bblp&>KeHHSI pasMepoB ABH>KeHHH TOH& B nonyToHax COCTOHT B
TOM, 'ITO ABH>KeHHSI TOH& MO>KHO cpaBHHB&Tb .a;pyr C .a;pyroM H Tor.a;a,
Kor.a;a OHH peanHSOBaHbl paSHblMH AHKTopaMH, TO eCTb HesaBHCHMO OT
BblCOTbl TOH& B perHCTpe. Ha OCHOBe A&HHbIX, Bblpa>KeHHblX B repu, TaKoe
nepuenTHBHOe cpaBHeHHe HCKmO'ieHo.
rnaBa

6.

B 3&KmO'ieHHH nepBOH 1.l&CTH MOHOrpacpHH, B mecTOH rnaBe, npe.a;-

CT&BneHbl Ta6nHUbl THnOB MenOAH'ieCKHX &KUeHTOB c
cpe.a;HHMH

A&HHblMH

.a;ng

OT.a;enhHbIX AHKTOpOB.

cpoHeTH'ieCKHM H

ITpHBO,D;SITCSI T&K>Ke

cpe.a;HHe BenHtIHHbl .a;ng Bcex AHKTOpOB BMeCTe.
,ZJ;Ba pHCYHKa H306pa>K&IOT Ha norapHcpMHtieC KOH mKane THnbI BOCXOASl~HX H HHCXOASl~HX
Meno,D;H'ieCKHX &KUeHTOB K&K pesynbTaT onHC&HHblX

KnaccHcpHK&UH H,

9KcnepHMeHTO B H nepuenTHBHO peneBaHTHblX npHSH&KOB.
T.f&CTb

2.

B ce.a;1,MoH rnaBe
A&eTCSI HOT&UHSI M&TepHanoB, B BOCbMOH rnaBe - xapaKTepHCTH K& BCeM
OAHHHaAU&TH AHKTopaM:
onHC&HHe ronoca, oco6eHHOCTH B npOH3HOBTopaSI qacTh MOHorpacpHH co.a;ep>KHT M&TepHan1,1.

meHHH, oco61,1e peanHSaUHH THnOB aKUeHTOB, a T&K>Ke cpoHeTHtieCKHe A&HHble.

TOM

2.

ITpo.a;on>KeHHe BTopoH 'i&CTH.
Bo BTOpOM TOMe ny6nHKYIOTCSI M&TepHan1,1.

B .a;eBSITOH

rnaBe H&ne'i&T&Hbl

nonHbie napannenbHbie TeKCTbl opHI'HHanbHblX sanHCeH H& pycCKOM H &HrnHHCKOM Sl3bIKax, B TOM 'iHCne H Te 0Tpe3KH, KOTOpbie Henb3SI 61,mo &H&nH3HpOB&Tb H3-3a IIIyMa HnH HS-Sa nepe6HBaHHSI l'OBOpSl~HMH .a;pyr .a;pyra.
B AeCSITOH rnaBe H306pa>KeHbl HHTOH&UHOHHb le KOHTypbl B CTHnHS&UHSIX
H& norapHcpMH'ieC KOH mKane H Ha OAHOH BpeMeHHOH mKane

.a;nSI

Bcex AHK-

TOPOB. IToA KOHTypaMH HanetiaTaH pyccKHH TeCKT B Tp&HCKpHilll;HH .

11 B
KOHType H B TeKCTe yKasaH y.a;apHbIH cnor B cnoBe C Meno.a;H'ieCKHM &KueHTOM. Tun aKUeHTa OTMe'iaeTCSI cpasy no.a; TeKCTOM. KpoMe Toro, H&
K&>KAOH CTp&HHUe BHHSY .a;aeTCSI &HrnHHCKHH nepeBOA.

IlpeHMy~eCTB O H3,D;aHHSI MOHorpacpHH B ABYX TOM&X COCTOHT B TOM,
'ITO 'IHT&Tenh MO>KeT, ecnH no>KenaeT, HSy'i&Tb KOMMeHT&pHH H KOH-
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TYPhl OAHOBpeMeHHO, cnymag )J.eMOHCTp&IJ.HH Ha KacceTe. 3anHCh opHrHH&1IhHhlX OTphIBKOB Ha KacceTe COOTBeTCTByeT Il011HhlM TeKCT&M B AeBJITOH
rnaBe, a 3&IlHCh CTH1IH3&IJ.HH - CTH1IH30B&HHh IM KOHTypaM B AeC.HTOH rnaBe.
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